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Abstract
This research explores how queer culture and theory can be communicated
through crafted objects and curated exhibitions. It interrogates whether it is
possible to identify queer characteristics, aesthetics and themes in crafted
objects and develops the idea of visual polari – based on Polari, the slang
language used by gay men in England predominantly in the mid twentieth
century – as a methodology.
The research then examines how art related to queer lives has been curated in
art organisations and how different curators have approached creating queer
taxonomies. It also examines the use of craft techniques by artists addressing
queer topics and argues that the marginalised positions of craft – the decorative
and the domestic – have been adopted by queer practitioners.
Marginalised groups can often be excluded from representation in cultural
organisations, and museums and galleries have traditionally shied away from
the emerging discipline of queer theory. Although Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender (LGBT) Month acts as a focus for queer recognition in museums
and galleries, many organisations are unsure how to explore or tackle the
subject. The core of this research examines practical case studies that explore
how this can be achieved.
The research was informed by four exhibitions where I was both the artist and
curator. The first – Queering the Museum at Birmingham Museum and Art
Gallery – drew on artist intervention methodologies that had been used to
address race within museums, but had not been applied to marginalised
sexualities.
The second was Other Stories: Queering the University Art Collection at the
Stanley and Audrey Burton Gallery at the University of Leeds and used oral
histories from gay men and women to reposition objects in the art gallery
collection.
The last two installations were at National Trust properties – Nymans House
and Gardens and The Vyne – and examined the queer lives of their former
occupants. The exhibitions used artist interventions to disrupt any single
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interpretive narrative and move away from the centring of the houses’ histories
on heteronormative family trees.
Queer is a contested term and LGBT encompasses a wide variety of
experiences. Although the research strives for inclusion, not all experiences that
come under the banner term LGBT are explored equally. Rather, this research
aims to move the ideas about how cultural organisations can represent queer
lives and to generate debate in the fields of museums, galleries and historic
houses.
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Introduction
This research interrogates the intersection between conceptual practice and
queer theory. The terms ‘art’, ‘craft’ and ‘queer’ are all contested, their
definitions have repeatedly changed over time and are geographically specific.
Chapter 1 outlines the use of the term queer in the research. Queer is used with
a double definition: it is a noun to discuss individuals who identify as LGBT1 and
it can also be used as a way of describing a deviation from the norm. Queer can
therefore be used as a verb (queering) to question normative views.
Specifically, in this research, it is used to address heteronormativity2 within
cultural organisations. Queer is therefore used as an identity and also as a
strategy and so explores the tension between essentialist ideas of identity and
social constructionist ideas of identity in process.
Chapter 1 then explores the intersection between queer and craft practice, a
relationship which is constantly in process. What were once seen as fixed
binaries – craft/fine art, heterosexual/queer – are now much more nuanced and
open to debate.
The artworks created and examined within this research sit within an overlap
area. Produced using craft techniques and materials, they operate within a
conceptual fine art framework. Conceptual craft has repeatedly been linked with
artists’ movements that have used craft’s associations with the handmade, the
personal and the domestic. Craft’s diverse nature and its secondary status to
fine art within the art world has been used to explore marginalised identities to
such an extent that craft’s status as old-fashioned and traditional is being
replaced with ‘crafting as a strategy to examine and challenge contemporary
issues’.3
Like queer, craft in an umbrella term. Craft groups together a number of
material practices, two of which will be used in the research: clay and textiles.
1

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans.
Heteronormativity is defined as ‘the institutions, structures of understanding, and practical
orientations that make heterosexuality not only coherent – that is, organised as a sexuality – but
also privileged’ in Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner (1998), “Sex in Public,” Critical Inquiry,
24:2, 547–66.
3
Anthea Black and Nicole Burisch, “Craft Hard, Die Free: Radical Curatorial Strategies for
Craftivisim in Unruly Contexts,” The Craft Reader, ed. Glenn Adamson (Oxford: Berg, 2010)
610.
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2

Both have been linked with queer craft practice but for very different reasons.
Clay, when fired, moves from a state of endless transformative possibility into a
fixed form. It has been described as the ‘ultimate archival material, contributing
primary archaeological information about past cultures’.4 This stabilising of form
can be seen as a mirroring of queer, which has moved from an activity people
engaged in into an identity.
In contrast to ceramics, textiles are more open to being worked and reworked.
Their strongly gendered link with the feminine makes them ripe for queer work,
especially by men. Chapter 1 concludes with an outline of the queer craft
methodology that will be used in the rest of the research.
Chapter 2 – Queer Objects – begins with an examination of how queer lives and
objects overlap. Sarah Ahmed has argued that ‘[t]o be orientated is also to be
turned toward certain objects, those that help us to find our way.’5 It considers
the objects one might turn to for queer orientation. The chapter then considers
two artistic strategies for queer craft practice that are used to create new work.
Firstly, it explores the idea of queer readings, which examine existing objects
and artworks through a queer filter to interrogate them for queerness. Queer
readings have suggested reversing the foreground and background as a
strategy to interrogate marginalised spaces for queerness. Adopting this
reversal, The Problems with History is a series of textile pieces that visually
adopt this technique.
Secondly, queer appropriation and its links to postmodernism is explored with
BlueBoy and Pillar of Masculinity. The works draw on Polari, the queer slang
used in London in the mid-twentieth century, as a starting point to develop reappropriation and adaption as a queer visual technique – a visual polari.
Queer art has largely relied on photography and figurative painting and the
literal depiction of queer individuals. In Chapter 3 – Queer Curating – the
manner in which different curators have approached curating queer art

4

Paul Mathieu, The Memory of Humankind: Digital Ceramics and the Archive, research
proposal, three-year research project funded by Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada, (2007) 13, qted in Paul Scott, Ceramics and Landscape, Remediation and
Confection: A Theory of Surface, PhD Thesis (Manchester: Manchester Institute for Research
and Innovation in Art and Design, 2010) 22.
5
Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, Orientations, Objects, Others (Durham: Duke, 2006) 1.
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exhibitions, and particularly exhibitions that do not solely rely on figurative
representations of queer individuals, draws out potential methodologies for
identifying queer sensibilities in art objects.
It has been argued that there are few objects that uniquely link to individuals
who identify as LGBT,6 so the representation of LGBT lives in museums –
which rely on material culture to represent groups of people – can be
problematic.7 Often, the ability of objects to signify queer lives relies on the
association between queer individuals and a particular object rather than the
notion of a queer group or type of object(s).
The reliance on the association between objects and lives lived in order for
objects to have queer relevance creates a fragile interrelationship that is easily
broken. Without explicit interpretation, heteronormativity erodes queer ties with
objects. The main body of practice explores how heteronormativity operates in
museums, art galleries and historic houses. Through a combination of artist
intervention, curatorial practice and creation of new work, four organisations
have been doubly queered: the organisations’ curatorial methods have been
examined and deconstructed and LGBT histories have been place at the core of
their displays.
Three very different strategies were adopted for the different venues. Chapter 4
– Queering Museums and Art Galleries – describes two solo shows that
intervene into museum and art gallery collections. The first, Queering the
Museum, took place at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery in 2010/2011, the
second, Other Stories: Queering the University Art Collection, was at the
Stanley and Audrey Burton Art Gallery at the University of Leeds in 2012.
Queering the Museum drew on artist intervention techniques that have
traditionally been used to explore the representation of race in museums and, in
particular, the work of the artist Fred Wilson. Through a reframing of the
museum’s collections and exhibitions using a queer lens, the heteronormative
exhibition practices that often erase queer lives are unpicked. Consisting of 19

6

Robert Mills, “Queer is Here? Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Histories and Public Culture,”
Gender, Sexuality, and Museums, ed. Amy K. Levin (Abingdon: Routledge, 2010) 86.
7
Angela Vanegas, “Representing Lesbians and Gay Men in British Social History Museums,”

Gender, Sexuality, and Museums, ed. Amy K. Levin, (London: Routledge, 2010) 164.
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queer craft interventions throughout the museum, the exhibition critiqued the
basis for museum displays and interrogated museum acquisition and collecting
policies. To some extent this method of intervention relies on grand narratives
of the past and attempts to create universalising truths which, like
heteronormativity, privilege some individuals over others.
To move away from grand narratives, the intervention at the Stanley and
Audrey Burton Art Gallery used an oral history archive as the basis for a
repositioning of the gallery’s twentieth century art collection. Queer oral histories
were embedded in contemporaneous objects and the resulting artworks were
placed alongside objects in the collection in order that the collection be reviewed, queerly, through the association. The oral histories were used to alter
the contemporaneous objects, which in turn changed the perception of the
objects in the art gallery collection.
Historic houses operate very differently from museums and art galleries.
Chapter 5 – Queering the Historic House – describes two historic house
interventions, at Nymans House and Gardens in 2012 and The Vyne in 2013,
both National Trust properties. Within historic houses, the lives of former
residents are often at the heart of the curatorial interpretation and family trees
usually form the starting point for understanding their histories. While marriage
is not always an indicator of sexual intimacy, its centrality within the
interpretations of historic houses puts relationships and intimacies centre stage
in a way that seldom happens in museums.
Historic houses also present an accumulation of objects and allow us to view
the associations between those objects and their use by historic house owners.
Collecting theories have explored how the collection and display of material
culture can reflect identity, often with respect to gender. Whitney Davis8 has
explored how queer men have subverted Freud’s idea of family romance and
used object collection and collation to create substitute queer family romances
using objects.
The two historic house interventions discussed in this research were part of a
larger project where, as one of the directors of Unravelled Arts, I commissioned
8

Whitney Davis, “Queer Family Romance in Collecting Visual Culture,” GLQ: A Journal of
Lesbian and Gay Studies, Vol 17, No 2–3 (2011) 309–329.
13

33 new pieces of crafted artwork in response to three separate National Trust
properties. This multi-voiced response to each house ensured that different
narratives of the past came to life. This allowed the interpretation of the
properties to move away from the ‘pale, stale and male’9 dominated view of
history and allowed queer, female, postcolonial and working class histories to
be heard. The interventions discussed in this research address queer lives and
they in turn queer the interpretation of those properties.
Chapter 6 concludes with a reflection on the partial and temporary nature of
queer associations and the issues that have arisen through the practice.

9

Jenny Sealey qted in “Arts Council and the Creative Case for Diversity,” speech by Sir Peter
Bazalgette 8 Dec 2014, 10 April 2015. http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/media/uploads/Sir-PeterBazalgette_Creative-Case-speech_8-Dec-2014.pdf.
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1.

Queer, Queer Craft, Queer Craft Methodology

In order to set the terms for the practical work in this research, this chapter
starts with a discussion of the term ‘queer’, which is a fluid, contested and
historically specific term. For the purpose of this research, it is being used in two
ways: as an inclusive term for lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans (LGBT), which
will be discussed in this chapter; and to refer to ‘differing from the normal or
usual in a way regarded as odd or strange’.10
This double definition opens the term out and enables queer to become a
strategy (to queer), which can be used to explore queerness (LGBT identity).
Drawing on queer studies, the discussion explains how shared queer
experiences led to the development of queer sensibilities, which allow us to link
queer identities and lives lived with material culture.
Following on from the definition and discussion of queer, the chapter then
explores queer craft. A relatively unexplored area, this section discusses key
moments when craft has links with identity. It will also unpick some of the
intersections between craft and queer theory and suggest reasons why the two
overlap. Since both terms are contested, any discussion of either – let alone
their intersection – will be by necessity both partial and subjective. However, to
support the discussion, a number of key craft exhibitions that focus on queer
identity are brought into the discussion.
Finally, the chapter outlines the methodology used in the remainder of the
research, and in particular the practice-based interventions which form the core
of the original research.

10

Collins Dictionary of the English Language (Collins: London, 1982).
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1.1

Queer

Queer has been much discussed and debated in academia. The aim of this
section is not to summarise that debate, but rather provide the essential
underpinnings required to explore why the understanding of queer objects and
queer sensibility is a contested and relatively new field.
Queer itself is a contested term. It refers and relates to many things in many
ways and eludes simple definition. As Michael Warner says, ‘the appeal of
“‘queer theory” has outstripped anyone’s sense of what exactly it means.’11
Originating from an examination of the lives of gay men and lesbians (often
called queer studies), it has taken on their marginalised position and developed
into a tool with which to examine and deconstruct, often around the areas of
gender and sexuality, and is referred to as queer theory. The practical work in
this research links identity (queer studies) with the destabilising process of
queer theory. For work exploring the binaries of art/craft and
heterosexuality/queer, it seemed important to avoid ‘either/or’ and concentrate
on the overlap area of ‘and’, linking both identity politics and deconstructive
techniques. It can therefore be useful to think of queer in two ways: as a noun
(related to a group) and as a verb (used in order to deconstruct and
interrogate). Whereas gay and lesbian relied on binaries – gay/straight – queer
explores transgressions of gender.
The adoption of the word queer works in two main ways: it re-appropriates a
negative term of derision, and also uses its agency as a term of difference.
Since its emergence in the English language in the sixteenth century (related to
the German quer, meaning “across, at right angle, diagonally or transverse”),
queer has generally meant “strange”, “unusual” or “out of alignment”.
The move in academia from identity (queer studies) to process (queer theory) is
possibly best summarised by David Halperin, who argues:
Queer is by definition whatever is at odds with the normal, the legitimate,
the dominant. There is nothing in particular to which it necessarily refers.
It is an identity without an essence. ‘Queer’ then, demarcates not a

11

Annamarie Jagose, Queer Theory: An Introduction (New York: New York University Press, 1996) 0.
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positivity but a positionality vis-à-vis the normative – a positionality that is
not restricted to lesbians and gay men.12
This provides rich pickings for academic discourse and give queer the ‘potential
to be annexed profitably to any number of discussions’.13 However, it runs the
risk of making queer a subject without essence and therefore removed from
LGBT lives lived.
Queer and LGBT are not necessarily synonymous and, according to
Sedgwick,14 queer theory is not restricted to homosexual men and women, but
to anyone who feels their position (sexual, intellectual or cultural) to be
marginalised. Similarly, ‘[i]n 1992, San Francisco Queer Nation activist Karl
Knapper opined that “queerness is about acknowledging and celebrating
difference, embracing what sets you apart. A straight person can’t be gay, but a
straight person can be queer.”’15 According to queer theory, the queer position
then is no longer a marginal one considered deviant or pathological, but rather
multiple positions, all equally valid. However, in practice, queer academic
courses and books closely map what was formerly referred to as gay and
lesbian studies and is now often called queer studies, so in reality queer in
academia straddles both identity and process.
For the purposes of this research, these two aspects of queer – the study of
LGBT identities and the deconstruction of identity privilege – are considered
together. Queer lives are made visible through newly-created objects and those
newly-created objects are used to destabilise heteronormativity in museums, art
galleries and historic houses.
LGBT identities are not historically stable and the representation of historical
queer lives is not straightforward. Terminology is both geographically and
temporarily specific and the linking of sexual inclination with identity is a
relatively recent social construct.

12

David M. Halperin, Saint=Foucault: Towards a Hagiography (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1995) 62.
13
Jagose, Queer Theory, 2.
14
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “Queer Performativity: Henry James’s The Art of the Novel,” GLQ: A
Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies Vol1, No1 (1993): 13.
15
Calvin Thomas, “On Being Post-Normal: Heterosexuality after Queer Theory,” The Ashgate
Research Companion to Queer Theory, eds. Noreen Giffney and Michael O’Rourke (Farnham:
Ashgate, 2009) 21.
17

It is argued that, historically, in Western Europe, queerness was an act that
someone engaged in rather than an essential part of their character or makeup. Bray argues that modern homosexual identity originated ‘at the close of the
17th century, with the emergence of an urban homosexual subculture that
sprang up around [molly houses]… north of the Thames’.16
Foucault, by contrast, argued that it was around 1870,17 when ‘in various
medical discourses, the notion of the homosexual as an identifiable type of
person begins to emerge’.18 ‘The nineteenth century homosexual became a
personage, a past, a case history... Nothing that went into his total composition
was unaffected by his sexuality’,19 while the ‘sodomite had been a temporary
aberration; the homosexual was now a species’.20
This change from act to identity complicates the retrospective use of
contemporary LGBT identity terms on historical figures. However, it is needed
for the deconstructive strategy of queer theory which ‘aims to decentralise
heteronormative understandings of sex, gender, sexuality, sociality, and the
relations between them’21 to take place, since it relies on identity politics and the
‘assumption that sexual inclinations, practices, and desires are the expression
of a person’s core identity’.22
Regardless of when this identity creation happened, the move from ‘temporary
aberration’ into ‘species’ meant that:
Homosexuality came to be understood as the grounds for community; on
this basis, a recognisable – though small and discreet – culture began to
develop, which had its own “ways of dressing, of talking, distinctive
gestures and distinctive acts with an understood meaning, its own
jargon” [and created] a cultural context for homosexual identity and
community… which “existed independently of the individuals who might

16

Alan Bray, Homosexuality in Renaissance England (London: Gay Men’s Press, 1982) 84,
qted in Jagose, Queer Theory, 11–12.
17
Jagose, Queer Theory, 11.
18
Jagose, Queer Theory, 11–12.
19
Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol.1: An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1981) 43.
20
Foucault, The History of Sexuality, 43.
21
Nikki Sullivan, A Critical Introduction to Queer Theory (New York: New York University Press,
2007) 81.
22
Sullivan, A Critical Introduction to Queer Theory, 81.
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compose it at any time”, and was distinguishable from the surrounding
culture.23
These shared ways of dressing, talking and jargon formed the basis of a queer
sensibility and with it the possibility of a shared, queer subculture and material
culture. This queer sensibility has mutated and will continue to change over time
and often works by disrupting normative gender patterns. This sensibility is not
shared by all LGBT individuals, and indeed may be discounted by some. I am
not arguing here that LGBT should be seen as an ethnicity, but rather that there
are shared collective experiences which can be expressed visually and,
likewise, that there are visual sensibilities that are associated with queer
identities.
According to Alexander Doty ‘queer readings and positions can (and do)
become modified or change over time as people, cultures, and politics
change.’24 Therefore the visual communication between viewer and object may
not necessarily need to rely on any intrinsic queerness in the object itself, but on
the relationship between the viewer, the object and their context. Or as Nicky
Sullivan puts it: ‘[r]ather than functioning as a noun, queer can be used as a
verb, that is, to describe the process, a movement between viewer, text, and
world, that re-inscribes (or queers) each and the relations between them.’25 This
idea of queer readings will be discussed further in Chapter 2, which looks at the
queer object and also forms a core part of the methodology used in the
Queering the Museum case study.
Queer is but one possible aspect of a person’s identity, an identity which is
potentially made up of many characteristics. However, queer is a minority
identity and this has implications for visibility. Whether queer is something that
should be drawn out or discussed in relationship to artworks, objects and artists
is debated.26 However, owing to its status as a minority position in an
overwhelmingly heterosexual world, unless queer is specifically mentioned
when curating all but the most blatant depictions of queer lives and affections,
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the effect of heteronormativity effectively erases queer difference and thereby
silences it.
Queer theory is less a matter of explaining the repression or expression
of a homosexual minority, than an analysis of the Hetero/Homosexual
figure as a power/knowledge regime that shapes the ordering of desires,
behaviors, social institutions, and social relations – in a word, the
constitution of the self and society.27
It is therefore natural that a discussion of queer material culture should
investigate how these power relations play out in the cultural organisations that
collect and display objects. The research will investigate how artists can
reposition the hetero/homo binary and reflect on the ubiquity of
heteronormativity which ensures ‘heterosexuality as an institution is so
embedded in our culture, that it has become almost invisible.’28
The practical case studies in this research explore the heteronormativity of
cultural organisations. They comprised interventions in museums, galleries and
historic houses and, not only did they seek to increase queer representation,
but they also make evident the ideas of:
[p]oststructuralist theorists such as Foucault [who] argue that there are
no objective universal truths, but that particular forms of knowledge, and
the ways of being that they engender, become “naturalised”, in
culturally and historically specific ways. For example, Judith Butler, and
Monique Wittig argue (in slightly different ways) that heterosexuality is a
complex matrix of discourses, institutions, and so on, that has become
normalised in our culture, thus making particular relationships, lifestyles,
and identities, seem natural, ahistorical, and universal. In short,
heterosexuality, as it is currently understood and experienced, is a
(historically and culturally specific) truth-effect of systems of
power/knowledge.29
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These queer interventions seek to question this ‘natural’ and ‘historical’ view of
heterosexuality and examine and question the systems of knowledge that have
normalised it. As Sarah Ahmed points out, ‘[t]o make things queer is certainly to
disturb the order of things.’30
Queer can therefore be seen as a way ‘to make strange, to frustrate, to
counteract, to delegitimise, to camp up – heteronormative knowledges and
institutions, and the subjectivities and socialities that are (in)formed by them and
that (in)form them’.31 This queering, according to Jonathan Weinberg, is more
than pointing out potentially gay and lesbian identities, but rather ‘it involves
revealing the signs of what Adrienne Rich called “compulsory
heterosexuality”.’32
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1.2

Queer Craft
My mother made me a homosexual.
If I got her the wool would she make me one too?
Gay joke, traditional

Neither craft nor queer are essentialist terms. ‘Part of queer’s semantic clout,
part of its political efficacy, depends on its resistance to definition, and the way
in which it refuses to stake its claim.’33 Likewise, craft ‘has always had an
unstable and complex identity and status’.34 Therefore what these two words
mean is constantly under debate and contested and any overview of either, let
alone their overlap, will be subjective, partial and open to debate.
Both queer and craft act as subjective groupings and both are terms which
occupy a subordinate position in binaries where each dominant term relies in
part on the subaltern for their meanings. As marginalised groups re-appropriate
mainstream culture, so mainstream culture sublates35 marginalised cultural
production so there will never be a clear boundary between queer and nonqueer or craft and art. The aim of this writing is not to attempt to police those
boundaries or to produce absolute categories.
Craft materials and techniques are increasingly being used in the art world,
often linked to conceptual approaches to identity politics. In 2014, the curator
John Chaich declared that ‘[c]raft has been long considered the queer stepchild
of fine art.’36 The aim of this section is to consider why this may be.
A number of potential reasons will be addressed, namely: using craft’s
marginalised status in the art world to address the identity politics of a
marginalised group, can be seen as an double disruption of the craft/art
hetero/homo binaries; the adoption of craft by queer has been a natural
33
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progression for craft, an art form which has been linked to the personal and
political since the late nineteenth century; the field of conceptual craft allows the
physical permanence of objects37 to stand in for a relatively new, and rapidly
changing, (queer) identity group; and craft’s links to the personal and the
heterogeneously handmade allow for individual difference to be made visible.
This section will begin by exploring how craft and identity have linked historically
and how craft, like queer, has embraced and used its subordinate position
within its binary. It will then explore how craft began to be adopted as a strategy
within the art world to explore marginal identities – first by feminist artists and
later, via postmodernism, by queer artists. It concludes by discussing how
craftivism has sidestepped the hierarchies of the art world by using the internet
and social media to provide unmediated platforms for identity through craft to be
shared.
1.2.1 Craft and Identity
Art and craft split during the sixteenth century, with art ‘accorded the status of
an intellectual activity while the craft trades were regarded as manual labour
and consequently were ranked lower down the scale’.38 This set up a binary that
would later be echoed in the writing of Kant whose influence, according to the
curator and writer Marcia Tucker, is still being felt. Kant separated ‘the formal
from the informal, the sublime from the decorative, thinking from feeling, the
intellectual from the corporeal, high art from kitsch’.39 These binary divisions
have been repeatedly assaulted, not least by conceptual makers. Working with
craft, using haptic40 skills to address intellectual concerns, conceptual makers
question these seemingly polarised binaries and undermine (or queer) these
divisions.
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The contemporary use of the word craft – relating it to makers and making of
objects – only started gaining currency in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century41 at the same time that Foucault argues that modern gay identity was
being established.42 Direct links between craft and queer were yet to be
developed, but this period saw the linking, through the aestheticism of Wilde, of
interior decoration and the decorative with homosexual men.
At roughly the same time, the Arts and Crafts movement, which would form the
basis for much craft thinking in the twentieth century,43 linked craft with personal
identity and politics. Railing against industrialisation – which could be linked with
uniformity of product and invisibility of maker – William Morris centrally placed
the individual in the movement which sought to promote a ‘glorious art, made by
the people and for the people, as a happiness to the maker and the user’44
thereby linking the personal with the handmade. Craft was therefore assigned
two distinctly different characteristics that are still linked to it today: the
handmade and political opposition to mainstream culture, both of which
resonate when discussing ideas of queer craft.
At the start of the twentieth century, the decorative arts enjoyed a substantial
critical literature45 with writers including Christopher Dresser, John Ruskin,
William Morris and Walter Crane arguing that they were ‘arts worthy of
consideration alongside all others’.46 However, craft began to be devalued with
the advent of modernism. From around 1945, the visual avant-garde made work
primarily for museum and gallery settings and turned their backs on the idea of
art for domestic settings.47 Robert Morris recalls that ‘the great anxiety’ for
artists of the 1960s and 1970s was for one’s work to ‘fall into the decorative, the
feminine, the beautiful, in short, the minor’.48 According to Elissa Auther, the
pejorative associations with the decorative also included ‘“craft”, a category of
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form often conflated with the decorative’.49 This left strategies in the art world
related to domesticity and the decorative wide open for artists – and especially
feminist artists – combining craft with identity politics.
One of the most notable examples feminist craft practice was Womanhouse, the
installation and performance space organised by Judy Chicago and Miriam
Shapiro in 1972. According to Chicago, its strategy was ‘to appropriate an
amateur activity, and to intensify or multiply it until it transcended the normal
boundaries of domesticity’,50 or in the words of Lucy Lippard, rather than
‘untying the apron strings’, the artists involved were ‘keeping the apron on,
flaunting it, and turning it into art’.51 That Chicago felt the need to transcend the
boundaries of the domestic gives an indication of the inability of the art world to
address the domestic while Lippard’s transformation of the apron from a symbol
of oppression to one of emancipation links with the idea of kitsch, taking a
cliché, emptying it of meaning and then filling it with ever-more loaded meaning
to provide ‘a productive confusion within the normal hierarchy of cultural
prestige’.52
Craft was adopted as part of feminist art practice not only due to its rejection by
the art world establishment, but also for its gendered associations. In The
Subversive Stitch, Rosika Parker argues that the construction of femininity,
which also began in the Renaissance, coincided with the separation of fine art
and craft, a gendering of arts and crafts that continued into the eighteenth
century academies, with ‘each consigned to the “appropriate” gender’.53 The
gendered nature of craft education continued at least into the 1980s in English
schools, with boys learning woodwork and metalwork while girls learned home
economics and sewing, a gendering that was replicated in other countries.54
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The second-wave feminist movement exploited this linking of craft and gender,
addressing both craft’s advantages and disadvantages. Exploring the long
history of domestic arts including textile arts, paper works and decorative
painting on furniture and ceramics, feminist artists argued ‘that these amateur
activities should be recuperated as a lost art history’.55 While this opened up a
ready-made alternative art history and a ‘vast realm of women’s experiences’,56
it also confronted them with ‘the questionable notion that craft was inherently
female, and [with] the negative aspects of that gendering’.57 The connection
between craft and gender is most marked in textile work made by men, where
‘[t]he association of homosexuality with textiles is so deeply ingrained in
Western culture that it is nearly archetypal.’58 These associations between
queer male sexuality and textiles have been addressed in exhibitions such as
BoysCraft (Haifa Museum of Art, 2008), Boys with Needles (Museum London in
London, Ontario and Textile Museum of Canada in Toronto, 2003) and
studiously ignored in other such as Boys Who Sew (Crafts Council London,
2004). More recently, Queer Threads, Crafting Identity and Community at the
Leslie Lohman Museum in New York (2014) suggested that the association
between fibre art and queer identity is due to the fact that ‘[i]t is only natural that
artists seeking to explore a queer sensibility would look to something so
ubiquitous to explore a perspective that may seem so foreign.’59
Feminism did more than simply open up a parallel art history using craft, it also
undermined the absolute status of modernism and enabled a space for multiple,
conflicting and contradictory art practices. As Tami Katz-Freiberg puts it:
Artists such as Harmony Hammond, Faith Wilding, Judy Chicago, Miriam
Shapiro and others turned to manual crafts as a political act that
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challenged the modernist hierarchy. This feminist contribution was
essential to the launching of a wide-ranging postmodernist strategy. 60
Katz-Freiberg here links feminist craft with the postmodernist movement that
was to come. Postmodernism, like feminism, opened out the art world and
allowed voices which spoke in ways other than the ‘straight, male, Eurocentric
artistic elite’61 promoted by critics including Clement Greenberg. Maria Elena
Buszek concurs, stating that ‘early postmodern artists placed great faith in the
value of folk and popular arts that had traditionally been viewed as the realm of
women’s, queer, and non-Western cultures as a means of communicating
beyond an elite community and letting the “real” world back into the art world.’62
However, postmodernism did not just take from queer culture. According to
Nayland Blake, postmodernism was a product of queer culture since:
many of the theoreticians of the postmodern – the generation of critics
and philosophers that came of age in the late ’60s – were gay and
lesbian… the discourse of the postmodern is the queer experience
rewritten to describe the experience of the whole world.63
The new focus on appropriation in the art world that came to the fore with
postmodernism can be argued to be a queer visual strategy, since, according to
Horne and Lewis ‘one could say that lesbians and gays have always had to be
post-modern in the sense of having to form identities out of appropriations and
adaptations of existing codes, not least in order to resist designation and cooption by medical and legal discourse.’64 While appropriation is now a
widespread technique adopted by many in the art world, it is interesting to note
how many queer artists working with craft techniques use it as a strategy,
including the textiles of Nick Cave, Kent Henricksen and Nicolas Moufarrege as
well as the ceramics of Léopold L. Foulem.
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As postmodernism’s re-appropriation of object and codes allowed objects to be
read from alternative viewpoints, feminist theory – which queer theory draws on
– allowed for a ‘deconstruction of masculinity, [which has] permitted us to see
that the viewpoint that has been accepted as objective is profoundly marked by
interest of gender, race, and sexuality’.65 Therefore, re-appropriation, feminism
and queer theory can all be seen as ways of questioning patriarchal privilege
and (re)viewing ‘objective’ points of view.
The use of craft became an increasingly legitimate part of the artistic canon
from the 1980s onwards.66 However, rather than working with craft for craft’s
sake, for many contemporary artists the selection of craft media is ‘generally
chosen with regard to the sociohistorical underpinning of a medium rather than
any essential regard for or desire to plumb its unique material properties’.67 The
work therefore becomes meta-craft: craft about craft. Craft’s link to feminism
started to loosen and:
During the 1990s, male artists such as Mike Kelley, Lucas Samaras and
Jim Hodges… began using craft techniques in order to destabilize the
modernist canon.
This trend may also be related to the development of queer theories –
which followed in the wake of the feminist discourse that undermined
preexisting gender categories and offered alternative, flexible and
liberating ways of thinking about gender.68
This use of craft to interrogate identity within the art world is continuing with
artists including Tracey Emin and Grayson Perry, with Perry in particular
revelling in craft’s ‘domestic and feminist histories’69 replacing ‘the obsessive
prudery of the country potter with a provocative, explicit sexual, corporeal
zest’70.
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Nayland Blake mapped these new associations between gender, sexuality and
technique in his 1995 exhibition essay:
Much of this work looks back to the ’70s. Many of the male artists are
recreating working methods that originated in the women’s art
movement. They are employing centralized imagery, using “craft”
materials, sewing and employing a pre-modern rhetoric of sentiment.
Many of the women are using ’70s gay male culture as a template for
expressions of sexual exploration and community. They are exploring
drag, s/m technologies, and flanuerism as a way of moving lesbian
identification beyond the feel-good homilies of essentialism. As such,
there is an interesting crossover in this work.71
This deliberate blurring of ‘gay male’ and ‘lesbian’ art and interest is maybe
unsurprising since ‘ideas of gender between the binaries of masculine and
feminine are central to postmodern “queer” sensibilities.’72
Although craft had been allowed back into the art world, it was not a uniformly
positive position and the power relationship between craft and fine art remained
complicated. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Glenn Adamson argues that the
most widespread strategy towards craft was by artists who saw it as ‘a site of
cultural failure, a field of activity that is resigned to inferiority and debasement’,73
with ‘Robert Arneson, Judy Chicago, Gijs Bakker, Mike Kelley, Gord Peteran,
Miriam Schapiro, Richard Slee, Emma Woffenden, and Yagi Kazuo, each in his
or her way, tak[ing] their strength as artists from some aspect of craft’s intrinsic
weakness.’74
The most obvious exception to the association between craft and weakness
came as a result of the AIDS crisis which created the impetus for one of the
most notable things to happen in craft in the 1980s, and particularly in the
intersection between queer and craft. However, it took place outside of the art
world completely. During the 1980s and 1990s, the art world saw queer lives
come centre stage, when ‘the effects of AIDS became, arguably, the dominant
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issue in avant-garde art.’75 Politics and art were joined together. ‘Not only did
the AIDS crisis challenge the supposed neutrality and objectivity of the art world
in a similar, but more pervasive way than feminism did in the 1970s, but it also
revitalized a public art tradition stretching back to the civil rights and anti-war
movements.’76
The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt, which was conceived by Cleve Jones
in 1985 and formally organised in June 1987, enabled a lost generation to be
made visible. Adopting a strategy used by war memorials, the names of the
dead were used to signify and memorialise loss. The quilt acted as both
personal memorial and public metaphor. Hawkins argued that quilts
represented America itself: as America’s ‘quintessential folk art, the patchwork
quilt is linked to nineteenth-century sewing bees and a nostalgia for a past
sense of community’.77 Growing as the number of dead grew, the quilt was laid
out on the Mall in Washington DC both as a protest to:
the country’s indifference to the AIDS epidemic and to rally for greater
attention to research and support’78 and also as ‘a way to suffer intimate
losses in the most public space in America, to leave behind ghetto and
closet, to bring mourning from the margin to the centre.79
Unlike most war memorials, the quilt did not seek uniformity. While each panel
adopts the same 3 foot by 6 foot dimensions, craft and handmaking allowed
individuals to create their own personal memorial. This resulted in juxtapositions
of styles and emotional responses, refusing hierarchy or the ranking of the
individual components. Christopher Reed has argued that the quilt fused ‘anger
and power (conventionally masculine) with sentiment and sewing
(conventionally feminine)’,80 drawing on both ‘camp culture and feminist
activism’.81 Unlike memorials carved in stone, the fabric of the quilt is sewn in
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homes, by loved ones and will fade and fray, ‘its fragility, its constant need for
mending, tell[ing] the real truth about “material” life.’82
The AIDS crisis ‘led to a substantial change in social attitudes towards
homosexuality, which paradoxically enhanced the visibility of this form of
otherness’,83 changing not only societal attitudes, but also what was seen as
acceptable in the art world. ‘The culture of drag and camp, and its relation to
queer and alternative practices, gradually filtered into art. The transmutation of
kitsch into high art, and the charging to mass imagery with subversive and
critical meanings… allowed it to penetrate into an elitist discourse.’84 This
adoption of previously ‘alternative’ practices included the reintegration of the
decorative into the art world by artists such as Robert Gober and Virgil Marti
and a ‘more open use of media traditionally associated with craft… particularly
by artists aggressively pursuing queer and feminist counterpoints to a
contemporary art world in which heterosexual masculinity is still a privileged
position’.85
Although gender and sexuality prejudice is a concern for many artists, more
recently, artists working with queer craft have begun to open up the politics they
are interested in critiquing. The current craftivist movement ‘unifies the
seemingly oppositional issues of identity politics and global politics, difference
and connection’.86 Neatly sidestepping the discussions about hierarchies in the
artworld, craftivism and DIY craft uses the media and open access platforms
such as Etsy to avoid ‘craft’s hierarchies, power structures, or institutional
methods for confirming status.’87 By avoiding ‘curated’ galleries and
publications, Craftivist makers are using recent changes in media and
communication to allow personal viewpoints to be heard. Rather than working
on undermining the power structures in the art world, to a large extent, as some
feminist artists chose to do in the 1960s and 1970s, craftivism simply avoids
them. The internet:
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has, in effect, created new communities of practice which are quite
different from the more traditional form of craft practice… It seems that
youthful artists working in craft media are focused on carrying out their
own version of truth relative to their own epistemological perspectives
and generational experiences.88
This democratisation of craft means that ‘craft is at a generational crossroads
and is presently expanding to embrace aspects of cultural hybridization that
have not previously been recognized or articulated with the status-quo craft
community’.89 Julia Bryan-Wilson suggests that it is these areas of hybridisation
which can most benefit from craft, since craft:
allows us to see those overlaps, to make connections between such
different subject: globalized labor, war, digital culture, feminism,
collaboration, queer identity. Maybe precisely because it is so slippery
and unfixed, it can encompass a broad spectrum of issues.90
For queer artists, who belong to a social group which has traditionally been
marginalised, it is possibly unsurprising that there has been a desire to adopt
the similarly marginalised art form of craft. Queer identity has had a short and
wildly changing history formation, and craft, with its ‘primary links to the physical
object [which]…cannot be dematerialised’91 provides a relatively permanent
counterpoint with which to mark queer lives. Craft therefore democratically
centres the individual, or as Bruce Metcalf puts it, ‘[c]raft continues to be a
social movement, often intuitive and without leadership. I see craft as a
collective attempt to relocate personal meaning to a largely indifferent world.’92
Craft has been repeatedly linked to the personal, the political and the
heterogeneously handmade, which makes it an ideal agent for queer, or as
Katherine Brooks argues that ‘[j]ust as traditional quilts can help art historians
understand the role of feminism in art-making, so can contemporary craft help
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us to reflect on the ever-changing landscape of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and queer issues.’93
As we have seen, the linking of the personal and craft has changed over time,
and we can only expect it to further change in the future. Both craft and queer,
when both used as nouns, operate as collective identities. The shared influence
they can generate by uniting disparate groups can be powerful but also runs that
risk of disguising differences and competing needs and priorities. Gloria
Anzaldúa warns that queer is used as a false unifying umbrella which ‘queers of
all races, ethnicities and classes are shored under… even when we seek shelter
under it, we must not forget that it homogenises, erases our differences’. 94
Similarly, Veitberg95 has argued that craft as a collective identity may have lost
its meaning, and ‘may well fade in the coming decades’.96 Whether the unifying
power of queer and craft will continue to outweigh their potential to erase
difference will be key to whether these two collective terms will continue to be
used and useful. Either way, the potential to derive power from marginalised
status has huge productive potential. As Mazzanti succinctly puts it ‘craft has
engaged with the leftovers of visual art and design. However, in this seemingly
resigned position there is a potential that has not yet been fully realized.’97
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1.3

Queer Craft Methodology

I was looking around, and I realized that Ruskay’s was a gay
restaurant. The waiters were all gay, as were half of the
customers. The mirror-topped tables were gay, and so was the
ubiquitous smell of the Windex used to wipe them. The oldfashioned tile floors, the dramatic lighting, the whoops of
laughter almost instantly suppressed into terribly amused
hissing – it all seemed extremely gay, down to the men in
formfitting T-shirts despite the cold outside, and I hoped none
of my clients would see me.
Edmund White, Jack Holmes and His Friend, 2012
This project examines queer (theory and studies) and its relationship to
contemporary art and craft practice in order to explore whether, and how,
objects can be visually identified as queer or be used to queer spaces or
collections of objects. As White’s protagonist asserts that mirror-topped tables
could be identified as gay, this research considers both how objects can
represent queer identities and also be seen to display queer signifiers. Both
craft and queer are large and contested areas, and this thesis explores the
areas of overlap between the two in order to identify ways in which they can
inform each other theoretically and practically.
I consciously decided to use multiple research methods in the project and that
the research should explore their intersection from a number of different
theoretical viewpoints to generate a broad understanding of the area. This
strategy of using a variety of methods is something identified by Carole Gray
and Ian Pirie:

most researchers in Art & Design have displayed characteristic
eclecticism, adopting a ‘multi-method’ approach to information gathering,
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selection, structuring, analysis, evaluation, presentation and
communication.98

A number of key theoretical texts have been used that relate either to queer
theory – Nikki Sullivan’s A Critical Introduction to Queer Theory (2003),
Annamarie Jagose’s Queer Theory, An Introduction (1996) – or craft practice –
Jorunn Veitberg’s Craft in Transition (2005), Glenn Adamson’s The Craft
Reader (2010) – and occasionally to both. The texts that explore the overlap
between craft and queer theory include Maria Elena Buszek’s Extra/Ordinary:
Craft and Contemporary Art (2011) and M. Anna Fariello and Paula Owen’s
Objects and Meaning: New Perspectives on Art and Craft (2005).

When considering queer, it is important to reiterate that queer can refer and
relate to many things in many ways, but eludes simple definition. While this
provides rich pickings for academic discourse and opens up potential ways of
utilising queer as an artist, at the same time it runs the risk of divorcing queer
from LGBT identity politics completely. However, as I hope to outline, queer
does not refer to nothing,99 but rather its investigation will necessarily involve
doubt, a lack of clearly defined categories and some contradictions.

While theorists may argue that queer works only as a tool and relates to nothing
in particular, in practice, academic courses and books include some topics and
texts and exclude others. What is included tends to closely map what was
formerly referred to as gay and lesbian studies and is now often called queer
studies.

In practice, queer is used in two very different, but related ways: as a shorthand
for gay and lesbian (and often referred to as queer studies) and as a tool to
examine and deconstruct, usually around gender and sexuality (queer theory).
There is an irony in that queer studies is a study of identity and queer theory a
deconstruction of identity. This research project requires both of these: identity
through the exploration of how LGBT identities can be incorporated into
98
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museum and historic house exhibitions and made visible through objects; and
deconstruction of identity, and in particular a deconstruction of heteronormativity
though the contestation of power structures in museums, art galleries and
historic houses. Heteronormativity, which can be defined as the way in which
institutions and structures of understanding ensure that heterosexuality is
privileged100 is ubiquitous in many museums and historic houses, as will be
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

The research develops this enquiry in five main ways, namely: by defining
queer and a historic mapping of how craft and identity, and specifically, queer
have intersected; addressing what might we mean by a queer object and how
this might develop into a visual polari; 101 exploring key curatorial strategies for
addressing queer; discussing how craft objects can queer museums and
galleries and their collections; and identifying how craft objects can queer
domestic spaces and in particular historic houses open to the public.

Chapter 2, Queer Objects, explores which objects - to draw from Sarah
Ahmed’s writing102 - might enable people who identify as LGBT, orientate
themselves, or help them find their way. The discussion of historical
associations between non-figurative objects and LGBT individuals moves onto
discussion of three bodies of studio work: From the Recesses of the Freer
Collection, The Problems With History and BlueBoy and Pillar of Masculinity.
These collections were created as part of the research practice that interrogates
LGBT associations with objects. They also examine the use of appropriation in
queer craft practice to create objects that resonate with a visual polari, which
can provide an object with a queer resonance, regardless of its context or
setting. In the opening quote, Edmund White’s protagonist identifies mirrortopped tables and Windex as gay. In a similar vein, what is being attempted in
the research is to identify what, if anything, would signify queerness in a crafted
object, exploring what a queer visual language might look like, or what coded
signifiers it might be based upon, and how it could be used by artists. The
development of visual polari drew strongly on the work of a number of artists
100
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who identify with minority identity status – race, gender or sexuality – and
included Kara Walker, Glenn Ligon, Virgil Marti and Robert Gober.

Exploring ideas through craft techniques moves craft and its discourse away
from its traditional emphasis on skill towards using craft practice to answer core
questions. Craft’s links with the handmade and the personal and its marginal
position within the art world allow artists working with craft to intimately explore
heterogeneous positions and power relations. Zandra Ahl has described the
linking of ideas and making within her own practice as an ‘…investigation of
taste, power, hierarchy, class and gender. I call it craft.’103 The linking of ideas
and craft techniques has led to the adoption of the term conceptual craft, a term
which Jo Dahn suggests should be used to describe objects ‘whose fullest
interpretation depends on a conceptual context and a knowing audience, willing
to “unpack” them.’104

Within the research, I have relied on two main craft media: ceramics and
textiles. Ceramic brings with it resonance with archaeological digs and the role
of found ceramic objects in building a picture of historical societies. By casting
objects in the making process, clones are produced which can be modified and
resituated to explore alternative narratives. The casting process involves a
reduction in scale whereby the new cast will always be slightly less than the
original object and brings with it an intrinsic sense of inferiority. During the
research, I moved away from concepts of permanence and legacy and became
interested in the idea of identity in process, in a continual stage of change. I
therefore moved the making away from the permanence of fired clay and began
working with textiles which could be unpicked and re-stitched multiple times.
These tapestries were sourced already stitched by amateur sewers and parts of
them were unpicked and re-stitched with alternative patterns, moving them
away from amateur hobby activity into a more conceptual arena.

Relatively little has been written about queer sensibilities and strategies in art
and most of the writing is by exhibition curators. These include Daniel J.
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Cameron, curator of Extended Sensibilities: Homosexual Presence in
Contemporary Art at the New Museum, New York (1982); Nayland Blake, cocurator of In a Different Light: Visual Culture, Sexual Identity, Queer Practice at
the Berkeley Art Museum (1995); Marcia Tucker, curator of A Labor of Love at
the New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York (1996); and Tami KatzFreiman, curator of Boyscraft at the Haifa Museum of Art (2007).

Chapter 3, Queer Curating, examines a number of these exhibition strategies to
compare queer curatorial methods. These can be grouped into three main, nonexclusive areas. These are curating work by artists who self-identify as queer;
curating work that queers exhibition spaces; and curating work that is deemed
to have a queer sensibility.

Since queer is subjective, any sense of queerness is fluid. However, a number
of queer visual strategies are identified by drawing on curatorial methods of
grouping works and using intertexual readings of theoretical writers and visual
readings of queer environments. This section of the project also examines how
a space can be queered in addition to how objects destined for that space can
been given a queer significance.

Chapters 4 and 5 of the research describe the making of new queer craft works
that respond to existing spaces and collections. Gillian Rose argues that ‘[t]he
seeing of an image [object] … always takes place in a particular social context
that mediates its impact.’105 Therefore, I felt it was key that the context within
which those objects were situated also needed to be considered in order to
explore queer craft. Within the research in this dissertation into museums, art
galleries and historic houses, queer is used predominantly as an identifier of
sexual minorities and identity politics. However, as Del LaGrace Volcano puts it,
‘queer is a verb in drag, passing as an adjective’.106 Its use within these three
cultural organisations not only indicates identity difference, but also the
undermining and challenging of the power structures and norms that take place
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within them. There is a double queering taking place: a queering (disruption) of
the environment, which allows for queer identity (LGBT) representation to take
place.

The exploration of queer craft in museums and galleries comprises two case
studies: Queering the Museum at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery and
Other Stories: Queering the University Art Collection at the Stanley and Audrey
Burton Gallery at the University of Leeds. Representation of queer identity in
museums is relatively unusual and the unpacking of the normative structures
that privilege heterosexuality even more so. In the first case study, Queering the
Museum, I drew on the conceptual framework developed by another minority
group (African American), and in particular the work of Fred Wilson, to explore
and critique the representation of difference by museum curators within
museum collections.

Theoretically, this project draws on the writings of Patrick Steorn, who argues
for the development an ‘“alternative archive” that consists of interpretations of
artworks or other objects that have been queered and appropriated by a LGBT
audience, and which holds narratives about affective knowledge and queer
desires.’107 Here, Steorn is addressing the lack of material culture related
specifically to LGBT lives and shares the views of Halberstam who talks of the
need to collect ‘ephemeral affects, memories and cultural values generated by
other types of objects than the documents and objects that can be found in a
conventional archive or museum’.108 This lack of objects meant that in addition
to the juxtaposition of existing objects within the collections, I created the
objects that previously could not be made, for example, queer counterparts to
the heterosexual figurine groups that I inserted into the exhibition displays to fill
historic gaps in the collection. To assess the impact of Queering the Museum, a
programme of audience evaluation was undertaken to gather feedback.

Queering the Museum adopted museum norms of using individual objects to
stand in for group identities. This left it potentially open to charges of
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generalisation and stereotyping, which brings difficulties when trying to
represent such a diverse group. Therefore I decided with the subsequent
project, Other Stories: Queering the University Art Collection, to move away
from ‘grand narratives’109 and examine individual oral histories drawn from the
Brighton Ourstory oral history archive. Selected texts from individual oral
histories were incorporated into objects chosen for their relationship to those
narratives. These objects were then placed adjacent to existing artworks in the
collection at the Stanley and Audrey Burton Gallery at the University of Leeds in
order to reposition the existing collection from their heteronormative framework
into a queer (re)framing of the past.

This use of the quotidian practically implements Halberstam’s suggestion that in
order to represent LGBT lives, it is memories rather than objects that should be
archived. Cvetkovich argues that lesbian and gay history relies an archive of
emotion in ‘order to document intimacy, sexuality, love, and activism – all areas
of experience that are difficult to chronicle through the materials of a traditional
archive’,110 and for archive, we can also read museum collection. Queering the
Museum and Other Stories required making and curating objects and working
as a hybrid artist/curator/art historian, a queering of roles.

The work within domestic environments was undertaken in conjunction with the
National Trust. The project, Unravelling the National Trust, involved curating
three large exhibitions of artist interventions in Nymans House and Gardens,
The Vyne and Uppark. The exhibitions involved commissioning artworks
specific to each house from between 10 and 12 artists working with craft
techniques. This curatorial methodology allowed multiple, divergent views about
the houses to be explored, moving away from any sense of master narrative,
absolute truth or historical progression. In these terms, the curation of the
projects could be seen as a queering of the authorised history of the site and
any reference to LGBT relationships a queer queering.
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I chose to work with houses since they allow access to intimacy in a way that
museums seldom do. These sites are built upon individual whimsy and allow
their owners to shape the environment and its contents in a way that can reflect
their identity. The family tree, which is central to the interpretation of most
historic houses, places a documentation of relationships at the core of the
narrative of the house and provides a useful starting point for exploring historic
sexualities, both normative and non-normative. All three of the houses have
long, well-documented histories of the houses and their occupants. They are
open to the public and so have moved from being semi-private spaces to public
spaces; what was a home is now a public spectacle.

Two of the houses and their exhibitions – Unravelling Nymans and Unravelling
The Vyne – have particular relevance to this research project. Oliver Messel at
Nymans and John Chute at The Vyne both present us with queer histories. The
interventions that I made for these two houses will be explored in depth to
examine what they can tell us about the historic presentation of non-normative
sexualities in historic houses. In addition to the commissioning of works by
artists for the exhibitions, a number of writers were also commissioned to write
about subjects related to the exhibition. The results of these commissions are
shown in the Unravelled catalogues in the appendices and helped guide my
thinking in the writing of this chapter of the research as well as in the
development of the work.
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1.3.1 Approach to Practice

My artistic practice broadly uses materials that are associated with craft practice
using conceptual thinking to inform the making and its presentation.
Paul Scott111 identified three main categories of ceramic PhD research:
1. Research of a purely historical or theoretical nature such as Julian Stair’s
2002 thesis Critical Writing on English Studio Pottery 1910–1940.
2. Research to explore and develop new materials, techniques or ways of
working, such as Kevin Petrie’s 1999 thesis Water-based Ceramic
Transfer Printing: The Development and Creative Use of a New On-glaze
Printing System.
3. Research that analyses the creative process, proposing it as a research
tool to create new understandings of issues of events, which Scott
illustrates using Neil Brownsword’s 2006 thesis Action – A Creative
Response to Transition and Change in British Ceramic Manufacture.

Scott describes this third category:

the creative process itself is posited as the primary research
methodology, the artist researcher as reflective practitioner; the process
of making art documented through notebooks, sketchbooks and video,
and critical peer review used as a common methodological evaluation
tool.112

Of the three categories, this project most closely aligns with the third, but it is by
no means a perfect fit. Historical and theoretical research directly informed the
creation of new work, which in turned became the catalyst for new theoretical
writing. This interrelated process continued throughout the research project,
firmly linking the two research methods. Rather than using the creative process
as an end in itself, the project aims to create social and curatorial change
through the work, question curatorial practice and inform subsequent curatorial
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projects. Therefore, in addition to the making of the work, writing and talking
about the practice formed a large part of the research. Presentations about the
work have taken place at numerous industry events including: The Museums
Association Conference; Civil Partnerships? Queer and Feminist Curating at
Tate Modern; My Queer Museum at the V&A; the University of Leicester’s
AHRC Museum Ethics Research Network; and Curating Craft at the Bergen
Academy of Art and Design. Throughout the project, peer review has comprised
both a form of verification and also brought new and at times unexpected
thoughts and possible working methods.

A key part of the methodology involved in the project, and one that is seldom
discussed in PhD research, was the haptic aspect of the making. The physical
process of making and the time taken to create the work allowed periods of
reflection and thought around the subject, which formed a core part of the
research process and fed into both the interpretation of the work and the
direction of new work. Running against the idea of Cartesian dualism that
suggests ‘mind and matter existed in separate spheres’113, I argue that the two
were linked during the research and informed each other. In a research project
that explores binaries and hierarchies, this is maybe unsurprising. As queer
theory presents a more fluid approach to identity than the former fixed binaries
of gay and straight, I would suggest that flattening, blurring and uniting of
binaries enable a more insightful exploration of the subject. This uniting and
blurring is also a core part of the practice-based nature of the research, where
the thinking is ‘the result of ideas worked through matter’114 and ‘demonstrative
of the intellectuality of making, which is not the same as the intellectuality of
writing’,115 a physical knowledge which is in turn worked through words.
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2

Queer Objects

Chapter 1 discussed how queer is being used in two separate, but linked ways:
as a signifier of LGBT identities and as a strategy to oppose the norm. This
chapter discusses how objects and artworks might be read as queer without
relying on the representation of same-sex couples or individuals who display
non-normative gender roles. It also explores strategies that artists might employ
to imbue objects with queer significance.

To start the discussion, a chair owned by Robert Mapplethorpe is used to
illustrate the fragile nature of queer associations with objects within a larger
discussion of historic associations between queer lives and objects. The
chapter then explores how the identification of queer identities and the use of
queer visual strategies can be brought together in visual art to create ‘meaning’
in three main ways and each will be illustrated by a body of new work made as
part of the research project. Firstly, From the Recesses of the Freer Collection
examines the overlap between queer lives and the objects associated with them
and the need to consider partial and unsubstantiated histories when dealing
with queer pasts as well as relying on emotional truths in queer archives,
secondly, The Problems with History explores the visual representation of
identity repression and the notion of queer readings and deconstructive reversal
and how these may be used as an artistic strategy and finally, BlueBoy and
Pillar of Masculinity adopt appropriation as a queer visual strategy to illustrate
visual polari.

Any exploration of queer visual techniques will be geographically, culturally,
temporarily, racially and gender partial. This discussion will therefore never
succeed in universally answering the question of what makes an object queer.
Reassuringly, according to Judith Halberstam, resignation to failure can be
viewed as a queer aesthetic position, one that she claims as ‘possibly a lesbian
style rather than a gay style (since very often gay style is style writ large)’.116
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However, Halberstam then goes on to suggest that failure is a strategy that has
been used by male artists such as Andy Warhol as ‘an opportunity rather than a
dead end; in true camp fashion, the queer artist works with rather than against
failure and inhabits the darkness. Indeed the darkness becomes a crucial part
of a queer aesthetic,’117 or, as Quentin Crisp succinctly put it, ‘[i]f at first you
don’t succeed, failure may be your style.’118 Richard Dyer has similarly tried to
define the difference between lesbian and gay male culture, this time, as ‘a
polarisation of sensibilities: the emphasis on self-reflexivity and artifice in camp,
the stress on authenticity (the hallmark of the confessional novel) and
naturalness (the folk song ethos) in feminist culture’.119 If queer is in opposition
to the norm, and we accept that societal norms are in constant flux, then any
opposition will also be in a constant state of transition.

Having laid the groundwork that this chapter will never meet a universal view
and is set to fail, we can move on. Any discussion on what constitutes a queer
aesthetic will not be universally shared by all individuals who identify as queer,
or indeed be restricted to queer individuals since the lines of demarcation are
extremely blurred. As has previously been stated, Sara Ahmed suggests that
‘[t]o be orientated is also to be turned toward certain objects, those that help us
to find our way,’120 and this chapter discusses objects which (may) help (some)
individuals with queer sexual orientations or sensibilities find their way.

When discussing queer objects, we are not exploring the notional idea of samesex desire between two objects, but rather how some objects resonate with
queerness. Just as the study of gendered objects does not reflect the absolute
sexing of material culture, but rather how those objects reflect societal
expectations of gender norms and behaviours, so queer objects reflect
contemporaneous associations with queer culture(s). Likewise, just as there are
many ways of being queer, there are numerous ways of defining queer objects.
Many of the methods for defining a queer object rely on contextual information
about their use or ownership. These links between objects and their queer
associations are tenuous and easily lost or missed. For some, queer objects are
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those objects which have been owned by queer people, which raises questions
about the potentially fluid queerness of objects whose ownership has passed
between individuals – some queer, some heterosexual. For other people, queer
objects are those objects whose adoption is synonymous with queer
subcultures.121 As will be discussed later, the assimilation or sublation of queer
culture and the overlaps between queer lives and straight lives makes this a
grey area and potentially limits the uniquely queer objects to a very small pool.

A more promising approach to defining queer objects may be looking at those
objects which have been brought together to form queer collections by
individuals122,123 where the queerness of these objects relies on their
interrelationships to each other and the individuals who collected them.
Similarly, the selection and grouping of objects by curators presenting queer
exhibitions (see Chapter 3) enables an interrogation which starts to develop a
taxonomy of queer objects.

Finally, there are some objects which read as queer. They may rely on queer
strategies such as camp and appropriation or feature queer imagery. The
queerness may be the intention of the maker, part of the intrinsic nature of the
object or arise through a reading of the view of the object by an individual with a
queer viewpoint or affinity. The goal is not to police whether something is queer,
but rather open up the discussion to allow queerness to be acknowledged.

This chapter will start with a case study exploring the fragile nature of links
between objects and queer lives before it concentrates on those sensibilities
and strategies which can be used to create artworks which somehow embody
queerness. Burston and Richardson suggest that ‘belonging to a sexual minority
lends one an outsider’s viewpoint which, though not entirely predictable in its
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consequences does make for different ways of seeing’.124 This chapter seeks to
understand how we might read this different way of seeing as the ‘preferred
reading’125 of objects and how some objects ‘“encourage” queer viewing… the
product of a queer cultural moment in which images [or objects] have been
subject to so much renegotiation (including subcultural renegotiation) that the
preferred heterosexual reading has been destabilised.’126 In case this seems
like a theoretical conceit, it is worth considering Michele Barrett’s argument that
‘[c]ultural politics are crucially important… because they involve struggles over
meaning,’127 which will always be a loaded struggle since ‘[h]istorians have
argued with force that we demand standards of proof of homosexuality that we
would not require of heterosexuality. In effect we assume heterosexuality’128
and therefore any assertion that a certain sensibility should be assigned
anything other than a heterosexual status (as we will see later with the
intersection of camp and postmodernism) will always be subject to debate.

The chapter will explore how the identification of queer identities and the use of
queer visual strategies can be brought together in visual art of create meaning
in three main ways. Firstly it will consider the overlap between queer lives and
the objects associated with them, then it will consider the notion of queer
readings and deconstructive reversal and how these may be used as an artistic
strategy and finally, drawing on polari, it will debate the use of appropriation as
queer visual strategy.

These three ideas come together in Nayland Blake’s In a Different Light:

Queer people are the only minority whose culture in not transmitted
within the family. Indeed the assertion of one’s queer identity is often
made as a form of contradiction to familial identity. Thus, for queer
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people, all of the words that serve as touchstones for cultural
identification – family, home, people, neighbourhood, heritage – must be
recognized as constructions for and by the individual members of that
community. The extremely provisional nature of queer culture is the thing
that makes its transmission so fragile. However, this very fragility has
encouraged people to seek retroactively its contours to a degree not
often found in other groups. Queer people must literally construct the
houses they will be born into, and adopt their own parents. The idea that
identity and culture are nonorganic constructs is also one of the most
important characteristics of postmodernism.129

While I would dispute Blake’s argument that queer people are the only group
who rely on horizontal rather the vertical transmission of group identity,130 he
does manage to bring together the three main arguments of this chapter,
namely the provisional nature of queer culture, the desire for queer revisionist
readings and how the need to construct cultural identification outside of the
grand narratives of history chimes with the postmodern technique of reappropriation.

Finally, it is worth remembering that in a practice-based PhD concerned with
craft practice, the potential for using both haptic and intellectual knowledge.
Sally Munt has argued for joining of the head and body – uniting both theory
and lived experience.131 The world of queer theory has the potential to erase
real life experience in the desire to create an academic genre, privileging the
intellectual over the bodily. The haptic nature of craft production brings the
bodily back into this discussion. Rather than simply back up an academic
debate, it is hoped that this fusing of haptic and conceptual has resulted in
objects that communicate visually about the subject in a more nuanced, open
and less didactic manner than text alone can allow.
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2.1

Queer Lives and Objects

One of the most literal ways of associating objects with queerness is to look at
those objects which have strong association with queer lives. This leads to
some arbitrary and time-specific connections. When considering queer
aesthetics, it is hard to avoid discussing Oscar Wilde’s fusing of aestheticism
with homosexuality. Wilde’s assertion: ‘[h]ow often I feel how hard it is to live up
to my blue china,’132 which, according to Aaron Betsky, ‘made it clear that the
objects of everyday use could be aesthetic as well, so that a tea service could
be the equal of a painting’133 and played a double hand of developing both
aestheticism and ‘what Susan Sontag has retroactively called camp, one of
whose criteria is that it finds beauty in the elevation of the everyday to the
extraordinary.’134 The argument is not that Wilde has made blue and white china
queer, but rather that blue and white china has queer associations owing to its
link with Wilde.

While this study of blue and white and camp may be seen as a retrospective
reading of historical queer aesthetics, there have been other attempts to identify
a queer aesthetic. The sexuality researcher Magnus Hirschfeld suggested ‘that
one way to determine a person’s sexual orientation is to study the objects that
decorate her or his home’.135 This explicit linking of material culture with queer
identity suggested statuettes of half-dressed working-class men by Belgian
sculptor Constantin Meunier and works by Michelangelo and Rodin had queer
resonance. Patrik Steorn describes how Hirschfeld created an alternative
canon, ‘based mainly on homoerotic and aesthetic appreciation’,136 a canon
which is ‘not necessarily about completely different objects, but about different
emotional and political attachments to objects’.137 This is not to say that the
work of Rodin is queer, or that Rodin was queer, but that the work chimed in a
way that appealed to queer men.
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Some of these queer associations are still present today, others less so. The
paintings of Thomas Gainsborough – not something previously read as queer
by this author – were thought, by Hirschfeld, to appeal particularly to
homosexual men. Whether it is this connection or a simple linguistic play that
led to a gay pornographic magazine being called Blue Boy,138 we may never
know. What is possibly of more interest is, with the lack of vertical, familial,
knowledge transfer between queers, how quickly cultural knowledge can be
lost. While the possibility of linking queer identities and associations with objects
will be discussed later in Chapter 4, the overwhelmingly heteronormative filter
that exists in the world can possibly best be illustrated by the image in Figure
2.1. Taken from a Christie’s catalogue from 1989, lot 242 is listed as An Oak
Reclining Armchair, by the firm of L. & J.G. Stickley, circa 1920, Five slats
beneath the straight arm, with drop-in black leather cushion seat, model no
498–33in. (84cm.) wide, 38 in. (97cm.) deep, estimate $2,500 – 3,500.139
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Figure 2.1

L. & J.G. Stickley, Oak Reclining Armchair. c.1920, 84cm wide x 97cm deep,
The Robert Mapplethorpe Collection. Image removed owing to copyright
restrictions.

Sold as part of the Robert Mapplethorpe Collection, the chair is one of a large
number of objects that furnished Mapplethorpe’s home and was also used in his
photography. According to Dimitri Levas, Mapplethorpe’s interest in his
collection was ‘not scholarly but visual and aesthetic; arranging… the objects
was the highest priority for him’,140 which Meyer goes on to describe as an
interest in how the objects related to each other, as a collection, rather than the
‘art-historical value, provenance, or prestige of any one piece’.141

In Mapplethorpe’s 1978 photograph Helmut and Brooks, N.Y.C., if you look past
the image of a man being fisted, you see this same Stickley chair (albeit with
the original leather back pad). This object, once at the core of queer aesthetics,
both as part of a queer collection and also the (part) subject of queer artwork,
illustrates the heteronormatisation that can happen when queered objects are
disassociated from their queer context and become just another oak armchair
again. This is mentioned for two reasons: firstly to argue for the need for queer
associations to be documented by archives as will be discussed in Chapter 4,
but also to demonstrate the ephemeral and temporal nature of queer aesthetic
associations.
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2.2

From the Recesses of the Freer Collection

The collection of another man – Charles Lang Freer – formed the basis for a
series of ceramics panels, created as part of the research, From the Recesses
of the Freer Collection. Charles Lang Freer (1854–1919) was a railroad car
manufacturer from Detroit whose art collection (including Whistler’s Peacock
Room with its blue and white porcelain) and funding formed the basis for the
Freer Gallery of Art, part of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC.

As Mapplethorpe’s chair has shown, maintaining queer associations with
objects is problematic when the sexuality of the owner/collector is known. It is
even more difficult when their queerness is in question. Freer was a lifelong
bachelor and his sexuality is debated.142 Keeping Oscar Wilde’s camp
associations with blue and white in mind, From the Recesses of the Freer
Collection considers Freer’s gender atypicality through a series of ceramic
plaques that combine prints of drawings of Chinese ceramics from the Freer
collection catalogue143 with images of naked men from gay pin-up and
pornographic magazines.

The plaques create a discourse between a documented fact (Freer’s collection)
and a disputed one (his possible queerness). This casual disregard of the usual
reliance on documented and collaborated evidence adopts an appropriately
gossipy approach to history – the poet John Giorno, as referenced by Gavin
Butt, explored ‘gossip’s central importance for understanding art history, which
resides, he suggests, in its capability for revealing the art community’s sexual
secrets.’144 These plaques form a visual representation of the conflation of two
aesthetic responses: Freer’s public collecting and (disputed) private queer
desire.
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Figure 2.2

Matt Smith, From the Recesses of the Freer Collection, no. 19, 2012, white
earthenware with screen-printed cobalt and underglaze, 24cm x 20cm.
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Figure 2.3

Matt Smith, From the Recesses of the Freer Collection, no. 25, 2012, white
earthenware with screen-printed cobalt and underglaze, 24cm x 20cm.
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The plaques in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 incorporate a numbering technique,
referencing museum and archive collections. This alternative Freer archive to
some extent draws on what Halberstam describes as ‘gay and lesbian history
as a repressed archive and the historian as an intrepid archaeologist digging
through homophobic erasure to find the truth’.145 This sifting through material,
according to Robert Mills, means that queer history exhibitions will necessarily
adopt a:

style of presentation partly modelled on scrapbooks and collage; in place
of the representative “object”, they will appropriate fragments, snippets of
gossip, speculations, irreverent half-truths… with exhibits that selfconsciously resist grand narratives and categorical assertions [and which
recognise] that interpretations change and that our encounters with
archives are saturated with desire.146

This queer desire, which, drawing on Ann Cvetkovich’s An Archive of
Feelings,147 Mathias Danbolt describes as so ‘hard to document, let alone
archive in traditional ways’148 is made visible through appropriated fragments
and irreverent half-truths in From the Recesses of the Freer Collection.
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2.3

The Problems with History : Queer Readings

‘…there is no one “right” way of looking at the world.’
Claire Bishop149
This interrogation of material culture for queerness can be seen as a queer
method. Mair Rigby suggests that in literature, to ‘discover queer experiences
and lives, it is often fruitful to look at the marginal characters and places’.150
Taking this idea forwards, Hilde Hein argues that reversing the ‘foreground and
background… draws attention to the overlooked and suppressed, and, having
exposed it, asks why it has been neglected’,151 thereby resituating the dominant
position into a subordinate one: ‘[r]eclaiming the background can… be a
cognitive breakthrough: it can also be a warranted act of rebellion.’152 This
method of reversing the foreground and background, and reading against the
grain, has been adopted in the second body of work to be discussed in this
chapter, a series of textile pieces called The Problems with History.

The Problems with History series started with the reworking of mass-produced
tapestries in which the central figures were stitched over with the aim of
prioritising the marginal characters and scenery (Figure 2.4). This attempted
silencing of the central characters did not remove them from the work, but
rather changed their status. This inability to remove the figures completely
echoes Michel Foucault’s assertion that silence is ‘an element that functions
alongside the things said, with them and in relation to them within over-all
strategies.’153 Meanwhile, Jonathan Katz154 has linked queerness and silence,
suggesting that silence was used as a resistance strategy in the work of
Warhol, Johns and Rauschenberg – one that I would suggest mirrored the
effects of the closet and what Anna-Marie Larsen describes as the ‘repression
and the institutionalization of silence and discrimination’155 that they
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experienced. Backing up Foucault’s assertion, John Cage demonstrated with
4’33” that even when silencing was attempted, absence (of sound in this case)
was never achieved.

Figure 2.4

Matt Smith, Hide and Seek, from The Problems with History, 2012, found textile
and silk, 45cm x 45cm.

According to Martha Gever, coming out – or leaving the closet – is not only an
individual declaration, but also a social process that ‘defies social
disapprobation and infuses conventional representations of sexual deviance…
embodied by lesbians and gay men with new meanings – what Michel Foucault
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called “reverse discourse”’,156 a reversion echoed in the methodology used to
produce these textiles.

As The Problems with History developed, I began working increasingly with
amateur tapestries. Mass-produced canvases, originally stitched by hobby
sewers at home, were unpicked and reworked. These textiles, sewn by
unknown crafters, of artworks by named artists which often depicted known
sitters were reworked into objects by a named artist depicting an anonymised
sitter. In doing so they move from the world of handicraft to fine art, while
adopting and using amateur craft skills. This use of tapestry canvases has to
acknowledge their kitsch associations, which Thomas Crow suggests provides
another ‘productive confusion within the normal hierarchy of cultural prestige’157
while at the same times harnessing, what Philip Derbyshire terms, queer’s
‘violent rejection and despoliation of the norm’.158
Stuart Hall suggests that we think of identity not as an unproblematic fact, but
‘as a “production”, which is never complete, always in process.’159 While this
disturbs the authority of ideas of cultural identity, Hall uses this idea to study the
implications of identity as displacement. His argument suggests that one is only
aware of identity when inhabiting a position where your identity is unaligned with
those of the people around you. The Problems with History mirrors this idea of
flux. The intervention onto the original sewing can be reversed at any time, or
indeed replaced with another intervention. The works mirror Judith Butler’s
argument that queer must be seen as a category in constant formation, ‘that
which is, in the present, never fully owned, but always and only redeployed,
twisted, queered from a prior usage and in the direction of urgent and
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expanding political purposes, and perhaps also yielded in favour of terms that
do that political work more effectively’.160
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Figure 2.5

Matt Smith, 1870/1970, from The Problems with History, 2014, found textile and
wool, 55cm x 38cm.
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I will now focus on one particular piece (Figure 2.5) from The Problems with
History series, 1870/1970 which works on a number of levels. It subverts a
tapestry which is believed to date from the late 1970s or early 1980s of a clown
and reworks the space formerly taken by the face and hands with a lateVictorian, decorative, Berlin wool work upholstery pattern. It fuses these two
different times (1870 and 1970) with the changing status of homosexuality in
England. Foucault, slightly provocatively, named 1870 as the year that
homosexuality was invented161 within medical discourse. He argued that before
this medicalisation, homosexuality was an act rather than an identity. The use of
the Berlin wool work pattern references both this date and the years preceding
it, when, according to Foucault, homosexuals were as yet to be foregrounded.
By 1970, homosexuality had been medicalised and criminalised, and then
decriminalised in 1967 (in England and Wales). Associations between
homosexuality and dandyism that gained currency with Oscar Wilde were still
prevalent. Whether it was innate mannerism, defence mechanism or coping
strategy, gay men in popular entertainment of the 1970s were usually figures of
fun and amusement to be laughed at or pitied.

The use of ornament as the masking technique in this work is deliberate.
Describing the work of textile artist Neil MacInnis, Anna-Marie Larsen argues
that through a pastiche of images, MacInnis claims ‘a history of repression,
violence and silence. He then re-inserts contemporary queer consciousness
back into the very fabric of textile history.’162 MacInnis thereby claims the
aesthetic of ornament as a queer visual language. The associations between
textiles and the domestic, the feminine, the decorative and a queer aesthetic is
also explored by Tom Folland, who argues that their use in Robert
Rauschenberg’s Combines blurred the ‘boundaries between public/private,
male/female and high/low’163 at a time when modernism was ‘underwritten by a
fear of the ornamental [which could contaminate it with a] domestic aesthetic of
craft and frivolity.’164 Folland continues, ‘the decorative fabrics Rauschenberg
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employed brought to light the flip side of modernism, its debased other: the
feminine, the commodity, the decorative, the queer.’165

This undermining of modernism is unsurprising since, according to Emmanuel
Cooper, many gay and lesbian artists were in turn alienated ‘from late
modernism because the forms and conventions of mainstream art did not offer
the range and meanings required’.166 Textile’s challenge to ‘dominant cultural
sensibility though a strategic use of the decorative, decadent, feminine’167
helped anchor it as a medium in the fine art world to be mined by feminist and
queer artists, a medium that when adopted by men, immediately puts the work
‘outside social convention’.168

By not simply reversing the marginal and the core in the textile, but introducing
a new visual vocabulary of decoration, it could be argued that 1870/1970
employs ‘a radical exteriority’169, moving outside of structures of power and
authority. It has been suggested that the poststructuralist logic of Foucault and
Deleuze run the risk, through assaulting the binary hierarchies, of ‘reaffirim[ing]
the very structures of authority they seek of overthrow’.170 In contrast to this,
Saul Newman argues that Derrida’s idea of deconstruction provides ‘a series of
moves which include the dismantling of conceptual oppositions and hierarchical
systems of thought.’171 Newman goes on to suggest that Derrida does not want
to simply ‘invert the terms of these binaries so that the subordinate term
becomes the privileged term [inversion]’172 but transform the hierarchical
structure itself.173 Therefore, rather than reversing the binary opposition, ‘one
should perhaps question, and try to make problematic, its very structure’.174
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This movement away from binaries and hierarchies chimes with queer theory.
The questioning of the structure is seen in 1870/1970 where rather than simply
inverting the foreground and background, the foreground is removed and
replaced with another background, thereby deconstructing the original binary
hierarchy between foreground and background. In his dismantling of hierarchies
in which one term is subordinate to another, Derrida’s critique ‘throws into doubt
the question of essential identity’.175 This would concur with the socially
constructed ideas of queer theory and may be what led John Caputo to argue
that ‘deconstruction is a strategy of responsibility to the excluded other.’176

Once this deconstruction has taken place, we are left with the structure of a
portrait with no way of identifying or orientating towards the sitter. Ahmed has
argued that queer refers to both sexual and also political orientation and
disorientation,177 orientations that are oblique to the majority position. In
Phenomenology of Perception, Maurice Merleau-Ponty describes the face as
orientated.178 He states: ‘[m]y gaze which moves over the face, and in doing so
faces certain directions, does not recognise the face unless it comes up against
its details in a certain irreversible order…[t]o invert an object is to deprive it of its
significance.’179

Whilst Merleau-Ponty seems to be suggesting there is only one significance and
orientation to be found, Ahmed suggests, that to move from a position of
disorientation to orientation, we need to get our bearings and ‘“what” we are
orientated toward’180 will differ for different people and an altered portrait with
queer affect may well provide queer orientation. As Rictor Norton explains,
while:
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the term “orientation” is now common in legal and psychiatric discourses,
we think of it as a scientific word. But of course it is merely a directional
metaphor drawn from magnetism and navigation, which has gradually
superseded the directional metaphors used prior to the 1970s:
inclination, deviant, pervert, invert, taste, tendency, bent, drive. Sexual
love is often expressed in terms of directional metaphors.181

The final point to make about 1870/1970 returns to the fusing of two years, 100
years apart. Elizabeth Freeman proposes that time and class are the ‘hidden
referents of the postmodern, ironic re-enactment that we call camp’182 and has
coined the term ‘temporal drag’ to describe their effects. Rather than limiting
drag to gender parody, temporal drag in 1870/1970 operates with a ‘queer
historical impulse… making connections across time’183 and uses what Blake
calls drag as ‘an artistic method’.184 This impulse to make historical
connections, according to Mathias Danbolt,185 predates the gay and lesbian
liberation movements of the 1970s, using history as an ‘orientating device in the
negotiation of sexual identity’.186 This ‘co-existence of multiple temporalities’187
was a core feature of Wunderkammer, but was discarded in favour of ‘straight
time’188 with ‘the establishment of public art museums in Europe in the late
eighteenth century… which were structured around chronological order and
periodical sequences, in line with a scientific understanding of historical
progression’.189 It may be a leap too far to suggest that the opposition of straight
time is queer time, but it is something to be considered as we move onto
another form of queer multiplicity: assemblage and re-appropriation.
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2.4

BlueBoy and Pillar of Masculinity: Queer Appropriation

Polari, a combination of ‘pig’ Latin, word inversions and Romany, had
developed as a distinctive queer patois in the nineteenth century, and by
the 1920s, it was common in theatrical circles and around the docks,
fostering a sense of connection between queens, prostitutes, immigrants
and other ‘outcasts’.190

This section of the research will adopt the idea of polari and mutate it into a
visual method to infer queerness. Using polari’s techniques of re-appropriation,
amalgamation, subversion and coding, the methodology has been used to
create the works BlueBoy and Pillar of Masculinity. The reasons for adopting
visual polari as a means of considering queer are many. Like queer, it is
slippery and constantly mutating, travelling and adapting over time and in
different physical locations. It was used predominantly by LGBT individuals, but
also adopted and adapted by other groups. Polari takes from many sources,
adapting source material and repurposing it for its own ends. It takes from other
languages and by mutating them, encodes messages, allowing them to occupy
a place ‘under the radar’. Visual polari covers subject matter, visual styles, ways
of making, ways of displaying and arenas for display. This identification will by
its very nature be partial, selective and open to debate. Since queer is a
contested term, any attempt to define it visually will also, necessarily, be a
subjective one. Relating to the idea of ‘reading against the grain’ in order to find
queer interpretations, visual polari shares ground with collage and
appropriation, taking fragments and reinterpreting dominant cultural norms and
repurposing them into queer associations. As Noreen Giffney describes it,
‘appropriation and pastiche, irony as well as a reworking of history with social
constructionism very much in mind... these works are irreverent, energetic,
alternately minimalist and excessive. Above all, they’re full of pleasure. They’re
here, they’re queer, get hip with it.’191
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It would be easy to equate this visual polari with postmodernism, and the two
overlap to a degree. However, visual polari’s use of camp means that rather
than simply assimilate from heterosexual (mainstream) society, truly queer work
doesn’t merely collect and reflect, but provides an ‘aggressive, queer critique of
heteronormativity’.192 As Andy Medhurst, rather defiantly and slightly
defensively, puts it, ‘[i]t’s ours, all ours, just ours, and the time has come to bring
it back home.’193

Suzanne Moore has said that she has begun ‘to see postmodernism as camp
for straight, middle-class people’194 and that camp ‘which is meant to be a way
to survive, [has been] commodified, becom[ing] just another signifier of
knowingness, no longer a radical aesthetic at all’.195 This interplay between
camp’s queer adaptation of heterosexuality into camp and heterosexuality’s readoption of camp into straight postmodernism shows the difficulty of isolating
and identifying a uniquely queer aesthetic. Moe Meyer, in The Politics and
Poetics of Camp, argues that this sublation, or ‘“appropriation” by the
hegemonic, heteronormative culture… removes the critical and subversive sting
of Camp as a Queer practice’.196

Moore’s conflation of camp with postmodernism fails to take into account ‘the
degree to which [for LGBT individuals] the erasure of the gap between
construction and experience is less naturalised than with many other human
categories (notably race, gender and, supremely, heterosexuality) and thus
[their] high degree of awareness of that gap’.197 It could be argued as drag
parodies gender (appropriation as mask), camp parodies the performance of
difference traditionally expected of queers by heterosexuality, making it a
differentiating device that could never be quite integrated into a majority
position. As David Macy observes, ‘Gays had to do more than assert an
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identity; they had to create it,’ (Rogers’ emphasis).198 The aspect of camp which
is lost on Moore, is that while ‘postmodern aesthetics can easily be confused
with camp… camp grows from a specific cultural identity, [whereas] postmodern
discourses peddle the arrogant fiction that specific cultural identities have
ceased to exist.’199 Camp is at heart both a political and aesthetic strategy.200

The dividing line between postmodernism and camp is indeed a fine one.
Instead of pretending to an authoritative originality, both camp and
postmodernism ‘concentrated on the way images and symbols (‘signifiers’) shift
or lose their meaning when put in different contexts (‘appropriated’), revealing
(‘deconstructing’) the processes by which meaning is constructed’.201 Two
ceramic works that use camp and visual polari in order to signify queer cultural
identity will now be considered.

The intersection between queer and contemporary ceramics is less discussed
that that between queer and textiles. This may be partly because using
ceramics is currently seen as less gendered than working with textiles. Paul
Mathieu, discussing artists’ adoption of clay, has written:

social exclusion due to sexual orientation might have played a role in
their choice of the medium of ceramics too. The position of ceramics as a
marginalised practice certainly influenced my choice as an artist. This
marginalisation created a parallel with my own burgeoning sexuality and
how it was perceived socially. I identified with the marginalisation of
ceramics because I felt socially excluded in other ways. This might have
been the case for many others as well, and might partly explain the large
number of gay and lesbian artists working with clay…202
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What interests me more than clay’s marginal position is its ubiquity in
archaeological digs, which are then, in turn, used as ways of understanding
historical societies. Unlike the textiles in The Problems with History, which can
be endless altered, clay, once fired, becomes ceramic and is permanently
changed, producing an identity that cannot alter. For this reason, Mathieu has
called it ‘an archival material, [a] witness to and evidence of our time’.203

BlueBoy can be seen as precious, both intrinsically as a breakable ceramic
object and also in the main figure’s ‘performative gestures’.204 It thereby
activates both the negative and positive associations of the word. The work
adopts what Jim Mooney, drawing on the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari, describes as a rhizomatic model involving connections between
semiotic chains of signification in which ‘the work of art is a gathering and
ordering, (a re-articulation) of the gatherings, producing new matrices, new
bodies, new conjunctions of semiotic chains’.205 This appropriation technique
provides queer artists with ‘challenging, even confrontational, ways of
subverting mainstream culture and inserting their own odd, even perverse
perspectives on a largely unsuspecting and often unsuspicious public’.206
According to Mathieu, this appropriation technique also has the ability to queer
the object:

this “queerness” is not only based on content (gay iconography, sexual
innuendoes, phallic forms, etc.) although at times it is one of the
strategies employed. But it also, and more importantly, makes use of
queer concepts, such as humour and camp, inversion, and reversal,
excess and extremes, in an irreverent attitude to conventions and social
prescriptions, a subversive approach to systems. Furthermore, the use of
juxtaposition queerly challenges and contests both accepted codes and a
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system of clues that implies oppression and silencing, not only within
sexuality but also within cultural institutions.207

Figure 2.6

Matt Smith, BlueBoy, 2013, cast white earthenware with cobalt carbonate and
glaze, 35cm high.
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This juxtaposition of casts of ready-mades, ‘of appropriation and collage as
means of generating startling new meanings’208 cannot quite live up to its
source material. Jorunn Veitberg has suggested that making a mould instead of
using objects directly, produces ‘a distancing, stylistic effect. It can also be seen
as a way of venerating the objects.’209 On drying, clay shrinks and therefore
each part of this camp composite is marginally reduced from its original, a
pathos that would not be lost on camp. Camp, says Sontag (in Note 45), is
‘Dandyism in the age of mass culture.’210 In BlueBoy, the replica of a massmanufactured figurine of a dandy demonstrates:

the cruising style that has come to be known as “stand-and-pose” – a
decidedly self-contained form of cruising that telegraphs something like:
“I am indicating that I want you only to the extent that I am showing how
desirable I am by demonstrating that I am capable of complete
indifference to you”.211

This swishy pose ensures that the work demonstrates what Dyer calls, the ‘two
different interpretations’212 of camp ‘which connect at certain points: camping
about, mincing and screaming; and a certain taste in art and entertainment, a
certain sensibility’.213

The associations between queer and both Gainsborough and blue and white
ceramics have been discussed earlier. In BlueBoy, a ceramic, slipcast replica of
Gainsborough’s subject is joined when wet with two other heads to form a
phallic trio which is decorated with casts of ormolu decoration and mounted
onto a horn of plenty. The fusing of high and low cultural references mirrors
what Sontag described as camp’s ‘unsettling of hierarchies [which] enabled new
appreciations of underrated popular forms and advocated an arch scepticism
towards established cultural canons’.214 In addition to the hierarchies of
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sculpture and decorative art, the work also addresses the hierarchy between
fine art (the subject matter) and craft (the material). BlueBoy uses visual polari’s
amalgamation of queer-coded references, re-appropriation from other sources
and subversion of hierarchies, bringing them together in a phallic visual form.

Pillar of Masculinity adopts a similar strategy to BlueBoy. Overfired, the base
has collapsed in on itself and the central column bends forwards. Creating a
slightly pathetic parody of a sporting trophy, it addresses ‘camp’s adoption of the
feminine as a way of being free of the masculine’.215 The small dandy on the top
of the work stands in contrast to the usual figures of sporting winners, and
brings us back to the notion of failure as a queer methodology. Both these
pieces adopt and subvert existing material, and by creating new associations,
start to erase their original ‘legitimating metanarratives’216 and for legitimating,
read “heteronormative”.
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Figure 2.7

Matt Smith, Pillar of Masculinity, 2013, cast white earthenware with cobalt
carbonate and glaze, 51cm high.
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2.5

Conclusion

While there can be no unifying definition of either queer sexuality or queer
aesthetic sensibility and content, since these discourses are ‘active, multifaceted and evolving’,217 this does not mean that queer objects do not exist.
Although any investigations of queer objects, as already mentioned, can only be
partial, temporal and specific to the investigator, ‘culture plays an active role in
constructing identities’218 and material culture has a part to play. For Foucault,
‘power lies at the root of the gaze’219 and so to question hierarchies and
normalise power structures, we need to be clear whose gaze is privileged and
exactly what they are seeing. The fleeting and tenuous links between objects
and their queer owners has been demonstrated by the oak chair, formerly
owned by Robert Mapplethorpe. In Chapter 5, on historic houses, we will
explore how collections can be brought together to form queer environments.
However, to address the overwhelming force of heteronormativity, queer
associations with individual objects need to be identified and recorded.

Notions of camp can feel dated, possibly since the need for coding, hiding and
connotation has decreased in some Western societies as tolerance towards
queer individuals has increased. It will be interesting to see whether this will, in
time, negate the need for ‘euphemisms… mimicry: innuendo and inversion [as]
…a distinctive [queer] aesthetic220 and whether alternative visual strategies will
take their place. That queer aesthetics should be subject to change is
unsurprising, since, according to Stuart Hall, identity is a ‘“production” which is
never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside,
representation.’221

While it is beyond the scope of this research, ‘[s]exuality is just one of the
marginalising aspects of someone’s life – so is gender, class ethnicity, and
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race. So to solely look under the prism of queerness negates other
difference.’222 It may be argued that techniques identified here as queer (verb)
to consider queer (noun) could potentially be adopted to consider other
marginalising differences. In doing so, queer problematises memory, or what
Foucault called the ‘“ritual of power” [which] selects what is important (the
histories of triumph) [and] reads a continuous narrative into one full of ruptures
and contradictions’.223 Queering, in contrast, celebrates these very ruptures and
contradictions: ‘Almost intrinsic to queer culture is that it is fleeting and
unpredictable, it… must exist in the cracks and the rips.’224 This concept is
explored by Butler225 in “Agencies of Style for a Liminal Subject” where she
discusses the use of style by those liminal groups sacrificed to maintain
coherence within ‘the category of the human’226 as both a sign of their exclusion
and a mode of survival.

‘The political significance of an artist’s work is never given once and for all; it
does not have a fixed ontological status but is reaffirmed, fought over, ascribed
new meaning in new contexts, encounters and exhibitions.’227 It is therefore
relevant that in the next chapter we explore how different curators have used
the idea of queer in exhibition development. While this is unlikely to drill down
into the specifics of any one object and its queer associations, it holds the
potential to start exploring queer visual methodologies and groupings which
operate in a manner other than through written or spoken language.
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3

Queer Curating

The linking of two words – queer and curating – opens up many possibilities
and so it is unsurprising that different curators have explored their intersection
in various ways. In 2012, I helped Lara Perry programme and deliver a
conference at Tate Modern called Civil Partnerships? Queer and Feminist
Curating. The different approaches to curating taken by the speakers started to
explore the breadth of possibilities that queer curatorial strategies could
engage.
This chapter can only be a partial exploration of the area that can be broadly
split into three main, non-exclusive areas, namely curating work by artists who
self-identify as queer; curating work that queers exhibition spaces; and curating
work that is deemed to have a queer sensibility.
This chapter surveys how each of these strategies have been manifested using
key case studies. Owing to the paucity of queer exhibitions in general, and
queer craft exhibitions in particular, the research in this chapter has been
opened out to look at queer art exhibitions. Since the exhibitions have
happened over the last 30 years, the ways in which they talk about identity
varies and, wherever possible, their choice of terminology will be used.
All of the exhibitions are described based on extant documentation, usually the
exhibition catalogues produced by the venues. While these provide a very
different experience from seeing the exhibitions in person, time and geography
mean that there is no other way of tackling the subject.
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3.1

Curating work by artists who self-identify or are identified as queer

Possibly the most obvious starting point when discussing queer curating would
be to use the identity of the artist as the starting point, to curate an exhibition of
works by makers who identify as queer or more usually referred to as gay artists
and lesbian artists. Since queer is a contested term, deciding who to include or
exclude will be open to debate and it is interesting to see how different curators
have negotiated this terrain. The three exhibitions selected to discuss these
issues are Hidden Histories (New Art Gallery, Walsall, 2004), Das achte
Feld/The Eight Square: Gender, Life, and Desire in the Arts since 1960
(Museum Ludwig, Cologne, 2006) and Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in
American Portraiture (National Portrait Gallery Smithsonian Institution,
Washington DC, 2010).
In 2004, Michael Petry curated Hidden Histories at the New Art Gallery in
Walsall. The catalogue that accompanied this survey exhibition of work by men
who had male lovers starts with the pertinent questions:
Do artists who are same sex lovers have anything in common besides
their sexual desire? How does gender preference impact the way work is
made? Is art by same sex lovers as diverse as that of the heterosexual
majority? What is the importance of documenting same sex history?228
Petry does not try and link the works through any other overarching themes,
arguing that the works are as ‘diverse as the men who made them’229. He also
argues that in no way is he trying to ‘out’ any of the artists, since the information
about their sex lives is already in the public domain. However, he adds that
‘[r]eaders may be surprised at the inclusion of so many prominent and pivotal
artists.’230 So while he is not breaking new news, he does acknowledge that this
will be news for many readers. Here he shares similar territory with Jonathan D.
Katz – whose exhibition Hide/Seek is discussed later. Petry has provided
revisionist histories of key artists including Jasper Johns and Robert
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Rauschenburg, highlighting their relationship which is often discounted by
exhibition venues that privilege information about Rauschenburg’s marriage.231
Petry suggests that, unlike sex or race, other traits that have/are on occasions
treated prejudicially by the dominant, same-sex desire can often be hidden.
While the idea that sex and race can never be hidden is arguable in some
situations, there is a core truth here. An artist’s name, will often give information
about their sex and sometimes their race, but not their sexuality. So unless
curators actively include that information or the artists specifically address
same-sex desire visually in their work, a heteronormative filter is placed over
the art. Therefore avoiding the mention of minority sexuality effectively erases it.
Flipping this from a negative to a positive, the reading of many works of art
becomes much richer when the (in this case queer) context is known. For
example, Petry reinterprets Jasper John’s Target works in light of the
entrapment stings at the time by police in America on men seeking sex with
other men in public toilets.232
Petry unpicks the many ways in which ‘institutional homophobia’233 and
academic and curatorial bias234 often privilege information about heterosexuality
and hide details of same-sex activity, especially when dealing with nationally
important artists. He also explores the different levels of historical evidence
required to assume heterosexuality or homosexuality.235
Petry argues, ‘It is not this text’s contention that there is a gay aesthetic.’236 He
talks about his desire to write a historical narrative and so move ‘homosexual
history’ from an oral, horizontal history to a written, vertical one and ‘in doing so,
previously hidden codes and meanings in social and artistic practice can be
made decipherable to the general viewer.’237 I would argue that these codes
and meanings could be seen as the basis for a queer sensibility. However,
Petry takes his argument against any overarching queer aesthetic further,
stating that:
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The twentieth century will not be seen to have engendered a queer
aesthetic or a gay style. Everything from figurative to performance art
exists within the work of same sex lovers. No school ties them together…
Just as there is no overriding theme to/of heterosexuality, so there is no
homosexual one. What has been missing is their hidden history.238
If we were searching for a queer aesthetic methodology from this exhibition, it
might focus around the themes of visibility, invisibility and coding. It is
interesting to compare this statement with the way in which Museum Ludwig in
Cologne structured its beautifully titled 2006 exhibition, The Eight Square:
Gender, Life and Desire in the Arts since 1960. Under the rules of chess, when
a pawn reaches the eight square it can transform into a queen:
This not only means a change of gender, but also grants him greater
freedom of movement, more influence, and more power. The normal
situation is turned on its head, so that the weak male becomes a
powerful female, the loser becomes the winner. But it is no secret that
when seasoned chess players face one another, the pawn almost never
reaches the other side of the board. Sadly, reality rarely permits such
miraculous changes.239
The exhibition is introduced in the catalogue as:
a comprehensive exhibition of artistic approaches since 1960 to highlight
the various aspects of sexual desire and sexual liberation. The initial
catalyst for this was an issue of the art journal Kunstforum International
edited by Heinz-Norbert Jocks, and dedicated to the ‘homo-erotic eye’ in
contemporary art. The issue inspired the curators to take a closer look at
artistic inquiries into the complications of gender and the varieties of
sexual transformation and divergence, and to bring together a broad
range of approaches.240
While the curators are not arguing for a singular queer aesthetic, they are
implying that works can be grouped into queer aesthetic approaches. The
238
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poetic sensibility of the exhibition title is taken through into the exhibition
structure. From the entrance hall ‘two different routes take the visitor in two
opposite directions: to either the world of gender relations, or to the manifold
forms of desire’.241 These two routes split the works up into nine separate
sections.
Establishing identity through signs, ‘with works that operate with sigils,
typographies, pictograms, diagrams, repeating patterns, schemata and scribble
that focus on sexual desire by emblematic means’.242 Female to Male to Female
features art in which the artists have explored ‘the pleasures of masquerade
and slipped under the skin of the other sex’.243 Sexy Machismo explores work
by artists who take a critical stance towards patriarchal conventions. Accursed
Worlds features hybrid creatures, mutations between human and beast.
Transsexuality features mainly photographic portraits of individuals who confuse
the sex binaries with work by Del LaGrace Volcano, Catherine Opie and
Annette Frick, with writing by Judith Butler. Identity and Portrait, which, in
addition to work by Nan Golding, David Hockney and Robert Mapplethorpe,
features The Fae Richards Photo Archive (1996) by Zoe Leonard and Cheryl
Dunye. This presents a fictional photo archive of a black, lesbian movie actress
and nightclub singer. I will compare this with Fred Wilson’s An Invisible Life, a
collection that looks at another queer person of colour, later in this chapter.
Outsiders, Discrimination, AIDS contrasts the role of the artist as an outsider
with their assertion that when ‘gay artists produced gay art… that reduced them
in the eyes of many to mere artisans producing for shunned minorities’.244
The exhibition has two potential end points, described in the catalogue as No
finale, but instead two ends. They are Places of Desire – Cruising, which
explores spaces where people pick each other up and Friendship Gallery, which
explores artist collaborations and is also where “[t]he eighth square is
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visualised”245 using Wolfgang Tillmans’ photographs to produce a ‘Garden of
Earthly Delights’.246
While on one level, the exhibition performs as a survey show (albeit for a wider
group of identities and a shorter timespan than Hidden Histories), the non-linear
progression of the exhibition and the overlapping, non-exclusive exhibition area
titles allow for the multiplicities and contradictions inherent in such a wideranging subject area to come to the fore. Taking a broader, less essential
approach to sexual identity, the exhibition places work by mainly queer makers,
with ‘queer work’ by makers who would not necessarily self-identify as queer
(including Matthew Barney and Louise Bourgeois). The exhibition catalogue
also features essays by writers including Judith Butler (“Transgender and the
Spirit of Revolt”) that places queer visual art in its broader cultural context
(queer cinema, queer performance and queer appropriation in music) as well as
exploring more methodological ideas in essays such as Julia Friedrich’s
“Everything Doubled: Self-styling and Gender in Modern Art” and Eva Meyer’s
“Orlando or the Idiosyncrasy of Sex.”
If we attempt to draw out non-figurative queer aesthetic strategies from The
Eight Square, we would again find the use of coded signs, but also masquerade
and drag, the undermining of patriarchy, hybridity and boundary transgression
and the creation and re-appropriation of archive material to create missing
queer histories.
The final exhibition that will be considered in this section is Hide/Seek:
Difference and Desire in American Portraiture. Curated by Jonathan D. Katz
and David C. Ward, the exhibition opened at the National Portrait Gallery at the
Smithsonian Institution in 2010 before touring to the Brooklyn Museum and the
Tacoma Art Museum in 2012.
The catalogue features works dating from 1891 until 2005 incorporating a wide
definition of portraiture including Warhol’s image Truman Capote’s Shoe and
Robert Rauschenberg’s Canto XIV (from XXXIV Drawings from Dante’s Inferno,
including KAR) and featuring ‘straight artists representing gay figures, gay
artists representing straight figures, gay artists representing gay figures, and
245
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even straight artists representing straight figures (when of interest of gay
people/culture).’247 In his foreword in the catalogue, Martin E. Sullivan, the
director of the gallery, bills the exhibition as ‘the first major museum exhibition to
chart the influence of gay and lesbian artists on modern American portraiture.
Not just a chronicle of a prominent subculture, Hide/Seek reconsiders neglected
dimensions of American art.’248
Katz, in his catalogue essay, uses the images to map a social and political
narrative of same-sex desire from the end of the nineteenth century onwards.
The exhibition title plays with the visibility and invisibility of queer lives, and Katz
has developed a back catalogue of interrogating key artworks from the canon
for queer signifiers which he backs up with biographical information about the
artists, particularly relating to the word of Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper
Johns. Katz writes:
While we have tried to represent a diverse group of artists, our emphasis
on canonical figures has worked against our desire for inclusivity. Even
today, the art world is too often closed to women and ethnic and racial
minorities; in the past, that tendency was amplified. While we could have
chosen to focus on a more diverse group of artists, our goal has been to
address the role of sexual difference within the American mainstream,
both as a means of underscoring the hypocrisy of the current postMapplethorpe anxiety about referencing same-sex desire in the museum
world and toward scrutinizing the widely held but utterly unsupportable
assumption that same-sex desire is at best tangential to the history of
American art.249
This raises a difficult issue that Maura Reilly brought up at the Civil
Partnerships? Queer and Feminist Curating conference at Tate Modern in 2012.
While Katz provides a ‘revisionist approach to queer representation… only 25%
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of the artists are women’.250 In fact Maura was being generous, a survey of the
plates in the catalogue shows that 22% of works by a single artist are by women
(78% by male artists) and of the works showing solely male or female subjects,
only 21.6% are of female subjects (with 78.4% depicting men). While no
exhibition can be everything to everyone, and it is certainly not my intention to
undermine the curators of these shows or to argue that all exhibitions should
exactly represent the demographics of society. However, basing the exhibition
so strongly on the canon that a patriarchal art world has decided should
represent America could be seen to reinforce gender, race and class disparities.
Gender imparity aside, both the exhibition title and Katz’s catalogue essay
underscore the play of the visible and invisible by gay men and lesbians,
presenting:
a dynamic familiar to a subculture long used to employing protective
camouflage, while at the same time searching for tiny signs, clues, or
signals that might reveal the presence of other queer people. From a
glance held a little too long, to the cut of hair or dress, to manners and
tastes undetectable to the uninitiated, queer people have long used a
superficial conformity to camouflage instrumental differences legible only
to those who know where and how to look. And there is often no better
form of social camouflage than the refusal of camouflage… This book
seeks to turn such seeing into noticing.251
This public/private dichotomy threads through both Katz’s essay and also the
chronological chapters written by David C. Ward (“Before Difference, 1870–
1918”, “New Geographies/New Identities”, “Abstraction”, “Postwar America:
Accommodation and Resistance”, “Stonewall and More Modern Identities” and
“Postmodernism”).
Tracing the theme of coding starts with Marsden Hartley’s Painting No. 47,
Berlin (1914–15), which uses abstracted and symbolic visual references to
produce a portrait of Hartley’s dead lover. Katz argues that this painting
provides ‘a landmark instance of what would become a leitmotif in the
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development of queer American portraiture: the self-conscious creation of a
bifurcated pictorial language, at once public and private’.252 The catalogue
follows onto the post-abstract artists Rauschenberg and Johns who ‘cultivated a
self-portraiture that was all mediation, its imagery appropriated from mass
culture’253 and during:
the extraordinary persecutions of the Lavender Scare era, wherein
queers were psychoanalyzed, ostracized, incarcerated, and repeatedly
blamed for a host of social ills that were very far from anything to do with
same-sex desire, it was patently clear that gay people did not have the
privilege of defining themselves. In short order, the inauthentic trumped
the authentic as the defining mode of portraiture, and the postmodernist
portrait was born.254
This use of the inauthentic led to appropriation, whether it be Mapplethorpe’s
‘aggressive appropriation of traditional photography, the domestic interior, the
patriarchal posing – for other purposes… [which enabled his work] to look both
conservative and defiant at the same time, making it, at the very least, harder to
dismiss as “merely” political’255 or for ‘lesbian artists whose chief constraint was
often not the political ramifications of making a statement, but an art world that
proved uninterested in a female, and especially lesbian, presence itself, the
appropriation and subversion of dominant masculine narratives offered a
tempting target.’ 256
Postmodernism is therefore linked to work by gay men and lesbians seeking the
inauthentic and to subvert masculinity respectively. David Ward defines
postmodernism as ‘a peculiarly elusive category whose very slipperiness
reflects our groping attempts at defining the society in which we live now’.257 He
goes on to describe postmodernism as ‘an exasperating term [which] does not
define the thing itself but is indeterminate… But the fact that it cannot be
defined precisely captures its essence: it means and has meant different things
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to different people at different conceptual levels.’258 This slippery elusive nature
has much in common with queer theory. Coming after, and rejecting
modernism, ‘[p]ostmodernism entails a self-conscious rejection of modernism
itself; a severing of the presumed equivalency between artist and artwork, so
that the artwork became, in Barthes’ words, a “tissue of quotations”’.259 Ward
argues that this severing between the maker and the artwork is a strategy that
has appeal particularly to:
artists on the margin – women artists; artists of color; gay artists – in
short, artists who have something to lose rather than gain by presenting
their art and the heroic extension of their identity. This is particularly true
for queer artists, who literally had something to lose by disclosing too
much. Queer artists had a vested interest in creating cryptic and
detached artworks that were able to address multiple audiences at the
same time.260
This neatly conflates marginal status, appropriation, postmodernism and
subversion of patriarchal norms. I will now look at this subversion of norms.
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3.2

Curating work that ‘queers’ an exhibition space

In her article, The Curatorial Paradigm, Dorothea von Hantelmann asserts that:
the exhibition’s most important cultural accomplishment was the
constitution of a site in which basic categories of modern societies are
enacted and exercised. Museums and exhibitions introduced a ritual that
fulfils precise functions in modern Western societies: it addresses the
individual citizen (where theatre, as another cultural format, addressed a
collective); it placed the individual in relation to a material object (in an
increasingly industrialized society that derives its wealth and identity from
a manufactured object-world); and it immerses both the individual and
the object into a narration of linear time, progress and development.261
The work of Fred Wilson, Glenn Ligon and Jo Darbyshire explore what happens
when that narrative of linear time, progress and development excludes an
artist’s history and how by adopting different methodologies on the intersection
between artistic and curatorial practice, artists can help the museum or gallery
begin to redress those omissions.
The role of the curator as an auteur has increased in significance in Western
society in recent years and over the last few decades has come to be seen as a
creative activity. Von Hantelmann262 argues that this change has come about as
the art historical canon’s authority and objectivity has become increasingly
questioned. Until this happened, ‘the exhibition did not play itself into the
foreground’263 and it was only when the curator emerged as a figure who
‘selects exemplarily, who is constituted in choosing (particular works of art,
discursive positions, aesthetic acts, et cetera), and above all in whom
consumption is manifested not only as a receptive capacity, but as a productive
and generative force’264 that curating as an art practice began to be recognised.
In 2003, Jo Darbyshire conflated lesbian and gay lives with a queering of the
Western Australian Museum in Perth in the exhibition called The Gay Museum.
In the e-catalogue to the exhibition, Darbyshire writes that the exhibition aimed
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not only to redress the lack of representation but to also overcome the lack of
objects in the collection that represented lesbian and gay lives, as she
succinctly puts it: ‘On the face of it lesbian and gay people had no history.’265
Darbyshire linked oral histories that she had gathered with quotes from the
media and objects from the collections to set up resonances between them. For
example, an interview about the destruction of records from an LGBT
organisation is juxtaposed with a shame-faced crab, while a statement about
lesbianism at the start of the 20th century is shown with a contemporaneous
silver locket containing two female portraits.
Darbyshire advocated the need for this breaking of the museum conventions to
open up ‘new meanings and ideas… exploring other ways objects can be
interpreted when displayed’266 and suggested that artists with their ‘training in
lateral thinking and the skill of “looking”’267 have the potential to see alternative
content and meaning in objects, which is required if gaps in collections are to be
(temporarily) filled. Rather than focusing responsibility on the institution or
curator to explain this lack of objects, Darbyshire looks at the reasons lesbian
and gay men did not keep a record of their lives:
the gaps in the knowledge, the collusion to keep quiet, the eradication of
knowledge or memory, self-censorship and the fear of exposure in the
lesbian and gay community were heartbreakingly apparent. For many
people, safety lay in the eradication of all evidence of difference. Many
things… that signal significant moments in our history were just too
dangerous to keep. Researcher Reece Plunkett suggests that these
actions are evidence that gay and lesbian people have had a
fundamentally different experience of history.268
A fundamentally different experience of history is not something that is only
experienced by lesbians and gay men. Much work has been done by artists of
colour to bring these revisionist histories to light. In the UK, notable work has
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been done with collections by Keith Piper; while in the States, Fred Wilson has
continually reinterpreted collections, most notably those at the Maryland
Historical Society in the Mining the Museum exhibition in 1992. In 1993, a year
after Mining the Museum, Wilson worked with Capp Street Project in San
Francisco on an exhibition An Invisible Life: A View into the World of a 120 Year
Old Man. Unlike Mining the Museum, which had seen Wilson take existing
objects from a collection and reframe, juxtapose and edit them to tell a
previously neglected history (of African and Native Americans), the Capp Street
Project explored the eradication of knowledge in another way. It juxtaposed
found objects to materially represent a fictional life. The intervention took place
in Haas-Lilienthal House, a historic house that had been restored to its Victorian
style. The intervention recreated the life of its fictional former inhabitant, Baldwin
Antinous Stein. Baldwin was born in the Caribbean before travelling the world,
becoming friends with Eadweard Muybridge and acquainted with Marcel Proust
in Paris. In addition to sound recordings, and a silent video piece placed inside
the bedroom closet, objects belonging to Stein were placed around the house:
On the second floor of the house, in the library and bedrooms, hundreds
of photographs – portraits of men of different ethnicities – cluttered the
shelves and table tops. There were pictures from the turn of the century
of sailors, athletes, gentlemen in business suits, and other men lounging
outdoors. The house was also filled with memorabilia, statuettes of men
wrestling, and other art objects from around the world. Books sitting on
table tops, such as Love in Ancient Greece (1962), Of Human Bondage
(1915), Nijinsky (1993) and Proust and the Art of Love (1980).269
The intervention worked on a number of levels. At the end of a tour of the
house, most visitors were surprised to find out that Stein was not a real
person270 even though Wilson had encouraged the docents to alert visitors to
‘faux finishes’ and ‘hidden’ architectural details in the house. This shows how
visitors ‘invest museums and their docents with an unquestioned authority’.271
The intervention also showed how collections of objects allow observant visitors
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to piece together the ‘evidence of Stein’s gay desire’.272 While Stein’s sexuality
was never explicitly referred to, the process of sifting through material culture
and amassing evidence of shared minority cultural references is called into play
as these objects allow a silenced, queer identity to become evident. In this way,
An Invisible Life allowed Wilson to illustrate ‘the degree to which life histories of
men like Stein – educated, cosmopolitan, gay men of the last century – have
generally been rendered invisible’.273 Material culture here makes visible a
difference that is bodily invisible.
A similar process happens at the Geffrye Museum of the Home in London,
where the Loft-style Apartment, 1998 features a Balzac chair from Heal’s and a
copy of Wallpaper*. The Judy Garland biography on the bookshelf tips the
balance of probability for the observant visitor that this is probably the
apartment of a gay man.274
This strategy of creating fictional lives, standing in for actual lives that were not
permitted entry to the archives, was also used by Zoe Leonard and Cheryl
Dunye in The Fae Richards Photo Archive (1996), which documents the life of a
(fictional) black movie actress and nightclub singer using 82 photographs
showing her in film roles and in private shots with female friends and with her
partner. The work, which Dunye developed into a film of Richards’ life – The
Watermelon Woman – provides a record of a life that would exclude the archive
on two counts, as a lesbian and also as a black actress living at a time when
‘[b]lack actors were not even mentioned in the credits of American films…
because their white colleagues would never have tolerated it.’275
Even when marginalised identities become part of the art canon, there are still
questions to be answered about whose voice is being heard, a question tackled
head-on by Glenn Ligon in Notes on the Margin of the Black Book (1991–1993).
Robert Mapplethorpe’s Black Book (1986) features 91 photographs of mainly
nude black men in fetishistic poses. The work had been controversial: both
black and white writers had been critical of the photographs as objectifying
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black male bodies,276 and more generally, when right-wing attacks on
Mapplethorpe’s 1988 survey exhibition, The Perfect Moment and its public
funding by the National Endowment for the Arts, led to the show being
cancelled at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington DC.
Ligon, who is black and gay, describes his first encounter with the images in the
Black Book as ‘very disturbing’277 and started asking himself ‘if those
photographs were racist’.278 Realising that the question was too limiting and that
the subject was more complicated, and also wanting to remove the personal
from the enquiry, Ligon sourced newspaper articles about the scandal and
books both praising and critiquing the work. The final piece comprises a row of
the 91 Mapplethorpe images, double hung, with 78 texts (also double hung)
between them. These texts, adopting the visual language of museum object
labels, contain comments about the work ranging from art historians,
Mapplethorpe himself, pro- and anti-gay campaigners to a personal ad reading
‘Me: black, 5’8”, 32 years old, huge, huge dick, long and thick, seeks bottoms
who can’t get enough of my funky stuff’. In addition to using secondary
information, Ligon took the book to a bar, Sound Factory, and collected
responses to the work between dancing.
The small physical size of the texts ensures that viewers have to come up close
to the texts to read them and thereby become intimately involved with the work.
The plurality of the responses and their sheer diversity opens out the questions
raised by the Black Book and moves its interpretation away the usual didactic,
anonymous institutional labelling into a world of contradiction, conflicting
contexts and plurality. With issues this personal about identity and
representation, Ligon provides a methodology and a space to allow a rounded
discourse to take place, and queers the traditional curatorial interpretation
techniques.
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3.3

Curating work deemed to have a queer sensibility

As was previously mentioned, unlike race or sex which may be indicated via the
artist’s name, or visually in images of the artist, sexuality seldom is. This would
indicate that we are reliant on three things if we wanted to know whether a work
might contribute to a ‘queer canon’: existing knowledge about the artist; curatorprovided information about the artist or the work explaining its relevance to
queer; or portrayal of queer lives in the work.
Photography by artists including Del LaGrace Volcano, Nan Goldin and
Wolfgang Tillmans have ensured the visibility of queer lives in contemporary art.
However, this section explores works that identify queer art in a fourth way:
through a queer sensibility. This is a slippery area that is open to disagreement
and contest. Reading a queer sensibility requires cultural knowledge and
intertextual readings. In this way, it could be argued that queer sensibility works
as a visual polari, a coded message of kinship, allowing others to read a queer
resonance in a work. Any reading of sensibility will be culturally, geographically
and temporally specific. The boundaries between any given subject or visual
methodology being queer or not queer will be permeable and open to debate.
Over the last 30 years there have been a number of attempts to curate shows
around queer sensibility. This section will explore how the curators have tried to
categorise these shows and illustrate how, as identity politics have altered, so
too have the curatorial strategies.
The first case study is Extended Sensibilities: Homosexual Presence in
Contemporary Art, which was guest curated by Daniel J. Cameron at the New
Museum in New York in 1982 and featured work by 19 artists. Table 3.1 lists the
artists, their genders and the type of work displayed.
Charley Brown

Male

Collage

Scott Burton

Male

Performance with furniture

Craig Carver

Male

Acrylic on canvas

Arch Connelly

Male

Paste jewels and mixed media

Janet Cooling

Female

Acrylic on canvas

Betsy Damon

Female

Drawing on paper, documentation of
performance
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Nancy Fried

Female

Clay and acrylic

Jedd Garet

Male

Acrylic on canvas

Gilbert and

Male

Photosculpture and documentation of

George

performance

Lee Gordon

Male

Oil on canvas

Harmony

Female

Textile sculpture

John Henninger

Male

Soft sculpture

Jerry Janosco

Male

Ceramic

Lili Lakich

Female

Neon

Les Petites

Male

Documentation of performance

Ross Paxton

Male

Acrylic on canvas

Jody Pinto

Female

Mixed media 2D and 3D

Carla Tardi

Female

Oil on wood

Fran Winant

Female

Acrylic on canvas

Hammond

Bonbons

Table 3.1

Artists, gender and material, in Extended Sensibilities

Cameron splits ‘Homosexual Content’279 into three main categories:
‘Homosexual Subject Matter’280 comprised cultural material about homosexuals
aimed mainly at a straight audience; ‘Ghetto Content …as the name suggests,
the artist and audience are both gay’281; and ‘Sensibility Content [which] has
occurred as a cultural synthesis of the first two. Neither intended for a limited
audience of gays, nor an attempt to market a destigmatized version of
homosexuality to a larger group, Sensibility Content is work which is created
from personal experience of homosexuality which need not have anything to do
with sexuality or even lifestyle.’282
Extended Sensibilities moved away from fixed essential ideas of identity
towards visual languages and interests. Unsurprisingly, the exhibition was very
279
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mixed and trying to put an overarching summary on it is near impossible.
However, a number of things are worth noting. In addition to a large amount of
figurative imagery, works which could be associated with craft formed a
relatively large amount of the show. These ranged from Harmony Hammond’s
soft sculptures, Jerry Janosco’s composite and re-appropriated ceramics, John
Henninger’s satin cruising figures, Nancy Fried’s elaborate acrylic and clay
sculptures and Arch Connelly’s papier mâché and paste jewel sculptures, with
the latter four sharing an unabashed camp aesthetic.
The curator, Cameron, recalled that ‘nearly every out or closeted gay art world
professional… assured me that it would be difficult, verging on impossible, to
get a serious art world gig after doing this project’.283 However these views were
unfounded, since Cameron went on to become Senior Curator at the New
Museum and then Chief Curator at the Orange County Museum of Art.
The exhibition’s premise was criticised by the self-identified gay artist Nicholas
Moufarrege in Arts magazine who wrote, ‘[w]e are faced with artists who
happen to be homosexual rather than a particular homosexual aesthetic… it
would be frightening to see the work of these artists, and others, stereotyped as
homosexual, for they are artists “before” they are homosexual’.284 In hindsight,
what was a ground-breaking exhibition premise does to some extend fall down
in the face of Moufarrege’s attack. While there was a tradition of lesbian art
shows, there was a reluctance by gay male artists to show in the exhibition
(Gilbert and George pulled out after the catalogue went to print, but a private
collector lent work). Cameron’s arguments in the catalogue are not particularly
backed up by the works in the exhibition and a lack of clear curatorial structure
leaves the show looking like a group of works by ‘artists who happen to be
homosexual’285 rather than a visual representation of personal experience of
homosexuality.
Gay sensibility would not be addressed in an exhibition again until 1995 when
Lawrence Rinder and Nayland Blake curated In a Different Light at the
University of California, Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive. Rinder
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was interested in works that conveyed ‘gay and lesbian views of the world…
[views that were] outward-looking, gregarious and socially concerned’.286 Blake
shared ground with Petry and Katz, and was interested in ‘a cross-generational
exhibition’,287 arguing that the art world is prone to cultural amnesia and that
gay men and lesbians ‘have been especially susceptible to such forgetfulness
because art with homosexual content – literal, metaphorical, or symbolic – has
typically remained unidentified as such or has simply been excised from the
histories’.288 Featuring a much wider pool of artists than Extended Sensibilities,
and coming after the Whitney Biennale of 1993 which saw a strong focus on
identity and multiculturalism, In a Different Light, created nine groups within the
exhibition: Void, Self, Drag, Other, Couple, Family, Orgy, World and Utopia.

The use of the word ‘sensibility’ is very specific within the exhibition as Rinder
explains:

The notion of “sensibility” that we have employed…is somewhat
idiosyncratic. The groups are not based on aesthetic sensibility, but
rather came together and are identified by social sensibility… The
exhibition is thus structured in a fundamentally sociological rather than
art historical manner. While aesthetic sensibilities as such are not a point
of departure or structuring principle, such sensibilities certainly emerge in
interesting ways throughout the exhibition.289

Rinder quotes Harmony Hammond’s experience of curating the 1978 A Lesbian
Show when she found ‘not a distinctly lesbian aesthetic sensibility, but rather
the revelation of a broad variety of shared thematic concerns including ‘issues
of anger, guilt, hiding, secrecy, coming out, personal violence and political trust,
self-empowerment, and the struggle to make oneself whole’.290
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Rinder argues that if ‘identifiable gay or lesbian aesthetic styles or sensibility
exist, they exist in multiplicity, and in complex intersection with mainstream art
practice. They are emanations of complex, fluid sociological constructs, never
simply gay or lesbian’291 and goes on to state that ‘gay or lesbian sensibilities –
aesthetic or otherwise… are highly amorphous phenomena… and are not
attached exclusively to people who have sex with people of the same sex’.292
Rinder therefore gets around some of the issues Cameron faced in attracting
artists to take part in a homosexual exhibition: by removing the terms gay and
lesbian from identity politics and sexual acts, the show had the potential to
include work by non-gay artists whose practices met with the curator’s
definitions of gay and lesbian sensibility.
Atkins, in his 1996 review of queer curating, states that ‘In In a Different Light,
homosex was out of favour; indirectness and irony, metaphor and perverse
gesture, the dandyish and the coquettish, were in. (Blake dubbed overtly gay or
lesbian imagery “essentialist” and “retrograde.”)’293 Queer art and craft had
relied on same sex imagery (and still does to a large extent) to mark its identity,
and it is understandable why Blake wanted to get away from the act of sex and
onto the cultural norms and shared experiences of queer individuals in the
West.
There is a language change in the catalogue, from Rinder’s gay and lesbian to
Blake’s queer. Blake (who like Ligon and Wilson identifies as both gay and
black) defines the show as ‘a map of queer practice in the visual arts over the
past thirty years. It is… incomplete and personal’.294 What is interesting about
Blake’s catalogue essay is that in addition to the main categories in the
exhibition, he identifies visual and narrative themes that run through the entire
show, which form an underpinning of what queer visual sensibility might
comprise (at least on the west coast of America in the mid-1990s). These
themes included: postmodernism and the re-appropriation and manipulation of
material by queer artists, the use of semiotic means to express queer tribal
affiliations, the twin heritage of the fluxus and the punk movements, the
291
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adoption, by queer artists, of the roles of curator, critic and historian, the use of
craft materials and pre-modern rhetoric of sentiment, drag and the ability to
‘pass’, the flipping of serious issues into parody, self-mockery, black humour
and failure.
Amy Scholder, in her catalogue essay for the exhibition, Writing in a Different
Light, adds to Blake’s list, including irony and camp, reading cultural works with
a subversive gaze and the adoption of revisionary history. This provides queer
with a two-pronged strategy: coupling artistic strategies with revisionist methods
where ‘gay plundering of the past is not just nostalgia, but marks an active
reincorporation that is self-knowing’295:
[queer] is driven by the dynamic of a double movement: it addresses
lesbian and gay visual cultures in a way which foregrounds art produced
by lesbian and gay, or queer, artists but also goes beyond that to attend
to the potentially queer reception of visual material from the past and the
present, regardless of its sexual point of origin…[creating] a space to
consider the production of queer meanings, since in a heterosexist
society the queer reader has often to be ever resourceful and imaginative
in the production of alternative sexual pleasures.296
These two themes – the production of art by and about queer people and the
queer reading of historic visual materials will form the basis of the two next
chapters. They will respectively examine how craft and queer sensibility can be
used to destabilise (queer) museums, art galleries and historic houses and
allow a space for queer (LGBT) lives to be represented.
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3.4

Conclusion

The breadth and divergence of curatorial methods for examining queer make
clear that this is a subject area very much open to debate. Rather than aim to
find an essentialist method for queer curating, this plurality of approaches
allows for flexibility and tailored approaches to take place. However, certain
themes recur: visibility, invisibility and coding recur, and link in with artworks
that are open to both public and private readings. These private queer readings,
as discussed previously, need not be restricted to queer art, but can be adopted
as filters to view any material. The themes of masquerade, drag and reappropriation which can all be linked with notions of camp and kitsch also recur.
Nayland Blake suggests that overtly gay or lesbian imagery is retrograde.
However, this leaves us with the difficulty of trying to unpick a queer sensibility.
Lawrence Rinder argued that if an identifiable gay or lesbian sensibility exists, it
exists ‘in multiplicity, and in complex intersection with mainstream art
practice.’297 Therefore it would stand to reason that as art practices continually
mutate, so will queer sensibilities.
Whether these sensibilities speak of any essentialist notion of lesbian or gay
identity is questionable. It is more likely that they have developed in response to
a variety of shared concerns which Rinder lists as ‘issues of anger, guilt, hiding,
secrecy, coming out, personal violence and political trust, self-empowerment,
and the struggle to make oneself whole’.298
Two queer methodologies that are of particular relevance to the next two
chapters are hybridity and the re-appropriation of archive material to create
missing queer histories. The hybrid role of artist/curator/historian will be adopted
in both a museum and an art gallery and in two historic houses to unpick how
these organisations can be queered through craft interventions.
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4

Queering Museums and Galleries

This chapter describes two intervention projects and explores what they can tell
us about queer representation in museums and galleries. The first project is
Queering the Museum at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery in 2010–11 and
the second is Other Stories: Queering the University Art Collection at the
Stanley and Audrey Burton Art Gallery at the University of Leeds in 2012.
In October 2007 Jack Gilbert argued in the Museums Journal that most
museums and galleries were failing to ‘collect, frame and interpret the lives and
experience of LGBT people… not necessarily because individual staff are
homophobic but because of institutional failure’.299
Using two different exhibitions – Queering the Museum and Other Stories – I
sought to unpick the interrelationships between queer theory (and LGBT
experiences) and museum and gallery exhibitions, exploring how queer could
be brought into and interpreted within museums and art galleries that hold
collections of material culture. I also sought to investigate why LGBT
experiences are so seldom included in museum and gallery displays.
This chapter considers the two exhibitions in turn, since the curatorial and
artistic strategy used in Other Stories was informed by lessons learnt from
Queering the Museum. In both exhibitions, I worked as both artist and curator,
placing new works alongside the existing collections and also rearranging
objects from the permanent collection in order to recontextualise them. This
hybrid role of artist/curator/historian and its coupling with craft materials and reappropriation has a large overlap with Nayland Blake’s suggestions of what
might comprise a queer sensibility, as was outlined in the previous chapter.
As has previously been discussed, there is a distinction between queer and
LGBT. This is a key point for both the exhibitions and the thesis, for the two are
distinct, yet related. Within Queering the Museum, the main emphasis was on
issues and histories related to people who identify as LGBT, with one object –
Donkey Boy – exploring queer in a broader sense. Queer can be defined as
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‘differing from the normal or usual in a way regarded as odd or strange’300 and
‘to put in a difficult or dangerous position’.301 This opens it out and provides
numerous potential strategies to be adopted by the artist.
If queer means ‘differing from the normal’, then museums are intrinsically queer:
they act as a counterpoint to everyday life, they provide an arena for stopping,
staring, thinking and – on occasion – accessing the liminal. Why then, according
to Gilbert, do they so seldom explore LGBT lives? Through working with
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery and the Stanley and Audrey Burton Art
Gallery, and looking at their collections through a queer lens, I aimed to explore
what heteronormative assumptions underpinned the working of the
organisations, the development of their collections and the interpretation of
those collections.
Both Queering the Museum and Other Stories could fit under the umbrella of
what is often termed institutional critique:
As I see it, artists doing institutional critiques of museums tend to
fall into two different camps. There are those who see the museum
as an irredeemable reservoir of class ideology – the very notion of
the museum is corrupt to them. Then there are those who are
critical of the museum not because they want to blow it up but
because they want to make it a more interesting and effective
cultural institution.302
With both these projects, the aim was to work with the organisations and their
collections to explore how queer could be more effectively represented. The
projects owed much to the work of Fred Wilson, whose works ‘challenge
assumptions about the dynamics of race, ethnicity, class and gender in
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museums and in hegemonic culture’303 and his ideas concerning socially just
organisations and the ability that museums have to change society.304,305
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4.1

Queering Museums

Since Gilbert’s 2007 article, there have been a number of exhibitions that
explored LGBT identity in British museums, the most prominent being Gay
Icons at the National Portrait Gallery (July–October 2009). However, even in
2011 Stuart Frost, Head of Interpretation at the British Museum, argued that the
‘question of whether museums are doing enough [to reflect LGBT history and
experience] remains pertinent’.306
There are numerous reasons why museums have struggled with LGBT visibility
and to argue that it is solely down to institutional homophobia or apathy misses
some key points. One of the first issues to address when talking about queer
and museums is material culture. Since museums and galleries and their
exhibitions are usually centred around object collections, those groups in
society that own, use and consume objects tend to be privileged in museum
displays. In addition, since museums and art galleries predominantly use
material culture to form exhibitions and tell stories, they rely on objects standing
in for identity groups.
It can be assumed that the only difference between gay and straight men and
women is that they have sex with people of the same gender. This logic would
therefore focus any queer material culture search around objects related to
queer sex:
The underlying message seemed to be that, because lesbians and
gay men are defined by their sexuality, they can only be
represented by objects relating to sex, an approach that denies
other aspects of gay and lesbian culture. Whilst lesbians and gay
men have much in common with everyone else – most gay men
are more likely to use a steam iron than a cock ring – there are,
nevertheless, often distinct dress codes and meeting places, tastes
in music and so on. In summary, many museum staff appear
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confused about who should collect gay and lesbian material, how
to record it and, indeed, what it might be.307
In reality, associations between LGBT identities and material culture are much
wider and more nuanced than might initially be assumed. As with any minority
group, the experience of being in that group is made of many more experiences
than those linked directly to the differencing characteristic. However, to draw out
LGBT links to objects in collections, there either needs to be a high degree of
knowledge on the part of the curator, or else those links need to be identified
within cataloguing systems and in the exhibition labels, something that is
seldom done, as we will see later.
Museums generally label objects with information about their date, material and
maker. It is less common for objects to be associated with their owners and
coupled with a lack of visibility among LGBT people – whether that be via their
appearance or name – it makes the process of identifying LGBT-related objects
next to impossible for museum visitors, unless those links are specifically drawn
out in object labelling. While tagging objects with key words related to their
LGBT associations would help, Patrik Steorn suggests that to:
attribute tags like ‘homosexual’ or ‘queer’ or ‘heterosexual’ to objects in
museum and archival collections…[will] not be able to account for the
juicy stuff – the kinds of emotional attachment, desire, knowledge and
narratives that may queer any certain object.308
The association of objects with queer identities is still in its infancy for most
organisations. An online catalogue search of Birmingham Museum and Art
Gallery’s collection using the keywords “lesbian”, “gay”, “bisexual”,
“transgender”, “LGBT” and “queer” brought up only one search result. Using the
keyword “queer” finds object number 1900P102, a photogravure of Dorothy
Drew from a work by Edward Burne-Jones. Its connection to queer is found in a
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contemporaneous commentary about the object highlighting that it ‘has a queer
kind of elfin charm’.309
The reality of the collection, which includes many images by the openly
homosexual Simeon Solomon, for example, is vastly different to what this
search would suggest. This raises some disturbing questions. Aside from
researchers needing to bring with them a large amount of pre-existing
knowledge to identify any queer relevance in the collection, there is an
argument that what is not identified or collected is deemed of no importance,
and this lack of documentation could be read as an – albeit potentially unwitting
– aggressive act of cultural silencing:
Omission from the museum does not simple mean marginalization; it
formally classifies certain lives, histories, and practices as insignificant,
renders them invisible, marks them as unintelligible, and, thereby casts
them in the realm of the unreal.310
Exhibition labels are usually written with an institutional voice and backed up
with documented evidence. Normative thinking assumes people are part of the
majority unless there is clear evidence to the contrary. Names and portraits will
often indicate gender and race, but less often sexuality. With some notable
exceptions, written information about historical queer lives is unusual and,
before the decriminalisation homosexuality in 1967, was often confined to
criminal or medical records. This reliance by museums on documented ‘fact’
means that LGBT histories are often silenced or negative and that
heterosexuality is assumed and privileged, encouraging heteronormativity. Joe
Heimlich and Judy Koke concur, arguing that within museums there is still
tremendous homophobic prejudice often enacted through the silence, omission
and assumptions that are socially dominant.’311
It was out of a desire to interrogate some of these issues that the rationale for
Queering the Museum developed. Drawing on previous identity-based museum
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work, notably Fred Wilson’s Mining the Museum (The Maryland Historical
Society, Baltimore 1992–1993) and Jo Derbyshire’s The Gay Museum (Western
Australia Museum, Perth, January–May 2003), the exhibition utilised numerous
intervention techniques rather than rely on the ‘“discovered” identities and
“hidden” histories’312 of makers or owners of objects in the collection.
Queering the Museum aimed to negate the ‘heterosexual filter’313 that is placed
over museum displays, a filter that prioritises the position of the mainstream and
negates LGBT experiences unless they are specifically mentioned. The
exhibition comprised 19 interventions placed throughout Birmingham Museum
and Art Gallery, exploring LGBT themes by drawing on and interrogating the
museum’s collections. The museum is one of Britain’s largest local authority
museums and houses a broad range of objects, from fine and applied art to
natural and social history and archaeology.
4.2

Queering the Museum at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery

Museums present themselves as neutral, democratic spaces that deal in facts
and the truth. However, they are nothing of the sort. Curators make active
decisions about what to collect, thereby shaping what society deems valuable
and worth preserving. They also make active decisions about what to keep in
store and what to display, and which narratives to tell with those objects that are
displayed. Queering the Museum repeatedly questioned and critiqued these
decisions by re-appropriating objects to tell revised stories, removing objects
from the stores and placing them centre stage and placing newly created
‘historic’ objects within the collection to fill LGBT gaps. Queering the Museum
therefore worked within – and outside of – the museological norms and there
are many of these, since:
Above all, a museum is not the neutral and transparent sheltering space
that it is often claimed to be. More like the traditional ceremonial
monuments that museum buildings frequently emulate – classical
temples, medieval cathedrals, Renaissance palaces – the museum is a
complex experience involving architecture, programmed displays of art
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objects, and highly rationalized installation practices… it also carries out
broad, sometimes less obvious political and ideological tasks.314
With this in mind, Queering the Museum aimed to unpick the workings of the
museum and explore why LGBT identities are so seldom seen in museums.
The interventions in the exhibition were placed within four main settings and
respond to the norms of those particular environments, namely: cathedral-like
atriums, dense traditional museum displays, classical fine art galleries and
social history exhibitions. Figure 4.1 shows the exhibition layout.

Figure 4.1

Queering the Museum gallery plan, 2010, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.

4.2.1 The Atrium: Lucifer and the Round Room
The first main gallery space in the museum is the Round Room, which was
designed in order to impress the visitor. It is a large, circular, top-lit space, tiled
with encaustic tiles and hung – academy style – with a range of oil paintings
from the fine art collection. The Round Room employs the ‘very architecture of
museums [that] suggests their character as secular rituals… [with] monumental
classical forms… corridors scaled for processionals and interior sanctuaries
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designed for awesome and potent effigies’.315 In the centre of the space, raised
on a plinth, is Epstein’s bronze, Lucifer (1944–45), inspired by Milton’s poem
Paradise Lost. The first intervention in the exhibition involved draping the
sculpture with a cape of artificial green carnations (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.2

Matt Smith, Carnation Cape, 2010, organza and silk carnations, size variable,
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. Image © Birmingham Museums Trust

The use of Lucifer can be read in a numerous ways, particularly through a
queer filter. In Paradise Lost, Lucifer is banished to hell after a failed rebellion to
wrestle control of heaven from God, an attempt borne out of his belief that the
angels were equal to God. This struggle for equality is mirrored in feminism and
gay rights activism, placing Lucifer in a queer role, challenging the received
orthodoxy. The desire to challenge an overarching power structure that controls
society can be read either as a fight between good and evil or the
democratisation of society, depending on one’s position. It raises interesting
arguments for a largely secular society within which equality is being shared
between increasingly diverse groups. Does the inclusion of an LGBT exhibition
within the authoritative and faux sacred setting of a museum signal the end of a
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period of demonisation of these minorities or a temporary ‘satanic’ undermining
of that which society deems good and holy?
The journey of Lucifer from a heavenly creation of God to an exiled ‘other’ could
be read as the ‘coming out’ transition through which LGBT individuals can
become distanced from heterosexual family units, thereby becoming ‘other’ and
challenging the status quo. Furthermore, it could be argued that the
demonisation of Lucifer for a single act of defiance has parallels in homophobia.
Lucifer’s assigned role as the negative counterpoint to good also chimes within
queer theory, as Thomas Dawson explains:
the binary distinction between heterosexuality and homosexuality…
resulted from a homophobic desire to devalue one of those oppositions.
Consequently, homosexuality is not symmetrically related to
heterosexuality – it is subordinate and marginal, but necessary to
construct meaning and value in heterosexuality.316
This has links to the use of ethnographic materials in museums, as will be
discussed later.
The transgressive nature of the sculpture is also seen in its form: the head was
modelled from a female model and placed on a male body. Epstein was
obviously comfortable being linked to identifiably gay men – by 1905 he had
produced ‘emotionally charged drawings of male nudes intended to illustrate
[the homosexual] Walt Whitman’s poem Calamus’317 and in 1908 was
commissioned to design the tomb of Oscar Wilde. Therefore, it is maybe
unsurprising that Lucifer resonates with queer in so many ways.
There are many reasons why the figure of Lucifer, which has been awarded the
most dominant, monumental position in this temple to culture, makes a great
starting point for an exhibition exploring the ‘other’. It is interesting that such a
twisted and deviant object can be read as normative by virtue of its status in an
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authoritative establishment, and this is where the intervention came into play.
Layered on top of the figure was a cape made of 2,000 artificial green
carnations, sewn together on organza fabric. The cape acts as a signifier, letting
the visitor know that something is changed, all is not as it has been, making
them relook at the familiar and see it in a new light, reading the stories that were
already there but forgotten or overlooked. The contrast between the sculpture
and the intervention jars the viewer: cheap, fake flowers juxtaposed with a fine
art bronze; garish lime green contrasting with the mellow patina of the metal
and the hundreds of tiny flowers, joined together to subsume the mighty figure.
Issues relating to artificiality and camp and men taking part in the “female” art of
sewing are not far away.
I would argue that, counter to the “male” approach of installing iconic objects on
plinths in white cube spaces – objects made to impress, inspire awe and
dominate a space – interventions embody a more “female” way of working.
They take a situation and modify it, they adapt, they subvert. Interventions show
us the foolishness of what we take for granted, they challenge authority and,
when done well, they remind us that there are many ways of seeing the world:
they are perfect agents for queer. They also bring questions of hierarchies to
the fore: do the carnations adorn the sculpture or does the sculpture simply
become a display plinth for the new object?
The green carnation, with its unnatural status, was popularised by Oscar Wilde
as a means of self-identifying as homosexual in Victorian England. ‘The
playwright notoriously attended the premiere of Lady Windermere’s Fan at the
St James’ with a group of young men, all wearing green carnations, supposedly
the symbol of homosexual desire in Paris.’318
Visual signifiers have long been important to gay men as a means to recognise
each other. As Matt Cook explains, ‘the play of visibility and invisibility, and
recognition and misrecognition, were important to the homosexual dynamic in
London during the [Victorian] period.’319 It is therefore apt that the carnation was
taken as a visual key to link the interventions within Birmingham Museum and
Art Gallery (Figure 4.4). The carnation was used within the exhibition to visually
318
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signify queerness in a mirroring of the ways that museums use words –
“husband”, “wife”, “child” – to reinforce heteronormative values and family ties.
Within the exhibition, the role of the carnation mirrors the performance of
cruising: the visitor walks through an ostensibly heterosexual environment
looking for queer signifiers that they can then choose to either engage or ignore
with.

Figure 4.3

Matt Smith, Label for Carnation Cape showing green carnation, 2010,
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery
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This play between invisibility and visibility, recognition and misrecognition, is
key to the strategy for the second set of works in Queering the Museum, the
ones placed within the museum collection. By adding new works within the
existing collection, a playful air of hide and seek is engaged. It could be argued
that this could lead to interventions being missed. However, this was the
approach of the exhibition: armed with basic signifiers and coded signals, the
visitor had the opportunity to see – or ignore – LGBT histories within the
collections.
4.2.2 Traditional Museum Display: Upstairs in the Industrial Gallery
The upstairs floor of the Industrial Gallery was last redisplayed in the 1970s. It
employs the traditional museum norms of collecting, cataloguing and displaying
to provide curated, ‘representative’ histories of a subject – in this case,
ceramics. Collecting theory would label this type of collection – and display – as
male. It argues that ‘women’s collections tend to be personal and ahistorical,
men’s impersonal and historical, just as, traditionally, women have tended to
have a relatively greater emotional investment in people than in ideas and men
to some extent the reverse’.320
By inserting personal, people-centred objects into the cases, the display has
been queered, not only through a disruption to the cataloguing systems used by
the museum, but also through a gendered assault on the impersonal, male
display. Disorder is created within the systematic display, and ‘the collector’s
need for order... satisfied by the task of arranging and cataloguing the objects
he owns’,321 is disrupted and contaminated.
The interventions in this gallery are direct responses to the extant collections.
The new, queer objects play with the existing cataloguing rules and reappropriate them with queer narratives to produce new groupings that both sit
within the categories, but also outside of them. In this way, they echo the LGBT
community’s ability to visually ‘pass’ – to go under the radar when necessary
and fit in – albeit sometimes only when subjected to a cursory glance. These
new works undermine the museum’s position of authority and place the shared
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experiences of LGBT-identified individuals in the centre of cultural power. The
interventions play with the rules of insider and outsider, adopting queer theory’s
positions of ‘emic and etic’322 – who is in, who is out. There is a permeability to
the distinction as objects alternate between being inside and outside the
museum’s collections, just as individuals can potentially adopt and discard
queer positions. In this act of securing space within the cases, the objects both
illustrate that these marginalised stories can be found within the existing ‘truths’
of the collection and also deserve an (albeit, in this case, temporary) telling.
Naturally, this challenging of authority is nothing new – various artists upset the
applecart and question perceived hierarchies within the art and cultural world.
Jeff Koons’ use of kitsch and Rebecca Warren’s use of the amateur are obvious
examples. However, the linking of a marginalised group to the museum
narrative raises social and ethical issues of inclusion, stereotyping and equal
voice.
One of the interventions in the Industrial Gallery is Double-spouted Teapot
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Sited within a collection of earthenware tea and chocolate
pots, the piece is a wordplay on the American slang “tea-rooming”, describing
anonymous male–male sexual encounters in public toilets.

Figure 4.4

Matt Smith, Tea-rooming (left) intervention in the cases in the Industrial Gallery,
2010, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. Image © Birmingham Museums
Trust
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Figure 4.5

Matt Smith, Double-spouted Teapot (right), 2010, white earthenware, 25cm tall,
collection of Royal Pavilion and Museums, Brighton and Hove. Image ©
Birmingham Museums Trust

The piece is cast from a Wedgwood teapot, with a secondary spout added to
the front. On the lid, the finial has been replaced by two bearded heads, cast
from an Action Man figure – the idealised ‘boy toy’. Referring to both ‘cottaging’
and the social niceties of afternoon tea, the piece mashes two very discordant
subjects and alludes to the British habit of boiling the kettle when shocking
events occur. By taking a norm and subverting it, the piece acts to both tell a
LGBT narrative and also act as an agent to queer the exhibition case.
Having two male heads facing forwards with two erect spouts, plays with the
viewer’s eyes. It is not too large a jump to replace the teapot body with the
writhing figures of men. A functional object has been remade unable to fulfil its
traditional function, but achieving a new and different role.
4.2.3 Civil Partnership Figure Group
Another intervention in the ceramics gallery was the Civil Partnership Figure
Group (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). In direct response to the eighteenth century
ceramic Figure Group in the collection, the new piece repurposed the pose and
figuration in a same-sex parody of the original piece.

Figure 4.6

Matt Smith, Civil Partnership Figure Group, 2010, white earthenware with
enamels and lustres, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. Image ©
Birmingham Museums Trust

Instead of trying to find or “out” queer objects in the collection, in this
intervention I chose to make the pieces that did not exist historically, but could
exist now, representing the lives that were lived but not recorded through
111

material culture. In this intervention, I moved away from the Mining the Museum
work of Fred Wilson that used existing objects in the collection and reframed
them with an African American focus, and drew more on the practice of artists
such as Kara Walker and Glenn Ligon who adopt and subvert historical
techniques and styles and insert minority identities.

Figure 4.7

Matt Smith, Civil Partnership Figure Group, 2010, white earthenware, enamels
and lustres, 18cm tall. Image © Birmingham Museums Trust
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4.2.4 Social History and Gallery 33
Gallery 33 at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery came out of a desire for a
more inclusive approach to displaying the museum’s ethnographic collections.
The gallery caused quite a stir when it first opened in the early 1990s for the
then-innovative ways in which it approached multiculturalism, gender and social
difference. Writing about Gallery 33 in 1995, Jane Peirson Jones said:
Cultural identity is a very personal and emotive issue for everyone
because it involves the consideration of gender, sexuality, religion,
nationality and economic group as well as race and ethnicity. There is
evidence to suggest that, in Gallery 33... it is “the shock of nonrecognition” which provokes an emotive response which is sometimes
expressed in terms of cultural self-assertion.323
The gallery contains no reference to LGBT lives. Attraction to people of the
same gender is the sole overarching unifier of gay men and women, and sex is
something that museums have traditionally had an uneasy relationship with
(using fig leaves to cover genitals and forming secret collections). Prior to civil
partnerships, we were left with a relative void in material culture, a troubling
vacuum, from which museums could draw. The troubled relationship between
museums and sex is perplexing. Spaces with so much naked flesh on show,
where one is prohibited from touching, lends them a voyeuristic atmosphere.
We take the dichotomy for granted: the ‘improvement’ gained while looking at
classical nudes in harsh contradiction to puritanical attitudes towards real life
nudity. Museums may be quiet, but they are not solitary. Visitors interact with
each other. The behaviour appropriate when viewing an object can be
redirected towards other visitors, and in one sleight of hand, the site of societal
improvement becomes a base and charged cruising ground, the loitering of
visitors slipping into cruising ground behaviour. It is little surprise that EM
Forster includes the museum – along with commuter trains and bachelor flats –
as an arena for homoerotic encounters in his 1914 novel Maurice and Isaac
Julien explores S/M activities within the museum in his 1993 film The Attendant.
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While lack of material culture can be used as an excuse for not representing
LGBT lives in museums, I think it avoids the insidious reality that most
museums did not want to, or were afraid to, represent them.
The main museum and gallery exhibitions in the UK that have explored LGBT
lives are Pride and Prejudice at the Museum of London (1999), Celebrate!
Croydon Clocktower (2000 and 2001), Hidden Histories, Walsall New Museum
and Art Gallery (2004), Queer is Here, Museum of London (2006), Hello Sailor!
Merseyside Maritime (2007), Warren Cup, British Museum (2006),324 Outside
Edge: A Journey Through Black British Lesbian and Gay Life, Museum in
Docklands, London (2008) and Gay Icons at the National Portrait Gallery
(2009).
They were all temporary, and with the exception of Hidden Histories and Gay
Icons, relatively small scale. Due to their relative scarcity, when LGBT-related
exhibitions are put on, they receive a disproportionate amount of attention. This
is unsurprising, since museums deem what is important enough for society to
care for and society relies on museum collections to provide communal
memories. Museums are about objects: they collect them, preserve them,
display them and occasionally, de-accession them.
By simply placing a civil partnership card within the displays of Gallery 33
(Figure 4.8), a number of issues are raised. In a gallery devoted to crosscultural difference, why was there no mention of LGBT individuals? Was it due
to a paucity of LGBT material, curatorial apathy, or the political climate in the
early 1990s and Clause 28?325
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Figure 4.8

Matt Smith, Civil Partnership Card intervention in Gallery 33, 2010, card,
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. Image © Birmingham Museums Trust

It may be that LGBT individuals have not argued strongly enough for
representation or helped museums to reflect their lives. The Equality Act, 2010,
provides the stick (to accompany the carrot) that had been missing to date.
However, the practical application of the Equality Act on museums is as yet
untested. The LGBT community should be campaigning for better inclusion in
museums, since:
To control a museum means precisely to control the representation of a
community and some of its highest most authoritative truths… What we
see and do not see in our most prestigious art museums – and on what
terms and whose authority we do or don’t see it – involves the much
larger questions of who constitutes the community and who shall
exercise the power to define its authority. 326
While Peirson Jones includes sexuality as one of the many cultural identities to
take into consideration,327 museums have a tradition of biased representation of
difference and the role of ethnographic ‘other’ is not necessarily something that
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the LGBT community would want to embrace. However, it can learn from
postcolonial studies and theorists of cultural representation. Art galleries and
museums unwilling to discuss LGBT lives are often happy to show works by
artists such as Francis Bacon, Caravaggio, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo or
Georgia O’Keefe. While an artist’s sexuality may or may not have an impact on
how their works are read, if the stories of the LGBT community are consistently
silenced, there are worrying parallels between these artworks and colonial
ethnographic displays: objects removed from the context in which they were
made, depersonalised and re-appropriated for the dominant culture’s pleasure.
Joshua Adair draws further parallels between race and LGBT representation in
museums. ‘In a number of museums, both (African American and gay)
experiences are summarily dismissed in favour of a narrative addressing whites
and heterosexuals respectively’.328 Advocates of LGBT representation in
museums could well adopt the argument that Eichstedt makes about race
representation: ‘[l]ack of accurate information is a form of abuse… Continuing
the telling of untruths, distorting experiences, and so on constitutes
victimization’.329
If the paucity of LGBT exhibitions is in part due to a lack of material culture, then
civil partnerships and same-sex marriages provide a fascinating opportunity for
museums. Although far from adopted by all gay men and women, these are the
first positive state recording of same-sex relationships. As increasing numbers
of civil partnerships and same-sex marriages take place, customs and norms
are being created. Clothing, wedding albums, invitations and wedding cards are
all celebratory material, which can be collected and displayed by museums to
tell positive, queer stories.
However, even without uniquely LGBT-related material culture, the
interventionist strategies used in Queering the Museum enable museums to
represent LGBT experiences. As Stuart Frost points out, by taking a tangential
approach to museum display, Queering the Museum ‘underlines the potential
that exists for museums to reinterpret their existing collections in thought-
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provoking ways, and how to integrate LGBT experience and history into
permanent galleries’.330
4.2.5 Classical Art Gallery: Simeon Solomon
For Queering the Museum, a number of exhibition cases were taken out of store
and placed within the main art gallery spaces. In each of these, objects from the
museum stores were selected for their ability to act as vehicles to tell LGBT
narratives. This method of working provides a useful methodology for exploring
subjects where little material culture exists and draws on Jo Darbyshire’s
creative use of objects in the exhibition The Gay Museum in Perth (2003),
discussed in the Chapter 3.
Unusually, access was given to all the collections, which allowed for some
surprising unions – not least a taxidermy otter and three salt-glazed ceramic
bears; in gay male culture, a bear is a large hairy man and an otter his slimmer
counterpart – by placing these four objects together, a visual connection was
created that moved the objects from their normal taxonomies. For the most part,
these queer narratives were overlaid on objects which had no intrinsic
connection to LGBT lives. However, the drawing of Night and Sleep by Simeon
Solomon was an exception. In the early 1990s, when Clause 28 was still in
place, museums shied away from mentioning homosexuality even more than
they currently do. Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery had one label that dealt
with the subject (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9

Wall label for Bacchus, c. 1991, card, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.

I wanted to re-examine this label and try to reposition the narrative about
Simeon Solomon in a less depressing way. I spent a lot of time researching
Solomon, trying to piece together information about his relationships – who he
had met, where he had met them and what their histories were. It became clear
that the only documentation about Solomon’s sex life was in police records and
newspaper reports. The working class men he was caught with were named,
but very little else was known about them. I began to sympathise with museum
curators – how to tell stories without hard facts? I decided to work with the lack
of evidence, rather than against it.
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Lord Frederic Leighton (1830–96) was working at the same time as Solomon
(1840–1905). They were both painters with links to the Pre-Raphaelites and
both were seen as great talents at the start of their careers. Solomon’s arrests
and the subsequent scandals limited his career, while Leighton became a pillar
of the Victorian art establishment: knighted in 1878, made a baronet in 1886
and raised to the peerage in 1896. There are numerous indications that, were
they alive today, both men would identify themselves as gay. Solomon had
numerous same-sex encounters, two of which led to his arrest, in London and
then Paris. Leighton was much more discreet about any sexual relations he
may have had, whether in England or North Africa.331 He left no diaries and his
correspondence was ‘telling’ in its ‘lack of reference to his personal
circumstances’.332 This has led to his possible homosexuality being an ongoing
matter of debate.
Within the case (Figure 4.10), two objects from the collection – a bronze by
Leighton and a drawing by Solomon – were placed facing away from each
other. Each was accompanied by contemporaneous quotes about the men,
charting their lives. A small trophy of a bear, pierced with arrows was placed by
the Solomon drawing, in some small way rewarding his openness and honesty.
As previously mentioned, civil partnership documentation provides one of the
first positive state-approved recordings of same sex activity, making it easier for
curators and archivists in the future to tell definitively when people were in
same-sex relationships, reducing the need for speculation, side-stepping and
reliance on criminal charges.
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Figure 4.10

Matt Smith, Simeon Solomon intervention, 2010, consisting of (left to right):
Lord Frederic Leighton Athlete Strangling a Python, 1877, bronze, 550mm high,
Simeon Solomon, Night and Sleep, 1888, chalk drawing, 359mm x 296 mm,
Matt Smith, A Tribute to Simeon, 2010, white earthenware bear with
underglaze, lustre and copper nails, 240mm high, Birmingham Museum and Art
Gallery. Image © Birmingham Museums Trust

Leighton and Solomon raise issues about how museums can incorporate
historic LGBT narratives into exhibitions without resorting to the ‘married to his
art’333 and ‘bachelor uncle’334 euphemisms. Joshua Adair335 argues that we
need to rethink the use of the word gay. He advocates Fellows’ logic:
One of the most harmful aspects of homophobia is its equating of gay
with sex alone: that is gay tends to be understood quite narrowly as a
synonym for homosexual. For this reason, it’s not an ideal term to use
when looking at a person’s nature beyond the scope of his sexual
orientation per se. But what’s the alternative? Resisting the urge to coin a
new term for my kind across time and cultures I’ve decided to make do
with the familiar word gay and explain what it means to me: a male who
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is gender atypical (psychologically and perhaps physically androgynous
or effeminate) and decidedly homosexual in orientation if not in practice.
Thus, my use of the term gay encompasses both gender identity and
sexual orientation. It is not synonymous with homosexual.336 [Italics in
original]
This shift of focus from physical act to gender and sexual difference, may be a
means of moving the exploration of historic LGBT narratives in museums
forwards. Similarly, queer becomes a useful tool to start discussing difference
that cannot be solely categorised around sexual orientation.
4.2.6 Untold Stories – Cardinal Newman
Not all the proposals for interventions were accepted by the museum. One that
wasn’t was a kneeler exploring the beatification of Cardinal Newman, intended
to be placed with a display of ecclesiastical silver.
Intervention Proposal: Bring me the Body of Cardinal Newman
An oversized needlepoint kneeler embroidered with mid c. 19th Berlin Woolwork
designs and Ex umbris et imaginibus in veritatem (‘Out of shadows and
phantasms into the truth’), the inscription on the memorial stone of Cardinal
Newman (1801–90) at Birmingham Oratory.
Newman specifically requested to be buried next to Ambrose St John with
whom he shared a house for over 30 years. Regardless of the specifics of their
relationship, the strong bond between the two men – which Newman likened to
a marriage – places them outside the norm, as ‘other’.
In the run-up to his beatification, the Vatican chose to exhume this body and
move it from beside Father Ambrose. When digging up the corpse, it was found
that the body had already disintegrated to such an extent that it was unable to
be disinterred.
The exhibition dates for Queering the Museum overlapped with an exhibition in
the museum about Cardinal Newman that was scheduled to coincide with the
Pope’s visit to Birmingham and in large part this was the reason for the proposal
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being rejected. The conflict between church, museums and LGBT
representation is not unique to this project and the links between museums and
site of devotion are many, as previously discussed.
This association of museums as semi-religious spaces may account for the fury
that queer representation in them can cause. At the same time as Queering the
Museum opened, the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery decided,
controversially, to remove David Wojnarowicz’s work A Fire In My Belly from its
Hide and Seek exhibition of LGBT portraits following complaints from the
Catholic League.
The role of censorship in museums was tackled eloquently and successfully in
‘The Play of the Unmentionable’ – an installation by Joseph Kosuth at the
Brooklyn Museum (1992). In response to attacks on the National Endowment
for the arts from the ‘radical Right’,337 Kosuth displayed objects, drawn from the
museum’s collections that were at one point or another deemed controversial –
including a Rodin bronze and a Bauhaus armchair – illustrating the temporal
nature of taste, ‘comprehension and judgment of artworks and cultural
artifacts’.338
While the kneeler was not included in the Queering the Museum exhibition, I
produced the work after the exhibition had finished (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11

Matt Smith, Bring Me the Body of Cardinal Newman, 2012, canvas, wool,
velvet, pleather, metal D ring, 60cm x 45cm x 15cm, collection of the artist.

It could be assumed that exhibitions exploring LGBT lives are mainly of interest
to the LGBT community and this may, in part, account for their infrequency.
However, the same arguments are not made about, say ethnographic galleries
or galleries of Egyptology. In the evaluation of the exhibition, of the people
interviewed who had come specifically for the exhibition, some 43% identified
as heterosexual. Ivan Karp suggests that:
Cross-cultural exhibitions present such stark contrasts between what we
know and what we need to know that the challenge of reorganising our
knowledge becomes an aspect of the exhibition experience… Almost by
definition, audiences do not bring to exhibitions the full range of cultural
resources necessary for comprehending them; otherwise there would be
no point in exhibiting. Audience are left with two choices: either they
define their experience of the exhibition to fit with their existing categories
of knowledge, or they reorganise their categories to fit better with their
experience. Ideally, it is the shock of non-recognition that enables the
audience to choose the latter alternatives. The challenge to exhibition
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makers is to provide within exhibitions the contexts and resources that
enable audiences to choose to reorganise their knowledge.339
In reality, there is no one ‘LGBT community’, but rather many different
individuals who may, or may not, choose to associate under a uniting group.
Therefore any attempts to unite individuals who identify as LGB or T into an
overarching group will be fragmented, contradictory and multivoiced. There are
few, if any, unifying activities, events or traditions. It is a group where the shared
characteristic is seldom passed down through family lines, so in effect,
members of the group are devoid of ‘elders’ to pass on the shared histories. I
would argue that because of this, the representation of LGBT histories in
museums is even more important for this group than those groups where
traditions are passed from parent to children and allows all of us to ‘reorganise
our knowledge’.
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4.3

Other Stories

Following on from Queering the Museum, the next project, Other Stories:
Queering the University Art Collection, was initiated by Layla Bloom, Curator of
the Stanley and Audrey Burton Gallery at the University of Leeds. It was part of
the university’s marking of the centennial of the vice-chancellor Sir Michael
Sadler’s administration (1911–23). Sadler had donated many of the works in the
gallery’s collection and, following inquiries from the university’s LGBT group, the
gallery had decided to work with the Edward Carpenter papers held in the
University Library archive.
Bloom was having difficulty relating the Edward Carpenter material to the
permanent collection of paintings and sculpture and contacted me to see if I
could help.
Edward Carpenter was born in 1844 in Hove. A true renaissance man,
Carpenter was known for advancing adult education, vegetarianism, naturism,
pacifism and gay rights. In 1891 he met George Merrill and the two men lived
together and had an openly homosexual relationship until Merrill’s death in
1928. I was interested in how the visibility of their relationship ran in
contradiction to the perceived historical ‘truth’ that late Victorian homosexuality
involved covert and persecuted lifestyles, with Oscar Wilde being the notable
example.
At about the same time as Bloom contacted me about the project, I heard Amy
Tooth Murphy, from LGBT History Month Scotland, talk about her work with
LGBT oral histories and how many of the interviewees painted a picture that
differed from the ‘grand narratives’ of the past. I had been concerned that with
Queering the Museum, some of the interventions had relied on stereotyping,
attempting to develop overarching narratives to describe a diverse, complex
and contradictory group. Tooth Murphy’s use of oral histories as a counterpoint
to this rhymed with my thinking and tied in with Carpenter’s biography that ran
counter to prevailing queer histories.
As mentioned before, unlike most other minority groups – those linked by
religion, ethnicity and race – the LGBT community produces a paucity of unique
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material culture. There are few ‘gay objects’. It is also a group that seldom
passes knowledge down through familial, intergenerational lines.
In light of this, the role of the oral history archive becomes a key mechanism by
which members of the fragmented, diverse ‘LGBT community’ can place
themselves within a wider historical setting. Traditional museum and gallery
classification – which records object date, medium and maker – provides a
basis for categorisation and order, but often ignores the role those objects
played in daily life – the reasons they were made bought, used and retained.
The emotive memories that become embedded in loved objects are too often
lost since these emotional attachments fall outside the normal means of
classification. For all these reasons, I was interested in working with the
material in an oral history archive to find out what people thought and felt in the
past and to discover what discrepancies it might contain and what links and
connections it might make with the fine art collection at the university.
Therefore, I contacted the Ourstory oral history archive in Brighton.
The Ourstory archive’s remit is to document lives of people who have same-sex
desire.340 Like any collection, the archive is obviously further selected – by
whose stories are told and collected, who is asked to speak and, who is willing
to be recorded. Layered on top of that, was my further sifting and selecting.
Going through the archive, I was looking for those voices that interested me –
that made me stop and want to consider what was being said. I was interested
in voices that either ran counter to my assumptions, shed light on those
assumptions or with whom I felt an emotional attachment.
Working with these first-person narratives, I embedded them permanently, into
contemporaneous objects. As a counterpoint to the argument that LGBT stories
become hidden histories, I wanted to make these memories visible, tangible
and permanent by indelibly etching them into objects that these interviewees
could have owned, held or viewed. Throughout this process, I kept coming back
to the third equal player in this exhibition – the university art collection – since
this series of interventions formed a three-way connection between the oral
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histories, the contemporaneous everyday objects and the art collection at
Leeds.

Oral History Quote from
Archive

Quote embedded
into object

Paired

Contemporaneous
Domestic Object

Picture in the Gallery
Collection
Paired

Figure 4.12

Other Stories exhibition methodology
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I had a great sense of relief when the law changed. I was terrified of the law. When
you grow up and you find that you’re against the law – it worries you. Just the very
fact that your existence is threatened all the time and you have to behave in certain
ways. And you’re vulnerable. In bars, for example, you never discussed where you
worked, you never gave you name, never gave your real name anyway. You’d be Bill
or Harry. I have friends who didn’t even know my real name… I lived in terror, I’ll
never get over that as long as I live. It’s born into us, it’s bred to feel ashamed of
h t
I ill di f li th t
Quote laser cut
into Babycham
glasses

Paired with Iaca
by Vasarely

Paired

Figure 4.13

Other Stories, worked example of exhibition methodology
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By taking a moment of absolute truth from the interviewees within the oral
history archive and pairing it with objects in the museum collection, I aimed to
open up the interpretation of the museum objects in a more democratic way:
removing the pictures in the collection from their place in the development of art
history and relating them to lives lived and contemporaneous queer social
histories, histories:
… of the many people whose lives are not arranged through
straightforward heterosexuality. This is a history that is almost always
omitted from museums and galleries, even when it is integral to the lives
of the artists and artworks that are exhibited there.341
The use of domestic objects was a conscious one. It attempted to break the
divide between museum objects and lived experience, bringing the domestic
into a public setting and using it as a vehicle to talk about intimacy. As Lara
Perry describes the domestic objects: ‘[t]hey belong to the realm of the familiar
because our own homes are populated with similar kinds of things, and give us
a direct mode of access to the “foreign country” that is the past’.342 Their use
was also a counterpoint to queer as ‘other’, the domestic objects describing the
‘ordinary qualities of queer history and desires, and of their seamless
integration’.343 This overwriting of the artistic canon with personal messages is
not a new strategy. As part of the V&A exhibition Give and Take (2000), Ken
Aptekar held a number of focus groups with different audience groups where
they were encouraged to discuss paintings in the collections. Aptekar painted
selected parts from those pictures, over which he placed glass panels which
were sandblasted with quotes about the paintings taken from the focus groups.
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Figure 4.14

Ken Aptekar, The Artist Attempts to Understand, 2000, oil on wood, with bolts
and sandblasted glass, 152.4 x 76.2 cm (two panels). Image © Ken Aptekar
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Aptekar’s work continually pulls the interpretation of objects away from the
authority of the museum and opens it out to more personal musings, whether
from focus group members or his own words and text. Dana Self, the curator of
Aptekar’s exhibition Writing Voices sees these paintings as:
anecdotal analyst to the contested interpretations of identity, masculinity,
personal authority, Jewishness, and the slippery history of art. By
appropriating paintings from Western art history and combining them with
witty and poignant autobiography, Aptekar knits together art history and
biography’s parallel dialogue.344
The triple connection that occurred in Other Stories led to some interesting
results and connections being made. The intervention that most closely tied in
with the history of the objects in the collection was the pairing of a coffee set
with two pictures – Duncan Grant’s Still Life, Asheham House and Vanessa
Bell’s Still Life (Triple Alliance). The intervention (Figure 4.15) was a coffee set
that was fired with lettering transfers describing Val’s experience of leaving her
husband for another woman (who also left her husband) and the different ways
their partners saw and reacted to this change.
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Figure 4.15

Matt Smith, Untitled V, 2012, ceramic coffee set with custom decals, 30cm high,
shown with Duncan Grant, Still Life, Asheham House, 1914, oil and collage on
board and Vanessa Bell, Still Life (Triple Alliance), 1914, collage, newsprint, oil
and pastel, Stanley and Audrey Burton Gallery.

Bell’s Still Life (Triple Alliance) was identified near the start of the project as a
good partner for this text, both for its title and the biography of the artist. During
the development of the project, Leeds acquired the Grant painting at auction
and we were able to display the two paintings together, showing the different
visual perceptions of the same still life by the two married artists whose nonmonogamous relationship in some ways mirrored Val’s oral history. The use of
the coffee set also brought the domesticity of the situation to life and the
paintings out of the gallery setting and back into the domestic.
The material in the Ourstory archive questioned some of the myths about gay
men and women. Dennis (interview c. 1960) talked about his choice to have
anonymous one-night stands rather than a relationship out of fear of being
reported to the police and arrested as a homosexual. Dennis believed it was
safer not to let people know his real name or his address. He explained how the
police would go through the address books of homosexuals and arrest people in
them for homosexuality.
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The intervention (Figure 4.16) involved printing Dennis’s quote onto a Stratton
Fonopad address book. In 2012, I was able to undertake an activity that Dennis
felt incapable of in the 1960s. The piece was paired with Frank Lisle’s Birdcage,
referring to both police entrapment and the 1973 play La Cage aux Folles.

Figure 4.16

Matt Smith, Untitled III, 2012, Stratton Fonopad address book, ink, 24cm high,
shown with Frank Lisle, Bird Cage, 1955, oil on canvas, Stanley and Audrey
Burton Art Gallery.

The connection between Trevor Bell’s Image of Blues and the oral history of
Graham who would die of an AIDS-related disease less than a year after his
interview was based on the visual appeal of Bell’s image and its potential for
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intertextual readings (Figure 4.17). Blue was also the title of Derek Jarman’s
last film, which explored the artist’s experience with HIV and AIDS using a
soundscape and a solid blue screen. At a similar time, Robert Gober started
making his sink pieces and k.d. lang shot her 1990 video So in Love for the Red
Hot and Blue AIDS fundraiser, which featured her repetitively washing
bedsheets. For these reasons, I decided to work with soap for the intervention.

Figure 4.17

Matt Smith, Untitled VI, 2012, soap, titanium dioxide, 32cm x 32cm x 6cm,
Stanley and Audrey Burton Art Gallery.

When the soap piece was completed, its visual connection with marble and the
tombstones of the Don’t Die of Ignorance public health adverts of 1987 featuring
cleaving icebergs became obvious. The intervention acted both as memorial to
Graham and also placed his quotes within a contemporaneous cultural context.
There were objects in the collection by gay artists, including work by John
Singer Sargent, which were not included in the exhibition. What I was interested
in was trying to allow visual connections rather than curatorial connections to
happen wherever possible – to let visual juxtapositions do the communication.
Moving on from the stereotypes and generalities of Queering the Museum, the
use of oral histories in Other Stories lent the exhibition a much more intimate
and personal quality. The oral history archive – while certainly not unedited or
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unselected – provided a more rounded, representative portrayal of lives and
loves than can often be found through objects alone. By using these
contradictory histories, and using them to reinterpret the pictures from the
collection, I hoped to reposition the pictures away from their curatorial norms
and certainties and into the worlds of emotion, subjectivity and identity. This is a
strategy endorsed by Barbara Clark Smith who ‘contest[s] the claim that the
material of which an object is made – metal, plastic, wood, fabric, paper – is
more basic to its nature than the social and cultural meaning that men and
women have given that object’.345
When trying to represent the LGBT community in museums and galleries, due
to the lack of visual identifiers and the paucity of queer objects, the emotive
links between objects and individuals become important. Other Stories tried to
allow the pictures to be curated and considered in a new way:
Each of the quotations and objects that Matt has used in his own works
articulates moment of crystalline clarity about the speaker’s situation, and
the way that an individual’s life is shaped by its encounters with the
sexual habits of a society.346
Robert Mills has identified that this fragmented narrative may well be a new,
queer, curatorial paradigm:
Queer history exhibitions will adopt a style of presentation partly
modelled on scrap books and collage; in place of the representative
‘object’, they will appropriate fragments, snippets of gossip, speculations,
irreverent half-truths. Museum goers will be invited to consume their
histories queerly – interacting with exhibits that self-consciously resist
grand narratives and categorical assertions.347
There are often many histories to an object and to try and reduce history to a
single, unified narrative will often erase the lives of those who lived outside of
that mainstream and ignores that the past has always been a collection of
complex, fragmented and contradictory stories.
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4.4

Conclusions from Queering the Museum and Other Stories

Queering the Museum interrogated and drew out LGBT narratives from within
the collections at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. By developing
subjective and tangential links and developing new artworks to explore queer
narratives, the exhibition highlights that LGBT stories are all around, but often
only appear when you look for them. But was it queer?
As has been previously discussed, queer can be used in many ways. As a
noun, it encompasses the LGBT ‘community’, and in this reading the subject
matter explored by the interventions are queer. However, this limited reading of
queer doesn’t address queer’s use to describe ‘differing from the normal or
usual in a way regarded as odd or strange’.348 The Donkey Man intervention at
Birmingham touches on this use of the word. The piece explores the sense of
being not in the mainstream that most people experience at some time. This
broadening, more encompassing use of the word may be a challenge to some
theorists, but it’s a potentially powerful tool with which to promote empathy.

Figure 4.18

Matt Smith, Donkey Man, 2010, white earthenware ceramic, underglaze colour
and decals, 24cm high , shown in situ, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.
Image © Birmingham Museums Trust
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Queer as a verb brings exciting opportunities for artists, allowing them to alter
spaces, work in non-normative ways and challenge hierarchies. Unsettling
categorisations, disrupting sculptures and displays in the museum and
questioning the messages curators tell us have all in some way resulted in the
museum being ‘put in a difficult or dangerous position’. Queer – the verb –
provides limitless scope for working with museums. Chiming with institutional
critique and museum interventions, it can work with or without reference to
LGBT narratives. It is concerned with change: re-examining the norm,
repositioning the marginalised, subverting the status quo and thereby
resonating with outsider status.
One of the outcomes of the exhibition has been the acquisition of two pieces
from the exhibition by the museum. This takes the work from the everyday and
places it within the museum collection, a place where there is a duty to preserve
and care for the object. The objects have left their outsider status and been
deemed important enough to represent society. In doing so, the museum
curators have moved the objects ‘from the secular, profane, undifferentiated
realm of the commodity, and ritually transform[ed] it into a personally and
socially significant object’.349 It could be argued that through being acquired into
the collection, the objects have lost their queer status and become mainstream.
However, this acceptance is provisional as the label that now accompanies
Donkey Man makes clear: ‘Matt Smith is an activist and campaigner over the
issues of lesbian, gay, bi-sexual and transgender identity. His work is highly
political and can be challenging, explicit, thought-provoking and funny’.350 I
question whether terms such as activist and campaigner would be used if I had
been working with mainstream identities in the project. I worked on the project
as an artist, attempting to explore the museum’s systems and taxonomies to
understand why queer lives were so scarce in the displays. The labelling goes
on to say: ‘Smith also engages with society’s inability to accept difference’.351
What I was engaging with was an organisation’s inability to portray difference.
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Society’s (in)ability to accept difference was engaged with through the
evaluation of the exhibition. Part of the project included an evaluation study of
the exhibition conducted by Maria-Anna Tseliou, a PhD student from the
Museum Studies Department at the University of Leicester. While the sample
size was relatively small (31) it raised some interesting results. 45.2% of the
interviewees came specifically to the museum for the exhibition and 57% selfidentified as LGBT and 43% as heterosexual; when asked by the interviewer
whether they had found the exhibition provocative, interviewees replied that
they had found it ‘thought-provoking, but not at all provocative’;352 and 74.2% of
the interviewees said they thought it appropriate to have gay and lesbian culture
represented in museums and the other 25.8% agreeing, but with some
specifications. This data challenges the museum sector’s reluctance to address
LGBT lives.
The evaluation also brought the use of the term queer outside the academy into
sharp relief. Only 22% of interviewees were aware of the reclamation and reappropriation of the word, with over half of interviewees having negative
associations with the word. This raises concerns for its use in projects that are
trying to increase and widen social engagement.
Queering the Museum provoked much positive comment and generated
comparatively little protest and that could be attributed to a number of reasons.
Craft, with its association with the homely, the comforting and the feminine is an
ideal Trojan horse for the politically-minded. Working with museum rules and
bending and distorting them, rather than attempting to overtake or dominate
them in an agit prop manner has allowed for much greater pushing of
boundaries.
Placing a ‘homonormative’ filter on the work of one museum highlighted a
number of issues. Firstly, any object contains many stories and histories, and
curatorial decision-making decides not only which objects are collected and
displayed, but also which stories relating to an object are told. Secondly, the
freedom that museums allow to artists undertaking institutional critique and
artist interventions could be exploited more by curators, and if museums and
galleries are serious about LGBT inclusion, the collecting patterns and
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especially the cataloguing terms used, need to change. Finally, and possibly
most controversially for museums, if the objects needed to tell a history and
represent society do not exist, then get an artist to make them.
Michael Petry talks about the idea of horizontal history. Rather than the
dominant culture’s vertical transmission of history (through family ties and
education) ‘queer people have had to devise alternative means of keeping their
excluded history viable’,353 often passing information between friends or from
one same-sex lover to another. Or as Nayland Blake explains, ‘[q]ueer people
are the only minority whose culture is not transmitted within the family… The
extremely provisional nature of queer culture is the thing that makes its
transmission so fragile’.354 Whether mainstream museums will ever seriously
preserve these histories, or continue to address them sporadically and
temporarily remains to be seen.
Museums are one of the few organisations placed to preserve and
communicate these histories vertically, and if they can’t, maybe they should be
more explicit about their selected approach to history. As Hans Haacke puts it:
What museums should perhaps do is make visitors aware that this is not
the only way of seeing things. That the museum – the installation, the
arrangement, the collection – has a history, and that it also has an
ideological baggage.355
Other Stories provided a good counterpoint to Queering the Museum through its
use of the quotidian. Museums have traditionally shied away from the personal,
the questioning and the intimate in favour of the authoritative and overarching.
Gail Levin argues that museums ‘remain burdened by a centuries-old
commitment to maintain a master narrative that privileges white men’,356 and I
would add that this master narrative particularly privileges straight white men.
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The success of exhibitions such as Grayson Perry’s Tomb of the Unknown
Craftsman at the British Museum,357 which saw Perry reinterpret the collections
through his own ‘personal themes and obsessions’358 indicates a strong desire
among museum visitors for a more personal and intimate approach to museum
display. The role of the museum as a didactic place to learn is changing, slowly
and slightly, into a place to feel. This change in museum focus, ‘the reversal of
foreground and background, which draws attention to the overlooked and
suppressed, and having exposed it, asks why it has been neglected’359 chimes
with feminist thinking, which has also tried to erode the opposition between
intellect and emotion.360
Chapter 5 will further explore curatorial engagement with emotion. It focuses on
historic houses that often place lived lives and family trees at the core of their
interpretive strategies. In doing so, their links between objects, lives and
intimacies are much more to the fore than would be usual in museum and
gallery displays.
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5

Queering the Historic House

Unravelling the National Trust was a three-year project that I co-curated with
Polly Harknett and Caitlin Heffernan. Funded by Arts Council England, the
National Trust and the Headley Trust, it involved three curatorial interventions in
historic properties owned by the National Trust (Nymans House and Gardens in
2012, The Vyne in 2013 and Uppark in 2014). At each house, between ten and
12 contemporary artists (including myself) were commissioned to respond to the
house and its histories. These commissions resulted in new site-specific work
that examined some of the multiple stories contained in the properties. Rather
than impose an exhibition theme or idea, we were keen that the site itself was
the core of each exhibition. We asked artists to propose interventions based on
their responses to the sites and the stories related to them, revealing the
multitude of histories inherent in the houses and the compression of time,
allowing the properties their place as ‘sites of contradiction’.361 The artists took
on a curatorial role, retelling and reinterpreting the site to reflect their interests,
through visual art.
Two main things arose from this approach: the sense of a unified homogenous
narrative was disrupted into multiple stories and the reliance on documented
evidence was reduced. The whole Unravelling project could be seen as a
queering of the National Trust, moving from overarching narratives and allowing
diverse and discordant histories. It therefore works against the authorised
heritage discourse that Smith argues ‘as a source of political power has the
ability to facilitate the marginalisation of groups who cannot make successful
appeals to or control the expression of master cultural or social narratives’.362
Mathieu argues that ‘[t]he dominant culture presents us with only two
alternatives, co-optation (do as I do, fit in, follow the rules, conform to the
strategies and conventions of dominant discourses within art or elsewhere) or
marginalisation (silence and invisibility)’.363 Interventions allow this to be
reversed, with the dominant culture marginalised and subaltern narratives given
centre stage, at least for a limited period of time.
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When selecting the artists, we are interested in honesty over fact and were
willing to select work based on hunches, feelings and intuition as well as
documented evidence. The exhibitions therefore occupy a place somewhere
between historical accuracy and storytelling. This was an active decision, since
if we rely solely on ‘documented accuracy’, we are confined to a narrow and
selected view of history.364
Two of the three National Trust properties provided the opportunity to work with
gay male histories and provide practical case studies for queering historic
houses. The interventions I produced for Nymans and The Vyne queered those
sites in the double method previously described: both disrupting the normative
curatorial methods and also exploring LGBT histories. These interventions:
Piccadilly 1830 at Nymans and The Gift/Dandy at The Vyne, allowed me to
interrogate how historic houses deal with queer histories and the complexities
that this might entail.
Historic houses that are open to the public occupy an odd position. Sites that
have usually been used by successive generations over many years are
preserved at a specific moment in time – what were (mostly) private spaces
have become open to public gaze. The multiplicity and complexity of the many
lives lived in historic houses means that they hold traces of innumerable,
different individual experiences. These include class and economic difference,
gender difference (often mapped by gendered rooms such as the parlour and
the dining room), the effects of colonialism and international trade and
collecting. These multiple stories are somehow condensed into a ‘visitor
experience’ of the house as it is presented today.
Alison Oram argues, that the ‘presentation of historic houses in Britain generally
reflects dominant ideas about the national past, and mobilises family narratives
about aristocracy, class, lineage and family in order to forge a sense of stability
and national identity’.365 This presentation is undertaken by the house
custodians who choose what is and is not suitable for public consumption. With
a few notable exceptions, non-normative sexuality is seldom included in that
mix. This creates an interesting dichotomy, since at the heart of most visitor
364
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guides is the family tree that records the sexual relationships and procreation of
members of the family, tracing the inheritance of the house through the
generations and thereby making reproduction and heteronormativity a core part
of the curatorial narrative. The family tree also presents a very fixed and clean
history of heterosexuality, recording marriages and divorces. Not only do they
provide a sanitised history of heterosexual intimacies, they also usually silence
all same-sex relationships, which until recently could not be recorded through
marriage or civil partnerships and so are not included in the family tree.
Oram argues that in order to unpack historic house sites, ‘it is useful to engage
Michel Foucault’s concept of “heterotopia”, which can be broadly defined as a
space of otherness and differences’.366 Foucault suggests, ‘[h]eterotopias are
most often linked to slices of time’367 and are ‘capable of juxtaposing in a single
real place several spaces… that are in themselves incompatible’.368
The reality of historic houses as sites of constant change and the expectation
that they can be historically ‘fixed’ creates a tension at the heart of these sites.
These heterotopias or ‘other spaces’ are sites that also ‘contain alternative and
contrary narratives of the past’369 and we are at an interesting time in their
interpretation. The transition of Britain from its repression of LGBT histories
under Clause 28 to its recent introduction of same-sex marriage has seen a
vast shift in the rights and visibility of sexual minorities. This shift is also
registering in historic houses, which is unsurprising since ‘a society, as its
history unfolds, can make an existing heterotopia function in a very different
fashion’.370 However, this shift is not without complexity. Both Nymans and The
Vyne have historic links to individuals who we would now define as queer. Each
house involved men who lived lives that ran in contradiction to social norms,
and did so openly in society. I found with both houses that the custodians, for
many reasons, placed a heteronormative filter over these lives.
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However, this is not surprising. Oram371 makes a convincing point about
Shibden Hall, the former home of Anne Lister in West Yorkshire. In the car park
where visitors enter the site are information boards proclaiming: ‘Welcome to
Shibden – a family home from 1420 to 1933 and still a place for the whole
family to enjoy today’.372 This can be read as a linking of a word (family) being
used in two different ways (contemporary nuclear family group with historical
hereditary property) but is more likely to be read as a description of a property
that was a site of nuclear ‘family’ norms. The reality of the Lister family who
owned the property was that they rarely married and had few children, ‘[t]aking
the two hundred year period until 1933 when the last John Lister died and the
property passed into public ownership…(there were) a mere thirty-two years out
of two hundred… when children under the age of eighteen lived in the house’.373
Oram goes onto argue that what ‘family’ meant to the Listers was ‘sibling-based
households rather than marital partnerships, celibacy and same-sex
relationships rather than heterosexuality and a dearth of children rather than a
secure succession’.374 Rather than discussing the changing role of family and
relationships over time, the (false) impression given by the information boards is
of stable, nuclear, heterosexual families.
Shibden does talk about Anne Lister’s lesbianism and refusal to comply with
expected gender codes. However, even here, Oram argues that ‘[s]he is cast as
an interesting (and now acceptable) anomaly, rather than as a critique of the
meanings of family and sexuality in public history’.375
Affrica Taylor argues that heterotopias are ‘[a]lways sites of contradiction, they
can reflect an image of a perfect world, but at the same time they also
reconfigure it’.376 It would appear, from Shibden Hall, and as we will see,
Nymans, that this reconfiguration collapses a multitude of family and sexual
relationships into conservative contemporary notions of what ‘family life’ is
expected to be.
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5.1

Nymans House and Gardens

Nymans is in the High Weald in Sussex and benefits from a particular
microclimate, making it ideal for horticulture. It was with this in mind that Ludwig
Messel bought the country estate in 1890 and began developing one of the
foremost English gardens. Ludwig was born in Germany and moved to England
in 1868, swiftly moving up from being a clerk to setting up his own stockbroking
firm. Purchasing Nymans was seen as a way of sealing his position in English
society, a trajectory that would see his great-grandson become the Queen’s
brother-in-law when he married Princess Margaret.
The house that Ludwig Messel bought was an early Victorian villa which he
added to and modified. However, this wasn’t to the taste of his daughter-in-law,
Maud, who, on inheriting the house, rebuilt it as a “medieval” manor house
‘begun in the 14th century and added to intermittently till Tudor times’.377 Maud
made her way around the Cotswolds picking up historic architectural fragments
and incorporating them into her new vision, one she shared with husband
Leonard and their three children: Linley, Anne and Oliver.
In 1947, as a result of warming a frozen pipe with a blow lamp, a plumber
managed to set fire to the house, leaving most of it in ruins and providing the
‘ruined house with an even greater air of romantic antiquity’.378 This has left the
property with a haunting quality: a small, habitable core of a building within
much larger ruins.
Going around the house, there is an uneasy mix of elderly isolation and camp
theatricality. The house was last lived in by Anne Messel who moved there
when she was widowed and the house is preserved as it was during her final
days. Traces of the solitary existence of this elderly woman still pervade the
house. In contrast, there is a television set that was customised by her brother,
the stage designer Oliver Messel, into a theatre with red curtains and tasseling.
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Figure 5.1

Oliver Messel, customised television, c. 1950, Nymans House and Gardens.
Image courtesy of Anthony Armstong-Jones, 1st Earl of Snowdon.

I was interested in somehow collapsing time between Anne’s solitary final days
and the period when Nymans was a site for make-believe, dressing-up,
socialising and play, a time alluded to by her brother’s customised television.
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Anne and Oliver and their brother, Linley are discussed in the 2007 guidebook,
The Nymans Story. Anne and Linley were both married twice. Both Linley’s
marriages and his divorce are written about in a paragraph in the guidebook.379
Anne’s first marriage is covered in a paragraph and her divorce and second
marriage gets its own section and two paragraphs. Their brother Oliver gets
three paragraphs devoted to him. All three paragraphs talk about Oliver’s
professional career as a theatre and interior designer and his connections with
other members of the family. The wider reality is that Oliver had a very public
relationship with another man, Vagn Riis-Hansen, who was also his business
partner, for nearly 30 years. Anne and Linley’s (heterosexual) relationships are
therefore treated very differently in the Nymans guidebook compared to Oliver
and Vagn’s (gay) relationship, which is not mentioned.
Oliver’s personal life and relationship with Vagn has been dealt with in different
ways by different authors. The catalogue to accompany the Oliver Messel
retrospective exhibition at the V&A’s Theatre Museum in 1983 states: ‘so it is
natural that Messel, with his flair for handiwork, his ability to turn things into
other more exotic things, should have turned to making masks. This was
probably at much the same time he found that he was a homosexual’.380
Whether there is an implied link between mask making and being a homosexual
is unclear, but the central importance of Vagn in Oliver’s life is noted in the
biographical outline in the same catalogue.381 Of 29 entries, 22 relate to his
career and seven to his personal life, these being:

1904 born the second son of Lt.-Col. Leonard Messel, OBE, TD., Eton.
1922 Lives at Lancaster Gate.
1946 Moves to Pelham Place, SW7, and meets Vagn Riis-Hansen who
becomes his manager and friend.
1956 Makes first visit to Barbados.
1966 Moves to Barbados…
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1977 Vagn Riis-Hansen dies.
1978 Messel dies of a heart attack.
Although two out of the seven personal biographical details concern Vagn, and
that we have been told that Oliver was gay, Vagn is still presented as a
‘manager and friend’.382

Three years later, in his biography of Oliver, Charles Castle refers to Vagn as
‘the man who was to become his [Oliver’s] life-long companion and
administrator’383 and just to add confusion over what this might mean, promptly
adds that Vagn has previously ‘married a young Scottish actress, Zöe Gordon…
[who] died tragically of a brain tumour, and he settled down with Oliver, sharing
a relationship that endured for thirty years, until his death.’384

Castle includes a quote from Emlyn William, a friend of the two men, about
Oliver and Vagn’s domestic arrangements: ‘Oliver would gently slip to the floor
and lie on his back; nothing was interrupted. Then Vagn would say gruffly,
“Oliver you silly bugger.” He was a Dane who did not mince his English. “I’m
fine Vagnie dear, just relaxing”’.385

More recently, Oliver’s nephew, Linley’s son Thomas Messel, published a book
called Oliver Messel: In the Theatre of Design.386 He describes the relationship
between Oliver and Vagn as: ‘a devoted friendship, lasting twenty-seven years
until Vagn’s death. As Oliver’s companion, Vagn, affectionately known as “The
Great Dane,” acted as his manager and organized his life both in their London
home, 17 Pelham Place, and later in Barbados, where they moved in 1966’.387
During the course of the book, Vagn’s status moves from ‘companion’ to
‘partner’.388
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Evelyn, the cook at their house in Barbados, is quoted in the Castle book
discussing the two men’s separate bedrooms, describing Oliver’s as ‘a terrible
mess’389 whereas Vagn’s was ‘beautifully neat and tidy’.390 Again, this leaves us
in question as to the relationship, but since homosexuality in Barbados is still
illegal today, punishable with a life sentence, it would seem prudent to keep
some semblance of celibacy or asexuality intact.

The importance of Vagn, and also Nymans, in Oliver’s affections is
demonstrated in his wish that ‘[f]ollowing his [Oliver’s] meticulous instructions,
his and Vagn’s ashes were buried together at Nymans, in the walled garden
which he had loved so much from childhood’.391 As in the case of Cardinal
Newman and Father Ambrose (discussed in Chapter 4) it is through their final
wishes that, in a period before legal acknowledgement through civil
partnerships and same-sex marriage, the emotional bonds between two men
were often documented. As in the case of Newman, this leaves us in a difficult
position. Does labelling the two men as lovers implicate us in a retrospective
outing of them, or is it a reasonable assumption based on the information we
have? Certainly, terms like ‘partner’ have enough ambiguity to ensure no one is
clear. This lack of clarity raises interesting and difficult questions for curators
and visitors alike, and it is possibly unsurprising that the interpretation provided
in the Nymans guidebook bypassed their relationship completely, excluding and
erasing the relationship between these two men. However, this is not a neutral
act.

Unravelling Nymans was being planned at the same time as a temporary
exhibition on the work of Oliver Messel was held at the house. In conversation,
one of the house team mentioned that there had been a complaint from a visitor
that Oliver’s sexuality had been ignored and this was a concern for them. At the
same time, I was told by another member of staff that we were not allowed to
say that Oliver was gay. When asked why, I was told that it might cause offence
to the family who are still actively involved with the property. There is something
particularly challenging and poignant about omitting or erasing these
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relationships from domestic spaces – one of the few spaces where same-sex
desire could be acted out safely before it was decriminalised in Britain in 1967. I
was therefore interested in how an intervention in the house could speak of this
relationship while negotiating the politics of the house. As previously mentioned,
we were interested in the house because of the theatricality of Oliver’s designs,
so it seemed sensible to start looking at the Messel archive held at the V&A. I
was particularly interested in the costume that Oliver designed for the Russian
dancer Serge Lifar to wear in Charles B. Cochran’s 1930 Revue that was
performed at the Palace Theatre, Manchester, on 4 March and the London
Pavilion on 27 March 1930 (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2

Serge Lifar dressed in Oliver Messel’s costume of a highlander in Piccadilly
1830, The Stage.

There were numerous reasons why this costume for a Highlander interested
me. It had been worn on stage in 1930 by the dancer Serge Lifar, Diaghilev’s
one-time lover.392 Oliver obviously had an affinity for it since he had it either
‘remade or adapted’393 so that he could wear it to a party given by Daisy
Fellowes, the editor-in-chief of French Harper’s Bazaar. I was also drawn to its
camp theatricality, a pastiche of masculinity: it takes military dress and
exaggerates it to the point of parody, the feather headpiece owing more to
cabaret and show girls than the military.
Messel’s original costume for Piccadilly 1830 has already set up a visual
confusion of the dancer’s masculinity (Figures 5.3. 5.4 and 5.5). By replacing a
bearskin with ostrich feathers, the norms of military dress were questioned.
Likewise, the compressing of two dates in one location – the Piccadilly of 1830
as a haunt for upper-class men was ‘a distant cry from what [it] had become by
1930… [a]longside the bespoke Savile Row tailoring trade… it was also known
as a cruising ground for the working-class Dilly Boys’.394 It is unlikely that
Messel would not have been aware of Piccadilly’s reputation in 1930 and that
this could have acted as an in-joke for those in the know, fusing the dandy’s
adoption of military dress with a site known for casual sex.
The original costume is still extant in the V&A’s store at Blythe House and I
booked in to visit it. As with much theatrical costume, materials were chosen to
create a visual impression from a distance rather than slavishly follow an
original.
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Figure 5.3

Oliver Messel, Highlander Jacket, 1930, Victoria and Albert Museum, Museum
Number S.500: 1/12-2006.

Figure 5.4

Oliver Messel, Highlander Jacket (detail), 1930, Victoria and Albert Museum,
Museum Number S.500: 1/12-2006.
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Figure 5.5

Oliver Messel, Highlander Hat, 1930, Victoria and Albert Museum, Museum
Number S.500: 1/12-2006.

I was interested in how this costume could be used as a jumping-off point to
discuss Oliver’s sexuality and relationship with Vagn, how it could speak to the
silence that currently existed at the property.
Beth Lord argues that heterotopias are spaces of difference ‘in which ordinary
cultural emplacements are brought together and represented, contested, and
reversed’395 and that ‘in presenting an illusory version of human life or nature
they question and contest the “real” order of things’.396 It is this reframing of the
‘real’, a reframing that selects the narratives to tell that enables curators to
provide reductionist interpretations of the complex histories of a historic house.
Unlike the museum, whose heterotopic status in part relies on representing
‘objects in their difference from the conceptual orders in which those objects
would normally be understood’,397 the historic house will often present objects in
the context developed by their original owners. The historic house as a
heterotopia relies more on a dynamic lived environment being presented as a
395
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static space and the compression and juxtaposition of multiple times to be
experienced in a single visit. It was this temporal aspect of Foucault’s definition
of a heterotopia that interested me: the bringing ‘together of disparate objects
from different times in a single space that attempts to enclose the totality of
time’.398 Using one installation, I was aiming to link three separate times: Anne
Messel’s time as a widow at the house, Oliver Messel in his 1930s heyday, and
Piccadilly of 1830.
Jack Halberstam argues that there is a different, ‘a queer and fluid form of
knowing, that operates independently of coherence or linear narrative or
progression… [which in]… the absence of memory or the absence of wisdom –
leads to a new form of knowing’.399 The suppression of information allows for
gaps in histories and opens up ‘an alternative mode of knowing, one that resists
the positivism of memory projects and refuses a straight and Oedipal logic for
understanding the transmission of ideas’.400 This queer form of knowing might,
in part, account for my desire to link these three separate historical times.
It could be argued that this merging of three separate times into an event that
never happened is a queering of history. Foucault stated that ‘[d]iscontinuity
was the stigma of temporal dislocation that it was the historian’s task to remove
it from history’.401 Building on this, John Potvin suggests that:
Modernist linear and chronological narratives which systematically
occlude the possibility of that which threatens to make a mess of it all, or
that which emerges as foreign and from outside its rigorous parameters,
distinguish the very real and material experiences of otherness. The
narratives of difference are always and by default must be differed,
revealed only partially and gradually over time. Modernist history and
historiography has made locating difference purposefully opaque, but not
completely invisible or unintelligible.402
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It therefore seems appropriate that to unpick queer histories, chronological
narratives should be confused, made unintelligible and a space given centrestage to the narratives of difference.
I hand-cut and sewed the jacket in Piccadilly 1830. I then embellished it with
thousands of mirror backed glass beads, each one individually sewn on. This
labour-intensive process involved repetition over a long period of time, and
during the making process, I entered into polychronic time. Marcia Tucker
argues that unlike the ‘evolutionary, progressive, monochronic sense of time
that informs the high art tradition’,403 polychronic time, which is ‘experienced in
the long and complex processes of embroidery, lace-making, knitting and
quilting… weaves the past and present together’404 and through these objects
‘communal values and practices are brought forward into the present’. 405
The process of beading not only allowed for the connection of disassociated
points in time, but also allowed for reflection on the lives of both men. Tami
Katz-Freiman has suggested that ‘[l]ike other labour-intensive processes, the
process of beading inevitably marks the passage of time it has thus been
employed by numerous artists, who create rituals of mourning culminating in
beauty-infused products’.406
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Figure 5.6

Matt Smith, Piccadilly 1830, 2012, turkey and ostrich feathers, ceramic, wool,
linen, mirror-backed beads, dimensions variable, Nymans House and Gardens.
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In my installation, the jacket was paired with an oversized feather bearskin. The
cage and feathers were commissioned from a feather wholesaler who
undertakes work for the Ministry of Defence. Partly to match the location of the
finished work, but also to exaggerate the ‘campy’ stage aspect of the finished
installation, I decided to enlarge the height of the hat which involved
commissioning a custom-made cage.
The bearskin band and rosette were made out of ceramic. The feathers and
wool of the intervention are relatively fragile materials, prone to decay. In
contrast, the ceramic band and rosette, unless smashed, provided an almost
permanent element to the intervention. I was drawn to the idea of a future
curator trying to include a ceramic band sewn onto a metal cage into the
normative, and heteronormative, interpretation of the house.
As Messel has replaced bearskin with ostrich feathers, I replaced the cotton
braiding with mirrored beads. Both these substitutions ‘betray many of the
characteristics and tropes of the Camp sensibility that Susan Sontag
enumerated in her seminal essay of 1964, namely: exaggeration, artifice,
aestheticism.’407
The use of camp is fitting. Sontag suggests that, ‘Camp taste turns its back on
the good-bad axis of ordinary aesthetic judgement. Camp doesn’t reverse
things. It doesn’t argue that the good is bad, or the bad is good. What it does is
to offer for art (and life) a different – a supplementary – set of standards’.408
Sontag is suggesting that camp allows a space for difference to exist. Here, the
overlap between camp as a means of opening up debate and questioning
norms acts in a similar manner to artist interventions. To reduce the intervention
down to a simple ‘outing’ of Oliver Messel is to miss the point. The intervention
plays with those subtle sleight of hands that shine light on how fragile
performances of masculinity are: a feather too high turns military butch into
showgirl effeminacy.
I first saw a photograph of Oliver Messel at an exhibition at Nymans a few years
before the exhibition. It was a similar sleight of hand, a smile, a wink in that
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image that signalled to me that Oliver was other, was possibly gay. As Aaron
Betsky posits, ‘queer men put on a show. It was show that presented them first
of all to themselves, validating their existence in a real place, and then to others
who shared their tastes, so that they might recognize each other, and, finally
and defiantly, to the world’.409 Curatorial silence does not always erase queer
histories. In a similar way in which objects can be read as queer, attuned
visitors can sometimes intuitively read that something queer may be going on
within historic houses. If these queer histories are not being discussed by the
institution, it suggests to the visually aware visitor that queer lives (and possibly
visitors) are unwelcome, or at least should be silent or silenced.

Figure 5.8

Anthony Armstrong-Jones, 1st Earl of Snowdon, Photograph of Oliver Messel,
date unknown. Image courtesy of Anthony Armstong-Jones, 1st Earl of
Snowdon.
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Figure 5.7

Matt Smith, Piccadilly 1830, 2012, Turkey and ostrich feathers, ceramic, wool,
linen, mirror-backed beads, dimensions variable, Nymans House and Gardens.
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The jacket and bearskin were placed on an existing Roman sculpture The
Antique Youth – popularly known as the herm – at the property. The interaction
between the new intervention and the existing object was a key consideration,
since ‘juxtaposition queerly challenges and contests both accepted codes and a
system of values that implies oppression and silencing, not only within sexuality
but also within cultural institutions’.410 This juxtaposition directly responded to
the institutional silencing that was in place at Nymans.
The intervention thereby allowed previously silenced histories to be spoken of.
Ann Cvetkovich, in An Archive of Feelings (2003), argues for the need to take
affect into account when exploring gay and lesbian history which ‘demands a
radical archive of emotion in order to document intimacy, sexuality, love, and
activism – all areas of experience that are difficult to chronicle through the
materials of a traditional archive’.411 She goes on to suggest that both artistic
representations and oral histories have value as affective transmitters.
As previously mentioned, Piccadilly 1830 aimed to compress the time between
when Oliver first wore the jacket and when his sister lived at the house, merging
a high point for Oliver and a low point for Anne. By the time Anne moved to
Nymans, both Oliver’s relationship with Vagn and Anne’s with the Earl of Rosse
had ended, since they had both been widowed. Artwork and site came together
when the piece was placed in location on the The Antique Youth. The sculpture,
which has lost its nose and its genitals, lends the intervention a sense of the
cadaverous as well as commenting on the de-sexing of the original designer:
signposting both something queer and a memento mori. Adair argues that:
Many historic sites and house museums carry on the tradition of
concealing and denying the gayness of the men who have had so much
to do with the preservation of those places – promulgating what a gay
preservationist with the National Trust calls the “bachelor uncle”
description of those men.412
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It is to the credit of the house team at Nymans that, following the Unravelling
Nymans exhibition, Vagn was put on the Messel family tree and linked to Oliver
Messel, unravelling his status as a “bachelor uncle”.
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6.2

The Vyne

The second intervention in a historic house took place at The Vyne, a large,
adapted Tudor property near Basingstoke. Unlike Nymans, which has a
relatively short history and whose interpretation is specifically focused on the
period when the last resident lived there, The Vyne presents the visitor with
numerous histories ranging from the 1500s to the 1950s. The slicing of time413
at The Vyne therefore becomes that much more complex to navigate.
The history I chose to work with was that of John Chute (1701–76), who was
the owner of The Vyne between 1754 and 1776. According to the guidebook:
John Chute as the youngest of Edward Chute’s ten children and, as he
was unlikely to inherit the family estates, spent many years travelling in
Italy… He was never to marry, but surrounded himself with younger men,
including his handsome, wealthy and deaf cousin, Francis Whithead… In
Italy the two inseparable cousins were called the “Chutheads”.414
This is an odd paragraph and it is unclear what we are meant to make of it. It is
hard to think that linking his unmarried status with handsome younger men and
can anything but a thinly veiled indication that something queer is going on.
Raymond Bentman is more explicit, arguing that ‘John Chute and Francis
Whithead made no secret of their intimacy. They were inseparable, they
referred to themselves as “the Chutes” or “the Whitheads” and their friends
called them “the Chuteheads.” Chute referred to Whithead as “my other half”’.415
The unpicking here becomes difficult. Bentmen seems sure that Chute and
Whithead were a couple but goes on to state:
We may debate what to call these men and we will never know what they
did in bed. But when we survey all the information, the explanation that
makes the most sense of the material is that these men were strongly
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interested in other males for sexual and emotional gratification and that
they formed some kind of group around this common interest.416
Francis Whithead died in his early thirties, about ten years after he and John
Chute met Horace Walpole in Florence on the Grand Tour and it is the
relationship between Chute and Walpole that I was interested in exploring. We
are fortunate that Horace Walpole was one of the most prodigious letter writers
of the eighteenth century, and that provides us with insight into the specific
intimacies between these two men.

Figure 5.9

Johann Heinrich Müntz, John Chute (detail), The Vyne, National Trust Picture
Library. ©National Trust Images/John Hammond
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Figure 5.10

George Perfect Harding, Horace Walpole (detail), after Portrait of Horace
Walpole in his Library, Johann Heinrich Müntz, Lewis Walpole Library, Yale
University. G. Haggerty, Walpole’s Letters, Masculinity and Friendship in the
Eighteenth Century (Lanham: Bucknell University Press, 2001) 5. Print.
Courtesy of The Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University

The use of the term ‘other half’ was also used by Walpole, many years after
Chute used it to describe Whithead. This time, it was used when Walpole wrote
following the death of John Chute: ‘I am lamenting myself, not him! – no I am
lamenting my other self. Half is gone; the other remains solitary’.417 While I am
not arguing that this term is being used to signify a queer sexual relationship, it
does suggest a strong homosocial intimacy. Walpole’s letters have been used
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to argue on one hand that Walpole was a homosexual418 and on the other that
he was celibate and confined himself to epistolary relationships with both men
and women.419 John Iddon, on the subject of Horace Walpole in the guidebook
for Strawberry Hill, writes: ‘[r]eal wives, however, were not his [Walpole’s]
orientation. As Wilmarth Lewis put it “the feminine part of his nature was strong”
and he had a number of close urbane and effeminate bachelor friends such as
Chute and Gray’.420
John Chute certainly displays mannerisms that would today be linked to gay
culture, particularly gender reversal, as this excerpt from a letter to Walpole
about a Raphael painting in Rome makes clear: ‘[s]uch a Christ, as beautiful, as
graceful, and we may suppose, if his petticoats were off, as well made as his
elder brother of the Belvidere’.421 Similar effeminacy in Walpole did not go
unnoticed. A contemporary, George Hardinge referred to Walpole’s ‘effeminacy
of manner’422 and added ‘some of his friends were as effeminate in appearance
and in manner as himself and were as witty. Of these I remember two, Mr.
Chute and Mr. George Montagu. But others had effeminacy alone to
recommend them’.423 That this effeminacy was not socially acceptable becomes
clear in William Guthrie’s attack on Walpole in 1764. Although in the writing,
Guthrie pretends to not know the recipient of the attack, Bentman asserts that
he did. Guthrie writes:
This abuse it would be more unpardonable to reply to, or retort, since
there is a weakness and an effeminacy in it… The feeble tone of the
expression, and the passionate fondness with which the personal
qualities of the officer in question are continually dwelt on would almost
tempt one to imagine, that his arrow came forth from a female quiver, but
as it wants both the true delivery and lively imagination which
characterized a lady’s pen, the attack must have been from a neutral
quarter, from a being between both, neither totally male or female… by
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nature maleish, by disposition female… that it would very much puzzle a
common observer to assign to him to his true sex…424
This gives us an insight into the social expectations of male and female gender
norms and the policing of their transgression. George Haggerty suggests that
we concentrate less of what might be happening sexually and instead think
‘about the bachelorism, amicability, intimacy, and wit, then we will start to
understand this man [Walpole] and his circle’.425 While I agree with Haggerty, I
think there is enough evidence of non-conformity to create tentative, historical
links between Chute and Walpole and what we would now call queer behaviour.
Walpole’s letters therefore give us a key insight into the early days of queer
subculture (Walpole and Chute met in 1740), since it has been argued by Alan
Bray, here quoted by Annamarie Jagose, that:
the origins of modern homosexuality can be discerned… at the close of
the 17th century, with the emergence of an urban homosexual subculture
that sprang up around … “molly houses” …[where] men with sexual
interests in other men gathered, but not necessarily for sex. For although
“sex was the root of the matter… it was as likely to be expressed in
drinking together, in flirting and gossip and in a circle of friends as in
actual liaisons”426
Bray therefore contradicts Foucault’s assertion that the move from
homosexuality being an act ‘to which anyone might succumb’427 into ‘a certain
quality of sexual sensibility, a certain way of inverting the masculine and
feminine in oneself’428 happened around 1870. Bray, and the letters of Horace
Walpole indicate that this non-normative, or queer, way of being and shared
sensibility was happening from the later 1600s onwards. This would open up
the potential to use contemporary identity terms to describe historical intimacies
from at least the eighteenth century.
What I was particularly interested in at The Vyne, though, was how this
homosexual subculture responded to and adapted their houses. During their 36424
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year friendship/relationship Walpole and Chute continually sought to influence
and adapt their own and each other’s properties and the contents of those
properties. Peter McNeil has argued that ‘most contemporary evidence [of
historical same-sex activity] is based on investigations of tavern-like brothels
such as the infamous “Mother Clap’s Molly House” and parks, latrines and
servant’s quarters, the sites described in court transcripts constitute a form of
spatial “low life”’.429 However, Walpole and Chute, along with some other
notable exceptions including William Beckford, provide us with a unique insight
into how queer lives were being lived in a domestic setting, largely owing to the
occupiers’ financial independence, which allowed them greater freedom in
society.

Figure 5.11

Amended plan of The Vyne highlighting Walpole’s allocated rooms. Original
plan M. Howard, The Vyne (Swindon: The National Trust, 2010) np. Print.
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On the ground floor of The Vyne is a room now called the Print Room, which
was named the ‘Strawberry Parlour’ by John Chute in honour of the ‘Committee
of Taste’. According to The Vyne guidebook, ‘[i]t is possible Walpole used this
and the neighbouring room when he was John’s guest here.’ As can be seen
from the plan of the house (Figure 5.11), this places Walpole at the very heart of
the house. It is difficult to know what to make of this – Walpole is placed
centrally in the house, but with his sleeping accommodation on the ground floor,
away from the other bedrooms on the first floor.
Alongside Richard Bentley, Walpole and Chute had formed the ‘Committee of
Taste’, which supervised the enlargement and decoration of Walpole’s villa,
Strawberry Hill. Taste occupies a very specific place here; according to
Haggerty ‘taste became a code for a certain mode of shared sensibility that was
often understood to suggest something about sexual predilection, or at least
qualified masculinity’.430 Heggarty suggested that:
Walpole and his closest friends… understood taste as a definitive arbiter,
something that they shared and that defined them. Like the later concept
of identity, taste, for Walpole and his friends, is a shared predilection for
the artistically sophisticated, for the idiosyncratic, for the one item or
series of items that can help to make Strawberry Hill a retreat worthy of
its creator.431
Heggarty is here linking a domestic visual sensibility with identity politics.
Therefore, I would argue that to understand how these men self-identified, we
need to look at how they used, decorated and filled their homes as the two are
intrinsically linked. To continue the conflation started by Heggarty, these are
queer men and they designed queer houses. I was interested in using two more
contemporary queer visual strategies: camp and kitsch within the interventions
at The Vyne.
There are visual overlaps between The Vyne and Strawberry Hill, and the
influence of the two men on each other is clear when you compare the painted
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vaulting in the Chapel at The Vyne (Figure 5.12) with the moulded ceiling in the
Gallery at Strawberry Hill (Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.12 (left)

The Chapel at The Vyne. M. Howard, The Vyne (Swindon: The
National Trust, 2010) np. Print. ©NT/Richard Holttum

Figure 5.13 (right)

The Gallery at Strawberry Hill. J. Iddon, Strawberry Hill & Horace
Walpole: Essential Guide (London: Scala, 2011) Print.

This visual use of the gothic was a core element of Walpole’s developments at
Strawberry Hill, but his love of gothic was not solely visual. In 1764, Walpole
wrote The Castle of Otranto, which is credited as being the first gothic novel
which ‘almost single-handedly made fashionable the taste for the bizarre, for
love of doom and gloom. It also helped establish the Gothic as a site of sexual
paranoia, especially the conflict between homosexuality and homophobia’432
and was used as ‘a stylistic innovation to describe the “unthinkable” and the
“unspeakable”’.433 McNeil situates The Castle of Otranto by reference to:
The queer theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick [who] in her Between Men:
English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire (1985) famously argued
for the gothic novel, invented by Walpole, Beckford and Monk Lewis, as a
type of paranoid writing that embodied “homosexual panic”. Similarly,
432
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Walpole’s invention of the gothic novel has been interpreted by Raymond
Bentman as a stylistic innovation to describe the ‘unthinkable’ and the
‘unspeakable’.434
Gothic does not link solely to the homes of queer men – it was also exploited by
the lesbian Anne Lister (1791–1840) when remodelling her house, Shibden
Hall, ‘to combine display with concealment’.435 It has been argued that this
architectural choice was for psychosexual as well as aesthetic reasons.
Rowenchild argues that ‘disguise and hiding’436 accounts for her use of the
gothic as well as the code in her diaries, with the gothic façade at Shibden Hall
being an attempt to create increased importance and status, and provide a
façade behind which to hide her (female) lover.
It is argued that the gothic architecture, as well as her diary, provided a safe
social, physical and textual environment where her central and lesbian identities
could coexist. It is interesting that the (public) molly house juxtaposition of a
neutral exterior with an opulent interior is being replaced with a highly
decorative, but visually intimidating (private) exterior. The use of gothic exteriors
is interesting: it is a very visible display (of identity) which also provides a
fortress-like defence from the outside world.
Charles Saumarez Smith describes Strawberry Hill as ‘a presage of the way
interiors would be used in the future, as a conscious instrument of personal
expression: the house was to become a private castle. An escape from time, a
place of retreat’,437 again conflating domestic visual sensibilities with identity.
While it is not hard to work out reasons why a gay man in the 1700s may want
to escape from time, if we are to believe Saumarez Smith that the house is an
instrument of personal expression, then we need to identify the visual
characteristics of the house to determine the aesthetic chosen by this queer
man. In addition to the use of gothic detailing, Walpole was renowned for his
collections:
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the collections at Strawberry Hill also fuelled an interest in fantastical and
incongruous juxtaposition, further popularised through Walpole’s
published Description (1784) and the famous auction dispersal of 1842.
Betsky notes that in the early nineteenth century, ‘queers turned palaces
into quasi-museums’, with designs by Hope, Percier and Fontaine,
looking ‘as if you had peeked behind the heavy curtains of daily life to
find a space of fantasy… the inhabitant could mirror himself or herself in
idealized human forms and luxurious stage sets of a royal life’.438
Both Walpole and Chute were avid collectors, both during and after the Grand
Tour. Mieke Bal argues that collecting can form a narrative, and that the
collector acts as an agent in this narrative.439 I would suggest that Walpole and
Chute’s collections were used by the two men as a way of visually presenting
themselves, and also a way of socialising and bonding, since:

Walpole’s interest in art is genuine, and he reserves a kind of abject
devotion to those things that most delight him: a head of Caligula,
miniature portraits, scandalous memoirs: all these begin to suggest an
eroticism in things that for Walpole, at least, may be the only eroticism
there is. There is no word for an eroticism of this kind: a group of men
sharing enthusiasm for a particular miniature or a particular bronze…
Objects for Walpole are what bring him in to closer touch with the men he
loves.440
Michael Camille441 has argued that ‘collecting is a performance’442 and that
collecting has a specific role in queer identity formation: ‘[i]t is not just that the
unmentionable nature of same-sex desire has often meant that the subject had
to communicate the ‘secret’ in a coded language, but the fact that this language
was a system of objects. What could not be said could be spoken through
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things’.443 I therefore decided to use this love of collecting as the starting point
for the first intervention at The Vyne: The Gift (Figure 5.14). While Walpole and
Chute obviously influenced each other, there seems to have been some
inequality, to the point that Walpole, writing to George Montagu comments: ‘I
don’t guess what sight I have to come in Hampshire, unless it is Abbotstone. I
am pretty sure I have none to come at the Vine, where I have done advising, as
I see Mr. Chute will never execute anything’.444

Not wanting to further hurt Walpole’s feelings, The Gift sees Chute bundling all
of Walpole’s rejected suggestions together and hiding them out of sight, behind
the main staircase. Unable to throw away the unwanted tokens and trinkets,
Chute masses the divergent objects gifted to him, objects that map Horace’s
travels and magpie-like search for beauty. Their collective display is adorned
with strings of pearls. The pearls, while referencing innocence and good taste,
also alludes to the term ‘pearl necklace’, slang for ejaculation, working with the
unsolvable high/low, tasteful/distasteful, celibate/sexual dichotomy at the heart
of their relationship.
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Figure 5.14

Matt Smith, The Gift, 2013, white earthenware, freshwater pearls, wire, 60cm
tall, The Vyne.
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Figure 5.15

Matt Smith, The Gift, 2013, white earthenware, freshwater pearls, wire, 60cm
tall, The Vyne.
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By recasting the discordant objects in the same material, and firing them
together, they have been reworked to create ‘family resemblances between
objects’.445 Whitney Davis446 has proposed the idea of queer family romance,
where collections of objects can come together to form substitute queer family
groups. He has suggested that this can work with the collector becoming either
an inheritor – placing himself within a group of historical objects or queer
biographies – or as a progenitor – creating new links between objects,
sometimes physically as in the Walpole Cabinet in the V&A’s collections or the
pietra dura casket at The Vyne to which John Chute added the rococo stand.

Figure 5.16 (left)

Walpole Cabinet, 1743, padouk veneered onto a pine carcase with
carved ivory plaques, figures and mounts, Victoria and Albert Museum,
W.52:1, 2-1925. © Victoria and Albert Museum, London

Figure 5.17 (right)

Pietra dura casket bought by John Chute in 1741–5 with rococo stand
and glass cover which he added, The Vyne. ©National Trust
Images/John Hammond

Queer family romance offers an interesting counterargument to the
heteronormativity of historic house histories based around family trees. If we are
to accept Davis’ suggestions, then The Gift in some way acts as Walpole and
Chute’s love child – admittedly one created via immaculate conception and
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surrogate delivery. It seals the relationship between the two men further as the
installation visually resembles a contemporary wedding cake.

Figures 5.18 and 5.19

Matt Smith, The Gift (details), 2013, white earthenware, freshwater
pearls, wire, 60cm tall, The Vyne.

The second intervention, Dandy, looks solely at John Chute and his selfpresentation. Dandy is cast from a relatively contemporary mass-produced
figurine of a dandy with a dog. This figure is placed on a tower of cast objects,
formed from classical vases and plinths with neoclassical additions and pearls.
The piece is placed on the central staircase at The Vyne, one of the areas of
the house that Chute remodelled.
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Figure 5.20 Matt Smith, Dandy, 2013, white earthenware, enamel, decals, freshwater pearls,
wire, 130cm tall, The Vyne.
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Figure 5.21

Matt Smith, Dandy, 2013, white earthenware, enamel, decals, freshwater pearls,
wire, 130cm tall, The Vyne.
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Figurines based on eighteenth century dandies were ubiquitous, cheap and
mass-produced in the twentieth century and aimed at the mass market. They
occupy an interesting place in popular culture, since they refuse to move with
popular taste and are often imbued with nostalgia. Working with them ‘raises
questions about high and low culture, class, taste and value in general’.447

The eighteenth century has been a recurring motif in interiors and has gone in
and out of fashion, oscillating between being a source of good and bad taste.
Referencing the work of Lisa Dowling, Jasmine Rault448 suggests that it is a
period synonymous with decadence and gender abnormality:

for late-nineteenth-century artists and writers hoping to break from what
they saw as stifling Victorian morality and dogmatic sincerity, the
eighteenth century represented an era of languorous pleasures,
‘licentious freedom’, ‘inverted satire’ and ‘ambiguous effeminacy’… an
eighteenth century understood as ‘elegantly sensual, artificial,
uncommitted to anything but pleasures’…

The ceramic dandy therefore fuses two sensibilities affiliated with queer: camp
and licentious freedom. The figurine from which the cast was taken was
specifically chosen for the installation since it echoes ‘the cruising style that has
come to be known as “stand-and-pose” – a decidedly self-contained form of
cruising that telegraphs something like: “I am indicating that I want you only to
the extent that I am showing how desirable I am by demonstrating that I am
capable to complete indifference to you”’.449 This work therefore places John
Chute as a queer, cruising man, and also shows him presenting himself to the
world propped up on a collection of classical vases and plinths, which brings us
back to the notion of camp:
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Theatrical self-presentation and the establishing of subcultural taste are
central factors in the manifold concept of camp. The collecting of objects,
artworks, interiors, clothes, and memorabilia, and the ways that they are
displayed, can be considered as two practices that allow for camping
both as the objects are collected and as they are appreciated.450

The decision to use an original object of questionable taste was a conscious
one. Exploiting camp, where ‘an engaged irony which (as the best definition of
camp puts it) allows one a strong feeling of involvement with a situation or
object while simultaneously providing one with a comic appreciation of its
contradictions’451 charges the installation with a queer sensibility, for although
John Chute is placed in prime position as the emperor of all he surveys, it is a
slightly comic emperor at best. In addition to it being part of the house that
Chute remodelled, there is another reason for the installation to be placed in the
Staircase Hall, since it forms a queer triangulation with the two busts at the base
of the staircase. These busts, of Caligula – with his indiscriminate sexual
activities – and Antoninus, who was adopted by Hadrian following the death of
Hadrian’s lover Antinous, resonate with queer once the installation is in place. In
this way, the installation also fulfils Whitney Davis’ idea of queer family
romance,452 but in this case with John Chute acting as inheritor rather than
progenitor.
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Figure 5.22 Triangulations of Staircase Hall, The Vyne. ©National Trust Images/James Mortimer

John Chute, is therefore placed at the apex of queer-associated historical
biographies, ‘[q]ueer family romance would be the romance of a queer family –
a romance that might make such family socially possible’453… a ‘queer selfgenealogy’,454 and inheritor of an extraconsanguinary family tree.
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5.3

Conclusion

The emphasis in historic houses on the genealogy of the wealthy families that
had owned them gives them a strongly heteronormative bias. However, there is
a dichotomy at play, for in addition to being sites of heteronormativity, they were
also sites of intimacy, including non-normative and queer intimacy, and lend
themselves to exploring these intimacies in a way that objects held by museums
seldom are. One of the criticisms levelled at historic houses – the elite nature of
their owners – here benefits one minority – the lesbian or gay visitor. While
identification will need to be ‘mobilised across class lines’,455 historic examples
of lesbian and gay life have often had their ‘origins in the elite or the creative
upper-middle class’456 partially since economic independence allowed for lives
to be lived outside the bounds of social norms.
The historic house – which provides us with collections of objects and
environments developed by individuals in order to reflect their interests and
desires – has the potential to provide us with rich and, as yet, under-mined,
seams of knowledge about queer pasts. In addition, if we start to re-view the
historic house as a site of queer family romances rather than merely one of
heteronormative family trees, we have the potential to uncover the emotional
and queer affects presented at the sites.
When considering these interventions in historic houses, it could be argued that
the debates and discussions generated could be undertaken in other formats –
though writing or speaking. However, I would argue that the physical
interventions, with their ability to not only direct discourse, but to also confuse it
and allow room for the viewer to draw independent thoughts and conclusions
has a stronger potential. Beth Lord argues that:
The heterotopia is a site for discursive analysis because it already does
the work of discursive analysis: it undermines the relation between words
and things and maintains the space between them as a space. In other
words, heterotopias are spaces of the difference of words and things.457
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In order to interrogate these heterotopias, and the things they contain and
display, these new inserted objects work with those things in a way that words
on their own cannot.
Working with the National Trust has shown how diverse the different sites and
house teams can be. Even within a house team, there has been disagreement
as to whether to, or how to, present queer histories and intimacies. These
discrepancies can make it difficult at times to negotiate working with these
histories and sites. In the summer of 2012, Nymans was representing the
National Trust at Brighton Pride, where a spokesperson for the Trust was
quoted as saying: ‘[w]e feel strongly that the Trust must get out to where people
are and we were delighted with the response – members loved seeing us at the
event and there was lots of interest from others too’.458
In a pilot study of LGBT visitors to cultural institutions in North America by
Heimlich and Koke, when visitors were asked ‘What makes a visit or attendance
different for a [LGBT visitor] than for a heterosexual, if any?’,459 ‘[r]espondents
articulated three main concepts… the ability to be demonstrative, feeling
represented within the content, and feeling accepted with[in] the context’.460 As
Heimlich and Koke were told by LGBT interviewees, to experience a sense of
truly belonging in cultural venues, they would like to see ‘inclusions of [LGBT]
individuals, couples and groups within the imagery and narrative associated
with exhibits [which would]… truly model its institutional acceptance to all
patrons’461 and address the fact that ‘[LGBT] history is so hidden that often
times [LGBT] artists and performers are presented as asexual or heterosexual,
or their gender non-conformity is not mentioned’.462
While the National Trust’s attendance at Pride may help visitors feel that they
would be welcome at National Trust sites, there is still work to be done in order
that LGBT lives are represented and discussed within the curated histories of
those sites. As museums have already realised, and we are starting to begin to
see with this work in historic houses, these sites have the potential to help
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societies to heal.463 The representation of ‘the other’ in these sites should not be
seen as an intellectual exercise but as a step towards a more honest
representation of the pasts. As these properties become more comfortable with
negotiating and telling their queer histories, they may come closer in achieving
their mission ‘to promote the National Trust as being relevant to everyone’.464
In their own ways, each of the interventions commissioned for Nymans and The
Vyne operate in a manner that Hein equates with feminist practice: ‘[o]ne tactic
advanced in both feminist and museum endeavours is the reversal of
foreground and background, which draws attention to the overlooked and
suppressed, and, having exposed it, asks why it has been neglected’. 465 For
curators holding onto a position of absolute knowledge, this unpicking of
histories can be very challenging, since feminist theory also ‘adopts the
mundane and unexpected, the trivial and horrendous, disruptions of ordinary
circumstances that undermine the determination to simplify and celebrate, which
it shows to be premature and often meretricious’.466
Historic houses allow visitors ‘the recognition of the house as an emotional
framework, a space in which to “live”’.467 Personal narratives are imbedded in
these houses in a way that they seldom are within museums and galleries, and
allow for a more intimate and personal response to the environment. This
ready-charged atmosphere provides the potential for interventions in historic
houses to connect with LGBT affect in a unique way.
For many, and complicated reasons, queer histories have been omitted or
treated differently from heterosexual ones in many historic houses. This is
unsurprising given the relatively recent and rapid changes in social and legal
attitudes towards same-sex relationships, and we are in a period where historic
houses are playing ‘catch-up’. These two case studies have attempted to
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facilitate this catch-up process and provide a practical means of addressing their
histories of non-normative sexualities.
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Conclusion

This research started with an exploration of what queer art made using craft
techniques looked like and whether there is such a thing as a queer craft
sensibility. What began as a mapping exercise moved into a practical analysis
of the mechanisms that underpin cultural organisations and privilege
heteronormativity within them. This change of direction is possibly unsurprising
since ‘[q]ueer adoringly embraces fluidity, change and the process of coming to
know that which one senses in the body, but cannot quite, yet, conclusively
define through language’.468 The question of what queer craft is would possibly
be best answered through a cross-disciplinary show of queer craft, which then
leads onto the curatorial questions of what would be included and excluded by
the terms queer and craft. As the chapter on curating has outlined, the question
of what queer is has many answers and can be tackled curatorially in many
ways. To some extent, this was the joy of the work: queer and craft’s slippery
and elusive qualities always keeping them slightly out of grasp.

As an umbrella term, queer encompasses a large and diverse group. While
attempts during the research have been made to be inclusive, the research has
privileged the gay, white male viewpoint. This is partly due to the pre-existing
knowledge of the researcher but also, in the examples of the historic house
interventions, was based on the historic source material available to work with.
It is hoped that the methodologies developed in the research may be used by
other artists in the future to interrogate other aspects of queer. The research
has also privileged queer over other identity terms such as race, nationality and
class. The research has drawn heavily of the work of artists such as Fred
Wilson and Glenn Ligon who have interrogated the representation of African
Americans in museums and art galleries. This overlap suggests that in addition
to exploring any unique aspects of identity, the work can be seen as a critique
of overarching grand narratives and a troubling of institutional interpretation
which, through the omnipresence of heteronormativity, gender and racial bias
and class privilege, presents the history and voices of certain groups in society
to a greater extent than others.
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Craft’s status as an umbrella term has similar, but different, issues attached to
it. ‘Craft is like any other word. It has no sacred right to exist, and the word may
well fade in the coming decades… the individual disciplines have a strong
identity as jewellery art, metal art, ceramic art, glass art, textile art, and wood
art. It is their collective identity as craft that has lost its meaning’.469

A queer craft exhibition could make visual connections between works, and the
chapters on queer craft objects and queer curating drew out visual strategies
that link some queer objects. However, the curatorial methodology would
inevitably steer those associations and privilege some visual languages over
others. It became clear during the research, that this exhibition, while potentially
fascinating, was not necessarily the best way to address the subject for an
academic thesis. As Susan Sontag explained in “Notes on ‘Camp’”, ‘[t]o snare a
sensibility in words, especially one that is alive and powerful, one must be
tentative and nimble. The form of jottings, rather than an essay (with its claim to
a linear, consecutive argument), seemed more appropriate for getting down
something of this particular fugitive sensibility’.470 Therefore rather than
attempting to identify overarching visual strategies, the research began to
unpick how cultural organisations represent difference, and particularly queer
difference. In doing so, the research followed the assertion that ‘[q]ueer projects
work to disrupt insidious, normalizing ideologies by way of re-appropriating
parts of discursive systems and explicitly advocating for social change’.471

The linking of craft with identity was a recurring theme in the research. As the
chapter on queer craft explores, the intersection of craft with identity politics is a
longstanding one. Whether this is owing to craft’s linking of the haptic and the
intellectual, the ability of craft to allow for heterogeneity, or the underexploitation of craft in the art world which left it open to feminist artists is
debatable. Issues of the handmade, the personal, the domestic and the
decorative all link with craft and are addressed by artists including Nick Cave,
469
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Robert Gober, Virgil Marti and Kent Hendricksen whose works resonate with
queer. That their work is placed in the art world rather than the craft world raises
interesting questions about the relationships and hierarchies involved. While
there may be economic benefits of association with art rather than craft, I would
suggest that these artists are drawn to craft materials and practices for a very
specific reason, what Bruce Metcalf describes as craft’s role as a ‘social
movement, often intuitive and without leadership… a collective attempt to
relocate personal meaning in a largely indifferent world’.472

The capacity of queer craft to address the past and examine revisionist
readings of objects and collections formed a large part of the practice in the
research. ‘Culture in general, and gay and lesbian culture in particular,
interprets and reconfigures the past in terms of the present’.473 For an identity
group whose history has often been hidden or erased, this reconfiguration is a
key strategy and the links between this reconfiguration of the past and the
postmodernist technique of re-appropriation provides one of the strongest links
between queer identity and a queer visual sensibility.

‘[Q]ueer readings and positions can (and do) become modified or change over
time as people, cultures, and politics change’.474 That any examples of those
historical understandings of queer sensibility still exist is, to a large extent, only
a matter of chance. Whether cultural organisations will be better able to
catalogue and preserve queer histories and associations is still debateable, but
becoming more probable as society becomes more tolerant of difference. A
possibly greater potential threat to the historical preservation of queer may be
queer itself. Cathie Cohen, writing in response to the call to deconstruct
identities has suggested that ‘[q]ueer theorizing that calls for the elimination of
fixed categories of sexual identity seems to ignore the ways in which some
traditional social identities and communal ties can, in fact, be important to one’s
survival’.475
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This tension between queer theory and queer studies – the desire to destabilise
and the desire to historicise and understand identity – shows no sign of abating.
Likewise, queer craft practice, by its very nature will never be static, and the
‘unknown potential for queer suggests that its most enabling characteristics may
well be potential looking forward without anticipating the future’.476 Having said
that, the potential for queer to interrogate the effects of identity and the bias of
contemporary cultural organisations towards certain groups in society suggests
that the need for queer filters to highlight organisational workings will not be a
short-term project.

During the research, I found that in order to explore these organisational
underpinnings hybridity was required: fusing the roles of artist, curator and
historian together. This enables an examination of the cracks and fissures
within cultural organisations, exploring what Potvin terms the narratives of
difference.477 The case studies, Queering the Museum, Other Stories and
Unravelling the National Trust all provided different methodologies and
attempted, in different ways, to overcome arguments that have been used to
explain why queer representation in museums and galleries is so scarce.

Hybridity was not limited to working methodologies. Bruce Metcalf has argued
that ‘many of the most interesting objects in the craftworld today are hybrids:
they take characteristics of both craft and art’.478 The erosion of binaries
provides fruitful and exciting opportunities. That one of the most notable
overlaps between craft and queer identity – the NAMES project – occurred
outside of both the craft and art world suggests that there is still a long way to
go towards cultural acceptance of difference. Fortunately, for some working on
the intersection of queer and craft, the desire to reposition curatorial bias is an
irrelevance since for many in the craftivism movement, ‘“the radical potential” of
an activity [takes precedence] over the actual object’479 and craft therefore
moves from materiality into performativity.
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Returning back to the original, and unanswered question – what is queer craft?
Possibly the more appropriate questions to ask are why do we not recognise
queer craft when we see it, and why might curatorial organisations and artists
not want to take ownership of, and use, the terms queer and craft. While this
might raise uncomfortable feelings in some, heteronormativity as an institution,
which is so pervasive that it has become almost invisible, will continue to ensure
what Monique Wittiq identifies as ‘you-will-be-straight-or-you-will-not-be’480
unless more is done to question how identity is discussed in cultural
organisations.

The potential of queer craft as an investigative technique is almost unlimited.
The interrogation of white cube spaces was outside the scope of this research
and has the potential for investigation in the future. Ideas around installation art
and the creation of immersive, alternative environments and non-normative
responses to gallery spaces both chime well with the notion of what queer craft
could be.
Regardless of the specific arena queer craft is used to explore, it will be fluid
and slippery. To try to pin down an ‘an identity without an essence’,481 while a
very seductive prospect, is in reality an ultimately unrealisable project in any
definite way. Rather, both queer and queer craft present an alternative to the
normal, whatever that may be; and that alternative may or may not be restricted
to individuals who identity as L, G, B or T.
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Appendix 3 Queering the Museum Evaluation Report

Structure of the evaluation report
1. Aims of the evaluation
2. Methodology
3. The sample
4. Findings
5. Conclusions
6. Additional notes

1. Aims of the evaluation report:









The overall scope of this evaluation is to assess the success and impact of ‘Queering the
museum’ from the visitors’ perspective
Who visited the exhibition in terms of age, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, disability,
and religion
Visitors’ motivation/purpose of visit
Visitors’ likes and dislikes
Visitors’ perceptions about lg representation in the museum
The message that visitors got from the exhibition
Visitors’ interpretation of the word ‘queer’
1) Demographics, 2) Visitors’ motivations and expectations, 3) Quality of visit and its
outcomes

2. Methodology:
This report aims to present an evaluation of the exhibition ‘Queering the Museum’. Its sample
is not a big one; however, it does include a variety of visitors. In more practical terms, the
evaluation consisted of face to face semi‐structured interviews with visitors who were
approached mainly at the Round room because this particular space seemed to be the best place
to monitor who appeared to be interested in the exhibition so they could be approached later
on. It was also good for approaching people at the end of their visit, leaving the museum, rather
than interrupting them during their visit. However, in some instances interviews were also held
in Gallery 23, which seemed to be the 2nd most popular gallery after the Round room. They
usually lasted no more than 7 minutes. Overall, the interviews were held during 12 days. Each
time almost 30‐35 people were approached, and these were the ones who appeared that they
may be engaging with the exhibition either because after having a closer look at Lucifer, took a
leaflet, or because they were seen staring at a particular object of the exhibition. From these,
the majority replied that they could not take part in the evaluation, mainly because they were
not aware of the exhibition or less often, because they were aware of the exhibition but did not
choose to engage with it. From those who had seen the exhibition, almost everybody was willing
to take part, apart from a couple of persons each time who said no, due to lack of time, or in
two cases due to lack of interest in taking part in an evaluation.
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3. The Sample:
o The sample consisted of 61% male and 39% female visitors.
Gender

No. of
visitors

Male

19

Female

12

o A broad age range was represented with 6,5% aged 17‐24, 29% aged 25‐34, 22,5% aged 35‐
44, 35,5% aged 45‐60 and 6,5% aged 60+.
o The sample also consisted of 54,8% identified as heterosexuals, 3,2% identified as
Age

No. of
visitors

Under 16

0

17‐24

2

25 ‐34

9

35‐44

7

45‐60

11

60+
Religion

2

bisexuals, 35,5% identified as homosexuals
and 6,5% who did not reply.
o
The sample consisted of 32,3 %
religious people and 67,7% of people with no
religious beliefs.

No. of

Sexual
Orientation

No. of

Heterosexual

17

Male

9

Female

8

1

visitors

visitors
Have
religious
beliefs

10

Bisexual

Catholic

5

Christian

1

Prefer not to 2
answer

Jewish

2

Jehovah’s
witness

1

Quaker

1

No religious
beliefs

21

Homosexual

11

Gay

8

Lesbian

3

To sum up, in terms of the visitors seeing the exhibition it appears that:



There were 20% more male visitors than female ones
the vast majority of visitors were between 25‐60 years old
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17% more visitors identified as heterosexual than LGB
almost 2/3 of the visitors did not hold any religious beliefs

4. Findings:
1.

What was the reason for your visit today? 54,8% of visitors found out about the exhibition
randomly whereas 45,2% came specifically for it, and in particular, 6,5% of them came for
the guided tour of the exhibition.
LGBT

Heterosexual

Unspecified

Male

Female

54,8%

4

11

2

12

5

45,2%

8

6

‐

8

6

2.

Which part(s) of the exhibition did you like the most or find more interesting and why?
Among visitors’ answers it was clear that the most popular exhibit was the Carnation Cape
which was mentioned by 1/3 of the visitors whereas the second most common answer was
the general idea of the exhibition and the way it was developed, in that it repositioned
things, changing their meaning and re‐interpreting them, which was mentioned by 1/3 of
the visitors. The rest of the positive comments were about the green carnation idea (2
references), the Fitting In case (2 references), the ceramics in general (3 references), the
Stereotypes case (1 reference), “the exhibits’ inscriptions” (1 reference), “the spreading out
of the exhibition” (1 reference), the Reflection case (1 reference), the title of the exhibition
(1 reference) and the Figure of a Youth Cruising case (1 reference).

3.

Were there any part(s) of the exhibition that you didn’t like or you found least interesting
and why? Almost 1/3 of visitors replied that everything was interesting whilst the rest of
the answers were mainly about specific exhibits, such as the complexity of Reflection (4
references) or of Ulysses (1 reference), the displeasure with the jokes with bears in
Stereotypes (3 references). However, there were some negative comments about the lack
of lesbian and transsexual representation (2 references), the lack of connection with
Newman’s exhibition (2 references), the difficulty of getting to Gallery 33 (2 references)
whereas there was one person who expected to see more exhibits. Finally, it seems
interesting that there were 2 references to the difficulty caused by the nature of the
exhibition, that is the fact that it was spread out within the museum space, but both visitors
explained that despite this, they understood the reasons behind this choice.

4.

Were there any particular parts of the exhibition that prompted you to pause for
discussion or to share your thought? For example, was there any part that you found
especially provocative? Almost 40% of visitors said that the whole idea of this exhibition
and in particular its topic, along with the way it was developed within the museum space
were thought‐provoking. Furthermore, 4 persons replied that this exhibition made them
think about the developments that occurred in LGBT history and in the law concerning the
LGBT community here in the UK. The only specific exhibits that came up as parts of the
exhibition that prompted discussion or pausing for thinking were Polari as an exhibit that
made them think about the existence and usefulness of such a language in the past (3
references) and Reflection as an exhibit that appeared quite complex and not easily
understood by people (4 references). In terms of whether or not the exhibition was
provocative, nobody found it as such. Instead, visitors kept mentioning that it was thought‐
provoking but not at all provocative.
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5.

Do you feel that the exhibition is trying to communicate any particular message? Almost
1/3 of visitors replied that this exhibition promotes diversity, either in terms of the
existence of diverse communities within society (5 references) or of ways of looking at
things (4 references). The next most popular answer was about the exhibition’s objective
to increase visibility of LGBT community (5 references). Among the rest of the responses,
‘Queering the Museum’ was identified as trying to present a mix of old and contemporary
ideas (3 references), to celebrate homosexuality (2 references), to promote acceptance of
LGBT people (2 references) and finally, to inform public about the life of homosexual people
in the past and how it has changed so far (2 references).

6.

Do you think it is appropriate to have gay and lesbian culture represented in museums?
/ Would you like to see more gay and lesbian culture represented in museums? All the
interviewees answered to yes to the above questions. Out of them 74,2% said agreed
whereas 25,8% said yes but with some specifications. These specifications included not
being displayed all the time (2 references), to have it displayed at museums but to reach a
point where it will not be a big deal (2 references), “to be done discretely like ‘Queering the
Museum’” (1 reference), “to represent it but in more provocative ways” (1 reference) or
“without labels” (1 reference) and finally, one person said that “it is fine to have it displayed
although he disagrees with this life” (1 reference). Regarding more specific suggestions for
future exhibitions, visitors said that it would be nice to include in the permanent BMAG’s
collection Dana International’s dress that she was wearing at the final of Eurovision song
contest (1 reference), to display more contemporary gay and lesbian artists (1 reference)
or more contemporary gay and lesbian history (1 reference), to present the stories of
homosexual people in 2nd World War (1 reference), to have more permanent exhibits that
are LGBT related in BMAG’s collection (1 reference) and finally, to display homosexuality
with an exhibition on the history of sexuality in general (1 reference).

7.

What does the word queer mean to you? In almost half of the answers it was obvious that
queer had negative associations for visitors, with only 7 interviewees being aware of the
word having been reclaimed and re‐appropriated by the LGBT community. Furthermore,
almost 1/3 of visitors said that ‘queer’ is kind of synonym for LGBT (10 references) whereas
it was also explained as something different or unusual (7 references).

8.

Where did you hear about the exhibition? The majority of visitors who were interviewed
learnt about the exhibition at BMAG (54,8%) either through the leaflets or because of
having seen the Carnation Cape. Among the rest of the interviewees who came specifically
for visiting ‘Queering the Museum’, the most popular sources were Internet (8 references)
and word of mouth (6 references).
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To sum up, visitors’ answers to the above questions show that:
almost 4 in 10 visitors visited BMAG specifically for seeing ‘Queering the Museum’
the idea of introducing visitors to ‘Queering the Museum’ with the Carnation Cape at
the round room was very successful, especially in terms of prompting it to visitors who
were unaware of the exhibition before visiting it
the methodology of ‘Queering the Museum’ and its particular features, such as the
idea of re‐positioning or re‐interpreting things, was highlighted as an effective way of
producing and presenting an exhibition
the only parts of the exhibition that were quite problematic, such as Reflection and
Stereotypes, were exhibits whose interpretation appeared quite difficult
the nature of ‘Queering the Museum’ regarding its spreading out within BMAG was
well‐received even in cases when people found it hard to get around, as the importance
of presenting it in such a way was clear to them
the messages received by visitors were mainly related to the main concern of LGBT
community, that of visibility and acceptance, and to the significant role that choices
about the exhibition design and development play in interpretation
representing the LGBT community in a balanced way within museums in general, and
BMAG in particular, was well‐received by all the interviewees, even in cases where their
personal beliefs were opposed to LGBT lives
the word ‘queer’ is a term most commonly perceived negatively and as a synonym for
LGBT
Internet, such as BMAG’s website and Facebook, as well as suggestions for visiting
‘Queering the Museum’ by people who already had seen it, were the main reasons for
prompting people to come and see the specific exhibition
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5. Conclusions:


According to the many visitors who missed ‘Queering the Museum’, it could be summed up
that it was not very easily accessible to the general public of BMAG, but according to those
who saw it, it seems that this exhibition managed to have an impact on the majority of
them. This impact was identified as a spark for thinking or changing attitudes/beliefs
(‘thought‐provoking’) and as gaining new knowledge (‘informative’). It could be argued that
although the main concern was to reach out particularly the LGBT community, it was a
success that many people identified as heterosexual were tempted to engage with the
exhibition.



Although this was only a small sample, the exhibition was well received by visitors and it
had an impact on the majority of them, either in terms of knowledge/learning or of
attitude/opinion towards LGBT culture. What became very clear among the 31 visitors’
answers was that for the vast majority of them this exhibition appeared very effective and
thought‐provoking. It made them aware of the importance of content and object
positioning in museums and the diversity of ways of living but more importantly of ways
thinking and looking at things but also realizing how much progress has been made and the
developments that happened during the last decades in LGBT history.



The exhibition was not easily noticeable. Even when I explained to the visitors which
exhibition I was talking about while showing them the leaflet, most of them appeared to
have no idea about it. I also made a reference to the green carnation saying that the cases
with exhibits of ‘Queering the Museum’ exhibition were signified by a green carnation, but
again the majority response was that they had not noticed it. Therefore, since the nature
of the exhibition was not like the typical temporary exhibitions placed within a specific
gallery/space, perhaps more effort should have been made regarding the exhibition’s
marketing.

6. Additional notes:
o

On the 5th of February a woman in her sixties commented about the lack of detailed
information about the shoes in the Fitting In case at Gallery 23. She told me that overall she
found the exhibition really interesting and that she came along with her friend specifically
to see ‘Queering the Museum’, and her only disappointment was about the Fitting In case.
She was so interested in this particular case but as she said she wished she could learn more
about what she enjoyed more in this specific exhibition.

7. Observation notes:
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Due to the lack of interviewees, I attempted to get some data through observation, which
was also useful to see which visitors noticed the exhibition and could be approached for an
interview later on.
At the Round room, Lucifer drew the attention of people mainly under the age of 50 and
was one of the most popular exhibits, even for people who didn’t see the rest of the
exhibition.
The least popular galleries appeared to be Gallery 26 ‘Ulysses Bending the Bow’ and 33 ‘Civil
Partnership Card’. Regarding Gallery 26 it seemed that people were just passing by it
without noticing it whereas for Gallery 33 it appears that the location of this gallery was the
problem and not the lack of interest to this specific exhibit.
The most popular gallery appeared to be Gallery 23 ‘Stereotypes’, ‘Contemplating Mr
Buturo’ and ‘Fitting In’.
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